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Fuzz is on the loose! 
£*> Cops bust cops, 
nab pizza 
thieves, catch a 
suspect hiding 
in a doghouse, 
rescue a man 
shot twice in two weeks, and clean out 
someone's garbage to boot... 
Please see stories, page 3 
BRIEFLY.. 
Former counselor published 
A former GSU financial aid counselor 
had her comments published in the March 
edition of "U. The National College Maga- 
zine" through its "U. Mail" section. 
Louise Crocker, who left her GSU post 
in January, wrote in to the magazine about 
the November/December 1994 article en- 
titled "The Last Temptation of an Editor." 
She has since moved to Beaverton, Ore., a 
town of roughly 53,300 people located about 
15 miles southwest of Portland. 
"I found the article to be very entertain- 
ing. I know that it probably went over like 
a lead balloon here in the Bible Belt, but I 
thought you should know that at least one 
person enjoyed it," Crocker wrote. 
Crocker's statement, under the head- 
line of "Hallelujah!" was printed on p. 8 of 
the edition. "U." was an insert in the March 
2 edition of The George-Anne. 
The magazine, published nine times 
annually, reaches 6.5 million individuals. 
It is the most widely read lifestyle and 
entertainment magazine among 18- to 34- 
year-old college educated adults. Editorial 
content focuses on the diverse interests, 
activities, attitudes and concerns of stu- 
dents attending four-year colleges and 
universities. 
Crocker could not be reached for com- 
ment by press time. 
Youth arts festival to be held 
Dozens of artists and performers will be 
on hand Saturday for the 13th Youth Arts 
Festival on Sweetheart Circle. 
From 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., potters, weav- 
ers, painters, sculptors and performing 
artists will be show their talents at the 
annual gathering. The event is free. 
(WORD OF THE DAY 
optative (op'te-tiv) adj. 1. Expressing 
a wish or choice. 2. Gramm. a. Of, 
relating to, or being a mood of verbs in 
some languages, such as Greek, used 
to express a wish. b. Of, relating to, or 
being a statement using a verb in the 
subjunctive mood to indicate a wish or 
desire, as in Were it possible, I would 
do it. 
Source: The American Heritage College Dictionary 
'BORO WEATHER 
TODAY 
Mostly cloudy, with a 
chance of showers. 
High is in the mid- 
70s and low is in 
the mid-60s. 
WEDNESDAY 
Scattered 
thunderstorms 
with a high in the 
mid-70s and a low in the mid-60s. 
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news of Georgia Southern University as accu- 
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Thank you. 
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'It's a done deal' 
Faculty approve fee hike 
By Chris Sherwood 
News Editor 
The faculty senate voted 20-16 to approve a 
$5 hike in the student athletic fee Thursday. 
The center of the debate focused on Student 
Government Association President Ryran 
Tray lor. The SGA agreed to the increase with 
the idea that GSU Athletic Director David 
"Bucky" Wagner would not ask for another 
increase for at least two years. 
"It's a done deal. The next step is for (GSU 
President) Nicholas Henry to approve it," 
Traylor said. "The Board of Regents would then 
approve it." 
Many of the faculty senate members sup- 
ported the amendment that stated the athletic 
department would not ask for an increase for at 
least two years. 
"A majority of the members were for the 
amendment, but a lot of them were totally 
opposed to an increase of any kind," Traylor 
said. 
Traylor was asked for the student input by 
the faculty senate members. 
'The students' views were heard," Traylor 
said. "We fought hard for this and there wasn't 
anything else we could do." SGA held a forum 
and ran an ad campaign, among other things. 
One senator in SGA did vote against the 
increase, but agreed to it if the school would 
have winning teams with the added fee, accord- 
ing to Traylor. 
"We thought the increase had already been 
approved when we voted, so we amended it (by 
asking that Wagner not ask for more money for 
at least two years)," Traylor said. 
Several faculty senate members spoke out 
about the increase. One, representing several 
of his colleagues, questioned the work of the 
athletic department in attempting to schedule 
a Division I-A opponent. 
One of the points brought up by Wagner for 
the need of an increase was that GSU was not 
playing a Division I-A team, and thus not re- 
ceiving a financial guarantee from that game. 
"Wagner said GSU had problems scheduling 
a Division I-A team because playing a Division 
I-AA team would not count toward the six wins 
which are needed for Division I-A teams to play 
in a bowl," Traylor said. 
According to GSU athletic department infor- 
mation, last year the school received $190,000 
for playing Miami. Victories against I-AA teams 
currently do not count in meeting the required 
minimum wins needed to receive a bowl invita- 
tion for a Division I-A team. Most I-A teams are 
reluctant to schedule I-AA teams. 
The athletic department information packet 
also stated the primary reason for the reduction 
in revenue of $145,000 is the loss of revenue 
received in playing a Division I-A opponent. 
Other schools 
According to GSU athletic department infor- 
mation, GSU falls in between four other Geor- 
gia schools with their student athletic fees. 
Per quarter costs 
Savannah State 
West Georgia 
GSU 
Fort Valley State 
Valdosta State 
$75 
$70 
$67 
$58 
$58 
Georgia and Georgia Tech have a $25 and 
$33 fee, respectively, but also charge students 
at the gate for their events. 
CRI facility construction begins fall 
By Jana Mobley 
Staff Writer 
The intramural building, a 
$90 million student-funded 
expansion, will be the next 
project that will provide more 
room for students' extracur- 
ricular activities on GSU's 
campus. 
GSU students have been 
paying $23 per quarter out of 
the university fee to fund the 
building since fall 1992. There 
have been several problems 
including finding an architect, 
according to Jack Nolen, vice 
president of student affairs. 
"There were a number of de- 
lays outside of the 
University's control that have 
forced the project to take a lot 
longer than we anticipated." 
In 1991, George Lynch, 
assistant dean of students, 
along with William Ehling, 
coordinator for Campus Recr 
reation and Intramurals 
(CRI), took the idea of collect- 
ing the student money to (who 
was then) Student Govern- 
ment Association (SGA) Presi- 
.dent Chris Clark. 
The proposal suggested the 
students fund the project by 
adding a fee of $20 to what they 
already pay each quarter. Af- 
ter discussions with all the stu- 
"THE BUILDING WILL 
BE A VERY SOCIAL 
AND FUN PLACE." 
— PHILIP HODGE 
FACILITIES DIRECTOR 
dent groups, a fee of $23 was 
accepted. According to Nolen, 
the Board of Regents approved 
the self-induced tax in the fall 
of 1991, and the school has 
been collecting on it since fall 
quarter 1992. 
The sports complex will be 
located on Register Road near 
Veteran's Memorial Parkway. 
It will be available to all stu- 
dents and will feature two floors 
of activities including a 20-ft 
climbing wall, hand-ball, bas- 
ketball and volleyball courts, 
aerobics classes and _an- el- 
evated running track. Out- 
side of the complex there will 
be extensive outdoor fields 
such as a track, baseball and 
softball fields and tennis 
courts, which will all have 
night lighting. 
"As one walks into the 
building the sounds and vi- 
sual activities will be excit- 
ing," said Facilities Director 
Philip Hodge. "The building 
will be a very social and fun 
place to be." 
The construction on the 
buildingis set to start in Octo- 
ber to November 1995, and 
the plans for completion is 
winter quarter 1997. How- 
ever, the fields are set to be- 
gin in June or July 1995 and 
be completed by fall quarter 
1995. 
"The architect is hurrying 
to put the sports project out 
for bids, and we want to start 
the project as soon as pos- 
sible," Hodge said. 
Graffiti strikes 
Enoch W. Autry 
Looking down the corridor of the Tech III Building, a graffiti 
sighting, which was reported to GSU Police Feb. 28, is just one of 
many acts of vandalism on campus. The same Tech III report also 
contained a listing of graffiti sprayed on a bathroom wall. 
By Melanie Weinberg 
Staff Writer 
This year on campus, resi- 
dence halls have been vandal- 
ized. The leading concern with 
graffiti occurences are in the 
Hendricks, Veazey, Lewis, 
Sanford and Dorman residence 
halls. 
Dorman Hall resident and 
criminal studies major Henry 
King has seen the acts of gang 
related graffiti. 
"The pitchfork, and the six 
point stars that have been 
drawn in Dorman Hall are as- 
sumed to be related to the Chi- 
cago based Black Gangster Dis- 
ciple Gang who are allies with 
the Crip nation." King said. 
Although the graffiti in 
Dorman is rather scarce, the 
words "seed" and "mon" are 
being written in the residence 
halls. 
"I have no knowledge of 
these words being gang-re- 
lated," King said. 
Pat Burkett, director of 
housing, did not elaborate to 
where this graffiti artist may 
be living, however, she did say 
the graffiti was particularly bad 
in Hendricks and nearby Lewis. 
Scott Mulkey, a resident of 
Veazey Hall, has seen graffiti 
drawn within his residence 
hall. 
"The word 'cream' has been 
written twice in the stairwell 
with a marker, and the excla- 
mation 'what!' has been spot- 
ted four times throughout the 
dorm," Mulkey said. "There is 
also no knowledge of these 
words being gang-related." 
In Sanford Hall, the letters 
"SPK' have been scratched into 
the paint in the elevator. The 
"SPK" insignia has also been 
seen in other places on cam- 
pus. The meaning of these let- 
ters is virtually unknown, but 
many believe the letters rep- 
resent someone's initials. 
Police have been investigat- 
ing these incidents all over 
campus. 
"Graffiti has always been 
sighted on campus, but it has 
never been dealt with to this 
degree," Burkett said. "The 
department of housing is keep- 
ing a running tally on the cost 
of damages, and if the culprit 
is not caught, a group assess- 
ment will take place at the end 
of the year." 
Burkett also said the resi- 
dents living in the victimized 
halls need to keep an eye out 
for the vandal, and make their 
RA or RD aware of the person 
responsible. 
Once caught, the offender 
will be turned over to univer- 
sity officials and judicial ac- 
tion will take place. 
Food Services will revert to old meal-plan system 
MickaLangford,a21-year-old senior who works 
as a cashier at Union Station, scans the i.d. 
card of an on-looking student Sunday afternoon. 
Enoch W. Autry 
By fall, students may not be able to use all their 
daily meals at the same time as they do on the 
current system. 
By John Munford 
Assistant News Editor 
Students on a contract meal 
plan with GSU food services will 
experience a few system changes 
beginning fall quarter. 
This year, students could use 
all of their meal plans at one 
time, but GSU Food Services 
Director Tom Palfy said because 
of problems it causes for stu- 
dents, that plan will be aborted 
for the '95-'96 school year. As a 
result, students will only be al- 
lowed to use their meal plans 
one at a time and only at certain 
times of the day. 
Palfy said problems were re- 
lated to students who claimed 
they had not used their meal 
plans when the computer read- 
out showed they had. 
"We'll have students come up 
to us and say, 'I'm trying to eat at 
Landrum, but they say I've al- 
ready eaten both of my meals,"' 
Palfy said. "We'll look in the pro- 
gram and see the card has been 
scanned twice, say, at Oxford 
Wash-N-Shop and they'll stand 
there and say, 'No. I did not eat 
twice at Oxford Laundry.' We 
have to go by what the computer 
says, but out of the goodness of 
our hearts we say, 'okay, we'll let 
you through this one time.' 
"I wish it would have worked 
out, but we couldn't track the 
problem down," Palfy said. "We 
had to take the kids' word for it, 
but at the same time, wonder 
why has it been run through 
twice?" 
Other changes in the works 
Food services is reacting to 
student needs by adding the 
availability of a five-day, one- 
meal plan, which should benefit 
off-campus students who don't 
want to leave campus to go home 
and make lunch. The 5/1 meal 
plan would cost approximately 
half the cost of a 5/2 meal plan. 
In addition, meal card values 
will escalate from $3.50 to $3.60. 
Palfy is also looking at estab- 
lishing a window at the Edu- 
cated Palate where students can 
order pizza-by-the-slice to go. 
"That's the way kids are eat- 
ing these days, grabbing it on 
the go," Palfy said. 'They had a 
similar window at Florida State, 
my alma mater, and it went over 
real well there."  
Please see FOOD, page 1C 
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GSU Division of Public Safety 
March 1,1995 
• A housing employee reported 
a broken window in Brannen 
Hall. 
•Ann Hamilton reported some 
graffiti had been written in the 
stairwell at Henderson Library. 
February 28,1995 
• Gaynell Wade reported two 
bulbs were taken from a projec- 
tor in the South Building. 
•A resident of Lewis Hall re- 
ported he received harassing 
phone calls. 
•Shonte Jennings reported 
someone scratched her car door 
in the Winburn parking lot. 
•Dr. Keith Hickman reported 
some graffiti had been written 
on a bathroom wall and a hall- 
way in the Tech III building. 
February 27,1995 
• Twayna Pringle reported $50 
missing from her room in Cone 
Hall. 
•Sandra Jeffries reported a 
cellular phone missing from her 
room in Johnson Hall. 
Statesboro Police Department 
March 5,1995 
•William Lyle Davis, 19, of 
Greenbriar Apartments, re- 
ported a case of criminal tres- 
pass. 
•Anthony Costello, 21, of 
Statesboro, was charged with 
speeding and driving with a sus- 
pended license (third offense). 
•James Brock Toole, 20, ad- 
dress unknown, was charged 
with violation of the noise ordi- 
nance. 
•Julie Wren Belle, 20, of 
Longwood, Fla., was charged 
with disorderly conduct. 
•Jamas B. O'Keefe, 21, of 
Katonah, N.Y., was charged with 
disorderly conduct. 
•Mary Catherine Hadaway, 
20, of LaGrange, was charged 
with DUI (.13), speeding, and 
driving without a license on per- 
son. 
Foy art exhibit 
to open March 9 
By Meredith Whitt 
Staff Writer 
Gallery 303 will hold an open- 
ing reception on March 9 at noon 
for the month exhibition featur- 
ing paintings by Rosemary 
Geseck and ceramics by Sandy 
Oscar. The show is open to the 
public free of charge. 
Oscar will attend the recep- 
tion and later this month, Geseck 
will visit the studio to discuss 
and demonstrate her painting 
techniques. 
The gallery features the work 
of artists from all over the U.S. 
and hosts three to four visiting 
artists a month. The smaller gal- 
lery will exhibit the work of GSU 
seniors in the senior exhibit 
shows. 
The exhibit will be located on 
the third floor of the Foy Fine 
Arts Building. It is open Monday 
through Friday from 8 a.m. - 5 
p.m. 
POLICE BEAT 
• Henry Harris, 22, of Savan- 
nah, was charged with DUI (. 114) 
and weaving. 
March 4,1995 
•Brooks McFarland, 20, of 
Player's Club Apartments, re- 
ported his car stereo stolen. 
•Angela Robertson, 20, of Sta- 
dium Place Apartments, reported 
someone stole a gas cap off her 
automobile. 
•Ryan Reese Leonard, 19, of 
Macon, was charged with disor- 
derly conduct. 
•Cantrea Ward, 19, of In The 
Pines, was charged with shop- 
lifting. 
•Jason Groves, 20, of Carlisle, 
Penn., was charged with DUI 
(.119) and weaving. 
• Dudley B. Christie III, 19, of 
Perry, was charged with disor- 
derly conduct. 
March 3,1995 
•Tina Daniel, 19, of Univer- 
sity Point Apartments, reported 
someone scratched the paint on 
her automobile. 
•Jonathon Aaron, 22, of Uni- 
versity Pointe Apartments, re- 
ported someone broke a window 
of his automobile. 
•James Hugh Neill. 22, of 
Riverdale, was charged with DUI 
(.111), driving with a suspended 
license and speeding. 
•Molly Browning, 24, of Rentz, 
was charged with DUI (.11) and 
speeding. 
March 2,1995 
• Gretchen R. Muth, age un- 
known, of Winburn Hall, re- 
ported her car radio stolen. 
•PerdettaL. Bush, 21, of Col- 
lege Vue Apartments, reported 
a case of criminal trespass. 
•Ronald Renee Arline, 23, of 
Statesboro, was charged with 
drivingwith a suspended license, 
reckless driving and a stop sign 
violation. 
•Alan David Shiver, 22, of 
Tucker, was charged with fol- 
lowing too closely, drivingwith a 
suspended license, and having 
no proof of insurance. 
March 1,1995 
•Lawrence Albert Smith III, 
22, of Lumber City, was charged 
with DUI (refused test) and driv- 
ing to fast for conditions. 
•Steven Slade Sikes, 19, of 
Hinesville, was charged with 
DUI (.131) and weaving. 
Bulloch County Sheriff's Office 
No reports filed. 
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Facing an Alcohol or Drug Offense? 
We can help* 
Call today for an appointment* 
■Confidential Alcohol/Drug Assessments 
■Alcohol/Drug Education 
■Outpatient Counseling 
■Flexible Counseling Hours for Students 
Hi I Ji Willingway A A Outpatient 
311 Jones Mill Road • Statesboro, GA 30458 
764-6236 
^pcci^1 ^his   T^ &C& 
Grilled Chicken Caesar Salad 
$4.75 
Check for our weekly Specials. 
Check out our off ice delivery service 11-2:00 M-F 
Lunch 11-2:30 Dinner 5-8:00 
Call 681-5303 
i ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Things to do at GSU 
Today, March 7 
•CLEC will present 
"Dancetime" at the Russell Union 
Ballroom at 8 p.m. General ad- 
mission tickets will be available, 
while they last, two weeks prior 
to the event. Students, faculty 
and staff will be allowed one free 
ticket for the event upon presen- 
tation of valid GSU ID. Persons 
without tickets and CLEC sea- 
son ticket patrons will be guar- 
anteed seating for the perfor- 
mance up until 10 minutes prior 
to the start. For more informa- 
tion, contact the CLEC Office at 
681-0830. 
•The Cinema Arts Program 
will show "A Street Car Named 
Desire" at 4:45 p.m. and 7 p.m. in 
the Russell Union Theater. For 
ticket prices or other informa- 
tion, contact the English Depart- 
ment at 681-5471. 
Thursday, March 9 
•There will be a Jazz En- 
semble with trumpeter Bobby 
Shew at 8 p.m. in the Russell 
Union Ballroom. The show will 
be free for students. For more 
information, contact the music 
department at 681-5396. 
•A Group Exhibit will be 
shown in the Foy Fine Arts Build- 
ing, room 303, located on the 
third floor. It will be on display 
through March 31. There will a 
reception today from noon -1 p.m. 
The gallery will be open from 9 
a.m. - 5 p.m. on weekdays, and 
admission is free. 
Saturday, March 11 
•Grassroots — a project to 
clean up state parks for the Olym- 
pics — will be held at George L. 
Smith State Park from 9 a.m. to 
4 p.m. For more information, con- 
tact Victoria Futch at 681-0010. 
•A youth arts festival will be 
held from 10 a.m. ~ 4 p.m. at the 
Foy Fine Arts Building, room 
303. 
Sunday, March 12 
• An exhibit entitled "Animals 
as Architects" will be on display 
at the GSU Museum today 
through May 7. 
Wednesday, March 15 
•Final exam for Wednesday 
evening classes. Examinations 
for regular day classes are as 
follows: 
•9-11 a.m.: Classes beginning 
at 11 a.m. 
•Noon-2 p.m.: Classes begin- 
ning at noon. 
•3-5 p.m.: Classes beginning 
at 3 p.m. 
•6-8 p.m.: Conflict Exam Pe- 
riod. 
Thursday, March 16 
•Final exam for Thursday 
evening classes and Tuesday/ 
Thursday evening classes. 
• 9-11 a.m.: Classes beginning 
at 9 a.m. 
•noon-2 p.m.: Classes begin- 
ning at 1 p.m. 
•3-5 p.m.: Classes beginning 
at 4 p.m. 
•6-8 p.m.: Conflict Exam Pe- 
riod 
Friday, March 17 
•Final exam for Monday 
evening classes and Monday/ 
Wednesday evening classes at 6 
p.m. 
• 9-11 a.m.: Classes beginning 
at 10 a.m. 
•Noon-2 p.m.: Classes begin- 
ning at 8 a.m. 
•6-8 p.m.: Conflict exam pe- 
riod. 
Saturday, March 18 
•9-11 a.m.: Classes beginning 
at 2 p.m. 
•Noon-2 p.m.: Classes begin- 
ning at 5 p.m. 
Sunday, March 19 
•Residence Halls close at 10 
p.m. 
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ONLY IN AMERICA... 
O Florida 
Cops bust other cops 
The Associated Press 
CLEARWATER, Fla. — 
Cloaked in the dark of night, 
the dealers sold their crack co- 
caine to buyers who quietly 
slipped them $100 cash. 
This seamy scene lacked only 
one thing — bad guys. 
As fast as you can say 
"freeze," the buyers—who were 
really undercover Pinellas 
County sheriffs deputies — 
pulled their guns and wrestled 
down the suppliers—who were 
later revealed to be undercover 
Clearwater police. 
"It didn't take too long for 
everyone to realize what had 
happened," sheriffs Capt. 
Frank Holloway said Wednes- 
day. "It sounds like a Cheech 
and Chong movie, doesn't it? 
Clearwater police spokesman 
Wayne Shelor said officials from 
the two agencies will meet later 
to discuss the mix-up. 
Holloway said Clearwater 
police probably didn't get word 
of the sting because a city of- 
ficer who is assigned to the 
sheriffs bureau has been on 
another assignment for the past 
couple of months. 
© California 
Man gets 25 years to 
life for stealing pizza 
The Associated Press 
TORRANCE, Calif. —Aman 
was sentenced under California's 
"three strikes" law to 25 years to 
life in prison for stealing a slice 
of pepperoni pizza last summer. 
Jerry Dewayne Williams, 27, 
was convicted of felony petty theft 
in January for taking the pizza 
July 30 from a group of children 
on a pier. 
He was sentenced Thursday 
and must serve 20 years before 
he is eligible for parole. 
"Mr. Williams will be facing 
the same sentence as if he'd raped 
a woman, molested a child or 
done a carjacking, because the 
statute does not draw distinc- 
tions," said his public defender, 
Arnold Lester. 
Williams had prior convictions 
for robbery, attempted robbery, 
drug possession and unautho- 
rized use of a vehicle. 
The three-strikes law, enacted 
last year, requires longer prison 
sentences for felons with at least 
one prior conviction for a serious 
or violent felony. 
Lester said he will appeal. 
© Kentucky 
Suspect hides in 
judge's doghouse 
The Associated Press 
BARBOURVILLE, Ky.— Af- 
ter Henry Ford Rouse escaped 
from Barbourville police officers 
for the second time in one day, he 
really wound up in the doghouse. 
In fact, Rouse was found hid- 
ing in a doghouse belonging to 
Circuit Judge Lewis B. Hopper. 
Rouse first was arrested on a 
domestic violence complaint 
Thursday but Officer Patrick 
Alford said Rouse broke free and 
led police on a one-mile foot 
chase. 
After he was recaptured, 
Rouse complained of chest pains 
and was taken to the Knox 
County General Hospital, 
where he was admitted. But 
Rouse pulled out his intrave- 
nous lines and fled the hospital 
around 6:15 p.m. EST, Alford 
said. 
He apparently thought he 
had found a good hiding place 
when he crawled inside the dog- 
house. 
'The dog was around ... but 
being a basset hound, he's not 
real ferocious," Alford said. 
Time Warp! f 
A Look at Georgia Southern, 10 Years Ago This Week 
The GSC Model United Nations delegation in cooperation 
with the campus political science department sponsored 
the 15 annual High School Model UN last Thursday. 
Thursday is the grand opening of GSC's newest bar, the 
Electric Kangaroo (home of the former Collegiate) located 
on Chandler Road. 
The Eagle baseball team took two out of three games from 
the University of Georgia in a weekend series. 
— complied by Chris Sherwood 
Man has really bad luck 
The Associated Press 
PROVIDENCE, R.I. — It 
seems like Alpha Williams was 
born under a black cloud. 
Two weeks after being shot at 
least four times in his left, arm, 
he is recovering from being shot 
two more times — in the same 
arm. Police don't know who shot 
Williams either time. 
"He's had a couple of alterca- 
tions in the last few weeks, and 
he may have encountered the 
same or other individuals, but 
he won't say who they are," Sgt. 
Richard Fascia said. 
"He just seems to have the 
worst luck. He's one of those 
people who was born under a 
black cloud." 
Williams was treated and re- 
leased Sunday from Rhode Is- 
land Hospital after being shot 
outside a Harriet Street apart- 
ment building as he sat in a car. 
He drove himself to the hospital. 
Williams told police that two 
men drove up shortly before 3 
a.m. and fired about five rounds 
at him. One bullet struck Will- 
iams" upper arm and the other 
lodged in his shoulder. He said 
he was unable to identify his 
assailants, but police said he 
didn't try very hard. 
Williams was shot at least four 
times in his arm and shoulder on 
Feb. 12. A Providence woman 
heard gunshots outside her 
home, then found Williams at 
her door saying 'They got me," 
police said. 
Police find garbage, animals in woman's house 
The Associated Press 
JACKSON, Miss. — Officers 
found more than piles of garbage 
as they waded into a.north Jack- 
son home to serve an eviction 
notice. There also were the 30 
rabbits, five ferrets and two 
hedgehogs. 
Animal Rescue League offi- 
cials said both hedgehogs were 
dead and four of the rabbits had 
to be killed because of diseases 
they had contracted. In addition, 
officials said they may find more 
dead animals as they sort 
through the mess. 
'The house was wall-to-wall, 
ceiling-to-ceiling garbage," said 
Debra Bosdwell, director of the 
Animal Rescue League. "I have 
never seen this bad of a condi- 
tion before." 
City ordinances limit the 
maximum number of pets per 
household to four. 
Boswell said many of the ani- 
mals found at the house were 
sick and animal cages were "six 
to eight inches deep in feces." 
"Salmonella is something rab- 
bits carry easily which can be 
easily passed on to humans," she 
said. "Luckily this was not a pub- 
lic health hazard because it was 
contained in her home." 
Hinds County Sheriff Malcolm 
McMillin said Ann Marie Miller 
had refused to leave the resi- 
dence and was two years behind 
on her rent. 
Boswell said her organization 
had no plans to bring charges 
against Miller. 
"Our concern is for her and 
the animals, they are both vic- 
tims," she said. 
Tropical Tan and Total Image 
Tanning Special 
• 5 Sessions  $18 
• 10 Sessions $30 
• Hair, Nail, Facial and Waxing 
• $2 OFF Any Haircut  
I 
I 
J 
404 S. Zetterower • Statesboro 
Mon. -Th 9-9 Fri. 9-6 Sat. 10-2 
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(Pick-up Location) 
Call 871-4384 
Open Monday - Friday, 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Located on 624 Georgia Avenue 
(between Fitness Extension and Weight Extension) 
Menu: 
Meats: 
Baked Chicken, Fried Chicken, Meatloaf, 
B-B-Q Chicken, Smothereed Steak, 
Stew Beef,.... 
Vegetables: 
White Potatoes, Cabbage, Candid Tarns, 
Turnip Greens, Sweet Peas, Butter Beans,. 
Okra, Cream Corn. Macoroni & Cheese, 
Broccoli & Cheese 
Specials 
Wednesday: Homemade Spagehtti $2.99 + tax 
1 meat, 2 veg., bread, drink $3.40 + tax 
1 meat, 3 veg., bread, drink $3.60 + tax 
Vegetable plates (4 veg.) $1.99 + tax 
We feature: 
Ocean Spray (disc. 20%) 
(Natural fruit drinks) 
and much, much more! 
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March 8 Wed 
Keep an eye on 
■ 
as he Stretches 
the Boundaries 
of Humor! 
Showtime's 
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Union Ballroom, 8pm 
March ~8~Wed 
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Tyrone "Hollywood" Brown 
Performs his "Basketball Magic" 
 Russell Union, 2pm  
March 9 Th~ 
Comedy/Magic with the 
"Feminine Touch"! 
Becky Blaney 
Wild Audience Participation 
Union Theatre, 5:30pm 
Spring Quarter 
Union Productions is Proud to Welcome 
The Wailers 
(Jormattu 'Bob 'M.arCey and'The 'Waiters) 
For Reggae Fest 1995 
April 8, Spring Quarter! 
April 22 
Musicfest 95 
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Aaron Tippin 
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Our Opinion 
Registration linked to problem 
with parking in faculty/staff lot 
The long lines are gone. The leaning against the cinder 
block walls, seemingly, to hold up the foundation is over. 
The rain of expletives because things did not work out 
just as planned has ceased. An attempt to set life's 
schedule for next quarter has been resolved. 
March 2 constituted the conclusion to the early regis- 
tration of more than 14,100 students once again as they 
all visited the Williams Center Dining Hall at their 
respective times for the selection process. Now the place 
is virtually cleared out, except for the normal crew that 
commonly frequent the 35-year-old building. 
Although the students who chose their courses are 
gone, one thing that is not missing from the area sur- 
rounding the center is available parking, if truly there is 
such a thing. 
During registration, the university over the past sev- 
eral years has acquired the services of many ladies to 
assist with the drudgery of helping students. These 
ladies occupy the table out front to check time cards and 
class requisitions. They direct students to a free com- 
puter technician, and they make sure the correct regis- 
tration form gets to the right individual. For what these 
ladies do, at minimal pay no less, we are grateful, but 
another side to this scenario exists. 
The registration ladies receive hang-tags for the time 
they are on campus in order for them to park in the 
faculty/staff lot adjacent the building. Routinely only a 
small number of parking spaces are open for the indi- 
viduals that work in the center day-in and day-out. So 
what happens from Feb. 21 - March 2, as it was this year, 
extra people must vie for the few spaces. 
To avoid this problem and keep a regular pattern of 
parking, we propose a solution for the benefit of all. 
Those who work their 40-hour plus jobs at the center 
should be able to obtain their parking spaces since they 
have paid for the right to do so. The ladies here for the 
seven days of registration should be required to park in 
the Cone Hall lot because of the open spaces at that 
location. 
If the school would supply the registration ladies with 
transport from the lot to the center, we propose this 
schedule. A van will leave the lot at 7:55 a.m., 8 a.m. and 
8:05 a.m. to accommodate them. At lunchtime, begin- 
ning around the noon hour, vans will be ready to take 
them to their automobiles. At the end of the day at 4 p.m., 
three vans could also be made available to transport the 
ladies back to their vehicles. 
We hope university officials take heed to these sugges- 
tions. The suggestions are not meant to discomfort any- 
one, but rather sustain better relations with Williams 
Center workers. Being forced out of $45 worth of yearly 
parking three times a year is not sustaining good rela- 
tions with workers. If the university is commendable, it 
will address this issue before the next registration pe- 
riod, May 8 - 11. 
Another quarter of G-As complete 
The George-Anne will take a momentary hiatus as it 
halts production until spring quarter rolls into the 'Boro. 
The next issue of the G-A will be on campus March 30, 
followed by 16 more throughout the quarter. Thank you 
for allowing us to service your newspapering needs. 
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OPINIONS Liked By Many, Cussed By Some... Read By Them All 
Tuesday, March 7,1995 
'THANK YOU EVERYONE, 
WE WILL ADDRESS THE 
ISSUE WHEN WE SEE IT 
MORE AS A PROBLEM" 
GSU PRESIDENT NICHOLAS HENRY 
Picture the old world in the present day 
THE RIGHT SIDE 
CHRISTOPHER COLE 
Picture a small southern town, 
a blooming symbol of the New 
South and her potential to be- 
come a center for commerce, cul- 
ture ... and education. 
Picture the town as it grew 
from the ashes of Sherman's 
march to sea and became home 
for the First District A&M School 
in 1908. Home for the 
government's growing push for 
building a strong economic base 
and a future for the rural com- 
munity. 
Picture a crossroads, a main 
street, and a small school grow- 
ing along the outskirts of town 
that signaled a real beginning 
for a place otherwise chained to 
poverty of the past. 
Now picture the same town 
thriving over the years from the 
school's growth as it transformed 
into a teachers' college, and later, 
a regional college. After suffer- 
ing the setbacks and enjoying 
the prosperity of a century of 
tremendous change, the town 
still feeds off the college and its 
contribution to the community. 
Step back a few years and 
watch as a group of social elites 
across the nation band together 
to promote the ideals of a "pro- 
gressive" America. Watch as they 
take rights away at whim and 
condemn free people for exercis- 
ing their liberty. And even as the 
movement declines in popular- 
ity, see that same southern town 
remain latched onto the prin- 
ciples of Prohibition. The gen- 
eral idea that the best way to 
preserve their own idyllic world 
is to keep things the way they 
are, even if that throws a back- 
wards spin against the tide of 
change. 
For years, thankful that Re- 
peal left states and localities with 
the option of restricting freedom 
at various levels, the social elites 
of the town jealously guard their 
world against forces from out- 
side. Much like the fabled Orien- 
tals of old who feared the intru- 
sion of Western culture, these 
community leaders are afraid of 
new ideas, even if they'd bring 
prosperity and growth. 
Picture these same leaders 
pushing through codes of law 
restricting freedom at a time 
when young people aren't al- 
lowed to vote. And when the U.S. 
Constitution finally recognizes 
suffrage for the younger genera- 
tion, these leaders using decep- 
tion and tricky maneuvering to 
keep these new voters from strik- 
North Main Street in Statesboro as it appeared in the early 
1900s. The potential was there until social demagogues 
squashed the town's future in the movement toward a more 
"progressive" America. 
ing the same laws from the book. 
Watch the school grow into a 
major college contending with 
others across the Southeast. 
Watch the college blossom into a 
popular magnet for high school 
seniors all across the state ... 
finally, watch it win university 
status. 
Now picture the old and stodgy 
community leaders as they con- 
struct a horde of codes and rules 
to protect them from the same 
people who support their 
economy. The same people who 
have made their community one 
of the most well-known small 
towns you could find. A place 
they can proudly call home, be- 
cause damn it, they have a beau- 
tiful creek named after birds and 
a stadium feared by athletes 
across the South. 
Take a visit to this town. After 
circling the campus and seeing 
the business district thriving off 
students, drive downtown, to the 
supposed heart of the commu- 
nity. See Main Street and treat 
your eyes to a brief study. 
Strangely enough, except for 
some pavement and a few mod- 
ern amenities, it doesn't look all 
that different from the way it did 
in 1908. Maybe the community 
likes it that way. 
Picture a host of empty build- 
ings, darkened windows and 
slabs of sheet rock that never 
saw wallpaper. Picture an an- 
cient courthouse that, except for 
once being touched by the sparkle 
of Hollywood thanks to its Old 
World charm, sits cold and un- 
changed on a street corner. Pic- 
ture drab alleyways and tired 
people going along with their 
daily routine. Picture the same 
old town, never touched by the 
living, breathing world around 
it. 
Picture Statesboro, Georgia. 
Boom, boom ... time to bust those speakers 
You know I have some really 
rude neighbors. But that really 
isn't surprising, I mean the world 
is full of them, right? Well, my 
neighbors are the worst. 
Practically every night, they 
blare their music, and it is loud. 
So loud that my walls vibrate! 
They hardly ever turn it down 
even when you ask them. 
The girls that live above them 
told them one night to turn their 
music down. They told the girls 
that they can play their music 
any way they wanted. Bull! Not 
when it bothers others around 
you and keeps them up half of 
the night! Even after being told 
by the police to turn it down, it's 
still loud. 
One night, I laid in my bed for 
hours listening to the boom, 
boom. I got so frustrated and I 
was about to go bang on their 
door and bust their speakers (I 
still want to). But I saw the night 
monitor and I told him to tell 
them to turn it down. They did. 
For about 20 minutes. You know, 
THE LIGHTER SIDE 
ASHLEY Hum 
thinking back, I probably should 
have busted their speakers. 
This brings me to my next 
point. Why do they have to blare 
the music so people can hear it 
two miles away? Are they deaf? 
(Well, they probably are now!) 
Do they think it is necessary to 
inform the neighborhood and the 
surrounding community that 
they are listening to their sense- 
less music? 
Well, I guess it never occurred 
to them others don't like it. I 
don't. The music is pointless, 
loud, throbbing and has no words 
(or maybe the music is so loud, I 
can't hear the words!). 
You know, I guess it says some- 
thing about a person who listens 
to that kind of music (Figure 
that one out for yourself!). 
Maybe overall, the music isn't 
really as bad as it could be. If 
that is what they like and want 
to listen to, fine. I just don't want 
to hear it, and I'm sure my neigh- 
bors don't want to either. It's 
blaring their music that really 
makes me mad. 
Who knows, maybe somebody 
will eventually get sick of the 
noise and their walls vibrating 
and bust their speakers, maybe I 
will. 
Another thing I hate is when 
the people in my apartment com- 
plex have little parties in the 
parking lot. Theyyell and scream 
at each other (things I can't un- 
derstand) across the parking lot. 
They do this late at night, like 
around 1 a.m. On the weekends, 
it's no big deal because most of 
the time I am not even home. But 
they do it during the week! It's 
not like I am trying to study or 
sleep. I think most of the other 
people in the complex are too. 
When I tell them to be quiet, 
do you think they listen? No! 
sometimes they yell rude things 
to me that I can't say in this 
column. After all, they are going 
to do what they want to do when 
they want. Next time, I am going 
to call the police on them for 
disturbing the peace. I wonder if 
they know that is a crime. Prob- 
ably not. They are probably to 
ignorant to figure it out. Yeah, 
I'll call the police and then they 
can do what they want. 
Well, to sum it all up, the 
world is full of inconsiderate, 
rude and selfish people. They 
don't care about anyone but 
themselves. It's people like that 
which can make the world so 
bad. And I just happen to live 
near some of them. 
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Your Opinion 
Autry's column was nightmare 
Dear Editor, 
Your Feb. 28 opinion piece 
"Faculty/Staff: identify yourself 
and be counted" cannot be al- 
lowed to grace the benighted 
pages of The George-Anne with- 
out comment. Mr. Enoch Autry 
calls "absolutely revolting" what 
he describes as the "complete 
separation" students and faculty/ 
staff on the GSU campus. I agree 
completely. 
The complete separation of 
students from faculty is clearly 
illustrated by Mr. Autry essay.' 
Unlike what faculty members 
write, Mr. Autry's essay is a be- 
hemoth of composition errors, an 
argumentative nightmare, and 
completely overrun by red her- 
rings. I shall illustrate with ex- 
amples. 
The noticeable separation ex- 
ists, he writes, so we can progress 
as an educational dimension. 
What does it mean to progress as 
a dimension? Is he talking about 
the claims, say, that the fourth 
dimension might make against 
the other three for more space? 
What is an educational dimen- 
sion? A heretofore unrecognized 
aspect of things like the dimen- 
sions of length and width? (Mr. 
Autry, you are giving your En- 
glish composition teacher mi- 
graines). 
Meaningless sentences and 
only slightly less meaningless 
sentences bent around tortuous 
metaphors are the mainstay of 
this discussion: "Administrators 
are sincerely needed to navigate 
the onward surge of our univer- 
sity into the next episode of its 
development." Because surges 
are violent risings and fallings 
they are precisely things that 
are not navigable. Nothing' 
surges into an episode anyway: 
episodes are the distinct, indi- 
vidual portions of a series of 
events (All this, Mr. Autry from 
the dictionary). 
Heaven forbid that one should 
make one's way through the sty- 
\ 
listic howlers to the actual con- 
tent of Mr. Autry's piece. What 
little argument is present is 
plagued by false premises. Con- 
trary to Mr. Autry's view, faculty 
members have identification 
cards (with their pictures on 
them!) and must present their 
ID to check our library books or 
to use the athletic facilities. Con- 
trary to Mr. Autry, it is simply 
false that faculty and staff "can 
do virtually anything they see 
fit." As a faculty member, I can- 
not park in handicapped or ser- 
vice vehicle spaces, and I must 
show some sort of identification 
to up the Times on subscription 
from Books Plus (An occasional 
look at this newspaper would do 
Mr. Autry a world of good). 
Fox hunting is sometimes 
made more challenging by drag- 
ging a dead, smelly red herring 
around the hunting site. Inexpe- 
rienced foxhounds would follow 
the herring trail of the fox (Note! 
We do not say they are on a wild 
goose chase!). Perhaps it is to 
keep us from noticing the appall- 
ing logic of his "argument" that 
Mr. Autry loads his essay with 
"red herrings." A separation of 
the worlds of students from fac- 
ulty and staff might be an unde- 
sirable arrangement of affairs, 
but even if it were, that would 
not show that faculty should be 
required to carry around (as they 
already do) the identification 
cards that they supposedly do 
not have. The idea that "there is 
definitely more to a university's 
well being [Note: should be hy- 
phenated] than just the knowl- 
edge-building aspect" does not 
show that the issue of identifica- 
tion is what more there is. The 
idea that your identification card 
contains dot matrix photos, so- 
cial security numbers and bar 
codes does not show that people 
will know exactly who you really 
are. (Really, Mr. Autry.) 
It may be right to point to a 
gulf separating students from 
others on this campus. But the 
gulf would be more accurately 
characterized by the poor com- 
munication and abysmal reason- 
ing Mr. Autry displays in this 
essay compared with what is 
expected from faculty and ad- 
ministrators writing everything 
from memos to research papers. 
That, Mr. Autry, is the gulf you 
should be trying to narrow. (You 
can learn to write in any one of 
our excellent English courses and 
can acquire the skills of sound 
reasoning in any section in any 
section of PHI 150, Survey of 
Philosophy). 
Barbara Horan 
philosophy professor 
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Writer tired of all the slow-asses; 
in short, 'move it or lose it' GSU 
Dear Editor, 
This is in response to the pe- 
destrian, Amy Staats, who feared 
for her life at the hands of GSU's 
many reckless drivers ("Cross- 
ing the street is hazardous to 
your health," Feb. 28 edition). 
The simple fact of the matter 
is — I'm one of those "reckless" 
drivers, and I'm quite proud of 
that fact. I get so tired of all the 
slow-assed, shuffle-footed walk- 
ers on this campus that I some- 
times don't know what to do. 
But, sometimes I do know what 
to do. Those are the times when 
many of you run, and run quickly, 
for your lives. 
I cannot say I'm sorry for 
sounding unrepentant; I was 
forced into this uncharitable way 
of things from the pedestrian's 
point of view, you should take a 
look at things from the driver's 
viewpoint. 
Drivers have the same amount 
of time to get to class as pedestri- 
ans do. A lot of walkers think 
that just because you drive a car 
to class that you're going to be on 
time; this simply isn't true. We 
are prone to leave home later 
than we should, just like some of 
you. At this point you're prob- 
ably saying, "I don't care how 
late are; I have the right-of-way!" 
To that statement I can only re- 
ply. "So!" I very seriously doubt 
your parents would care whether 
or not you had the right-of-way if 
they're coming up to visit you in 
the hospital. 
I don't intentionally try to run 
down innocent pedestrians, but 
I refuse to allow you to detain me 
at a red light because you chose 
to wear three-inch mules in the 
pouring rain. Move it or lose it. 
Sandra Coleman 
junior and unconcerned driver 
Vote 95' 
SGA Spring Elections 
April 18-20 
Applications now available in SGA 
Office 
Union Rm. 207 
Positions: 
President 
Executive Vice-President 
Vice-President of Finance 
Vice-President of Academic Affairs 
Vice-President of Auxiliary Affairs 
29 Senators 
Open to undergraduate students, must 
have a GPA of at least a 2.0, must be 
able to serve the full year term 
Due April 3rd by 4 p.m. 
Any questions, call or come by the 
SGA Office (Union Rm. 207) 
681-0655 
Sports □ GSU baseball, softball action The Eagles face Georgia State tonight at 7 p.m. and Wednesday afternoon at 4 p.m., then go to VMI for a three-game series starting Saturday. The Lady Eagles host Furman March 11 at noon and March 12 at 1p.m. 
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GSU sweeps Herd; Stallings gets 1,100th win THE 
SPECTATOR 
JEFF WHITTEN 
Eagles go out with 
bang, not a whimper 
GSU took the University of 
Tennessee-Chattanooga to the 
limit Friday afternoon in 
Asheville before losing by four 
in the semifinal round of the 
Southern Conference tourna- 
ment. 
That the Eagles made it 
past the opening round could 
be considered a moral victory, 
after this long and gloomy sea- 
son. 
I would guess that the 
Eagles themselves think other- 
wise. They wanted the tourna- 
ment, bad. 
In the end winning has got 
to be easier. 
Winning teams don't have 
to endure the skeptics, the un- 
happy fans, the bad press or 
the empty gymnasiums. 
Win and everyone's happy. 
Win and people look up to you. 
Win enough and you play in 
front of standing-room-only 
crowds because everyone's 
along for the ride. Winning 
loves company. 
But lose and you lose alone. 
This basketball season was 
the Eagles worst in 14 years. 
Off the court, they lost three 
coaches and two players to 
rules violations, and what the 
NCAA might do about those is 
THE EAGLES LOST 20 
GAMES THIS YEAR, BUT 
THEY LOST WITH A 
CERTAIN AMOUNT OF 
CLASS. THEY DIDN'T 
POINT FINGERS, DIDN'T 
MAKE EXCUSES. 
still anyone's guess. 
On the court, the Eagles 
were inconsistent in everything 
but effort. 
The Eagles never stopped 
trying, never stopped wanting 
to win. You only had to watch 
them play to understand how 
much they wanted to win. It 
was a palpable thing. 
That's why their mini-run 
in the Southern Conference 
tournament shouldn't have 
come as a surprise. 
Having lost everything but 
their self-respect, the Eagles 
were intent on keeping it. 
They did. 
And for me they were re- 
minders that words like dig- 
nity or grace or class can still 
apply in this age of talk shows 
and victims. 
The Eagles lost 20 games 
this year, but they lost with a 
certain amount of class in front 
of the public. They didn't point 
fingers, didn't look for excuses. 
What happened on the court 
was their responsibility, and 
they shouldered the blame like 
men when things went bad. 
All too often that's a forgot- 
ten part of life, these days. 
Rather than bitch or moan 
about their misfortune, what 
the Eagle players invariably 
said was this: we're trying. We 
don't like losing, either. One 
day we'll win. 
If there's justice, one day 
they will. 
Soon. 
Note: For seniors Kim 
Brown, Jeff Cliett, Dave 
Coradini, Dante Gay, Tim 
Heath, Brian Wallace and Wil- 
son Winters, there is no next 
year. To them, good luck and 
thanks for making things in- 
teresting. 
By Mark Harrington 
Staff Writer 
The Eagles (10-3) swept 
Marshall (4-6), their first South- 
ern Conference opponent of the 
season, in a three-game series 
this weekend at J.I.Clements 
Stadium. 
The Thundering Herd was 
previously unbeaten by a South- 
ern Conference opponent. 
GSU went into the weekend 
after losses to the University of 
Georgia and Charleston South- 
ern University. 
Marshall came to Statesboro 
after sweeping Furman in a 
three-game series last weekend. 
GSU's William Rushing (3-1) 
pitched a shutout in the first 
game of Saturday's double- 
header. Rushing held the Thun- 
dering Herd to one hit in the 7-0 
win while 603 watched. 
The Eagles took the second 
game 9-4, behind startingpitcher 
Ryan Cummings (2-1), who went 
five and a half innings before 
closers Julio Ayala and Todd Lee 
were called in to secure the win. 
On Sunday, the Eagles blew 
past Marshall 15-3, with Jeff 
Keppen going eight innings and 
Brian Hall wrapping it up in the 
ninth before a supportive crowd 
of 317. 
The Eagles got off to a slow 
start in Saturday's first game, 
but got rolling in the third in- 
ning. Doubles by AntoineMoran, 
Tyson Whitley, Tommy 
Peterman, Brooks McFarland 
and a single by Sy Jones helped 
the Eagles jump out to a 4-0 lead. 
The Eagles increased their 
lead to six in the sixth inning. 
After Marshall pitcher Brandon 
Moore walked Jones to start the 
inning, second baseman Jason 
Andrews 
tripled to send 
Jones home. 
Centerfielder 
Moran then 
singled to deep 
short, driving 
in Andrews. 
Peterman 
hit his second 
homerun of the 
season in the 
seventh inning 
to score the 
Eagles final 
run. 
The win was 
Rushing's sec- 
ond career one- 
hitter and 
fourth shutout as an Eagle. 
"It's easier to pitch when the 
team is hitting like they are," 
Rushing said. "We had good 
crowd support and our defense 
played great." 
Head baseball coach Jack 
Stallings picked up his 1,100 ca- 
reer win Saturday afternoon. 
"When you coach for a good 
program, wins accumulate," 
Stallings said. He said he was 
glad to finally get his 1,100 win 
because he was concerned about 
his players focusing on the win 
instead of on playing good ball. 
The Eagles jumped out to a 
quick lead in the second of 
Saturday's games after shortstop 
Whitley singled to left field and 
Ryan Cummings Jack Stallings 
made it around to third on two 
wild pitches before leftfielder 
Mark Hamlin doubled to score 
Whitley. 
Marshall tied it up in the sec- 
ond inning when leftfielder Mark 
Henzler hit a solo shot over the 
right field wall. 
The Eagles took over in in- 
ning three after Marshall com- 
mitted two errors.    Again, 
Whitley singled. Hamlin was 
intentionally walked and right 
fielder Brooks McFarland 
reached first base on a missed 
pop fly. McFarland advanced to 
second, then to third on a throw- 
ing error and was waved home 
for a run. 
Marshall tacked a run onto 
their score in 
the fourth in- 
ning, but GSU 
answered 
when third 
baseman, 
Garth 
Spendiff lead 
off with a triple 
and was 
driven in on an 
infield hit by 
Andrews. 
Jones, 
GSU's desig- 
nated hitter, 
hit his second 
homerun    of 
the season to 
score two runs 
after Hamlin hit a triple and 
scored on McFarland's fielder's 
choice. 
Marshall scored one in the 
sixth inning, again only to be 
matched by GSU when Andrews 
scored on a sacrafice fly by 
Whitley. 
Sunday was no different from 
Saturday's games for Marshall. 
Southern quickly jumped out 
a 3-0 lead in the first. McFarland 
singled to right, scoringtwo runs. 
Jones followed with an RBI 
double. 
The Eagles advanced their 
lead by two more in the second 
when Andrews scored on a sacri- 
fice fly by Whitley, and Peterman 
slapped another RBI single. 
Marshall scored in the third 
on Kurt Henzler's RBI single to 
right field. 
GSU answered Marshall's run 
by scoring two more in the bot- 
tom-half of the third on a two- 
run homer by catcher Steve Wil- 
son. It was Wilson's second 
homerun of the year. 
Marshall scored one more in 
the fourth and one in the eighth, 
while the Eagles scored in every 
inning but the fifth and the 
eighth. 
Spendiffhit his third homerun 
of the season in the seventh in- 
ning, scoring two more runs. 
The Eagles have won 16 
straight conference games at J.I. 
Clements Stadium. 
"Winning the first three con- 
ference games gets us off to a 
good start," Stallings said. 
GSU has swept 12 of 24 SoCon 
series games since joining the 
conference in 1992. 
"It's big to get a sweep at home, 
especially winning three confer- 
ence games," said winning 
pitcher Jeff Keppen after 
Sunday's game. 
Herd takes three of four from 
Lady Eagles in softball action 
By Ronnie Swinford 
Senior Staff Writer 
The Lady Eagles' softball team 
started the conference season 
with a 1-3 mark after a four- 
game series against Marshall 
over the weekend. 
GSU started off the first game 
with a 3-1 lead going into the 
sixth inning, but a homerun by 
Marshall leftfielder Jeannie 
Noble tied the game at three. 
Marshall was then able to push 
across a run in the eighth for the 
4-3 win. 
Vanessa Fawcett took the loss 
for the Lady Eagles. She gave up 
four runs on seven hits, struck 
out eight and walked seven. 
Fawcett's record is 2-3. 
For the Herd, Cristy Waring 
began her weekend with a relief 
win. She entered the game after 
the Lady Eagles had scored three 
in the first, then shut GSU down 
in the following six. During that 
span, Waring held the Lady 
Eagles to three hits and a walk. 
In the second game, Friday 
afternoon, the Lady Eagles 
scored one run in the second and 
another in the third to gain a 2- 
0 lead. But Marshall was able to 
get two runs across in the third 
and added single runs in the 
fourth and fifth for the win. 
Mandi Dunn took the loss for 
GSU. She gave up four runs, 
three earned, and seven hits and 
three walks while striking out 
five. The loss dropped her record 
to 1-4. 
Cristy Waring started the 
game for the Herd and pitched 
the complete game. She struck 
out three while only walking one. 
The win evened her record at 2- 
2; Waring was 2-0 for the day. 
The bright spot for the Lady 
Eagles came in game three when 
they got the bats going. The 
Eagles finally roughed up War- 
ing, who started the game but 
was chased from the mound af- 
ter giving up four runs in the 
fourth inning. 
Three runs came on a bases- 
loaded double by leftfielder 
Tonya Whitted. She drilled a low 
fastball into left-center and by 
the time it hit the fence the score 
was 3-1. Whitted scored later in 
the inning on a single by short- 
stop Kiersten Somerlot and the 
Lady Eagles cruised to a 5-1 win. 
Fawcett got the win for GSU. 
She gave up one run on four hits 
and had four strikeouts. 
In the final game of the series 
Marshall started out fast, 'scor- 
ing one run in the first and four 
more in the second. But this time 
the Lady Eagles came back. 
GSU scored a run in the first 
and a run in the third to pull the 
score to 5-2. Marshall then scored 
in the fifth, sixth and seventh 
innings. The Eagles countered 
with three runs in the sixth and 
two in the seventh, however they 
came up one run short in the 8-7 
loss. 
Dunn took the loss for GSU. 
She gave up six runs on seven 
hits over five innings, but only 
two were earned. In the second 
inning GSU made three errors, 
giving Marshall four runs. 
Fawcett came on in the sixth 
inning and give up two runs on 
five hits. The loss dropped Dunn's 
record to 1-5 for the year. 
Missy Frost got the win for 
Marshall despite giving up five 
runs on seven hits over six in- 
nings. Waring relieved Frost in 
the seventh inning and despite 
giving up two runs got the save. 
The win pushed Frost's record to 
3-0 for the year. 
The Lady Eagles host Furman 
March 11 at noon. 
Men's Tennis 1995 Schedule 
Date/Time 
March 8/2 p.m. 
March 13/2 p.m. 
March 20/2 p.m. 
March 21/2:30 p.m. 
March 22/TBA 
March 29/2 p.m. 
April 1/10 a.m. 
April 2/NOON 
April 3/2 p.m. 
April 5/2 p.m. 
April 9/1 p.m. 
April 11/2:30 p.m. 
April 15/10 a.m. 
April 21-22-23/TBA 
(Does not include matches already played) 
Opponent 
Hampton Institute 
:    ETSU 
Davidson 
Appalachian 
Furman 
Georgia Tech 
VMI 
Jacksonville 
North Florida 
Charleston 
Mercer 
Brunswick 
UT Chattanooga 
Conference Tournament 
Site 
Statesboro 
Statesboro 
Davidson, N.C. 
Boone, N.C. 
Greenville, S.C. 
Atlanta 
Statesboro 
Statesboro 
Jacksonville, Fla. 
Charleston, S.C. 
Statesboro 
Statesboro 
Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Davidson 
No three-peat for women 
Brandee Nickodem 
GSU's Andrea Autrey fires a free throw in Wednesday's game. 
By Ronnie Swinford 
Senior Staff Writer 
The Lady Eagle basketball 
team fell short in their bid to to 
win the Southern Conference 
Tournament a third consecu- 
tive time by losing 74-61 to 
Furman in the conference semi- 
finals Saturday afternoon in 
Asheville, N.C. 
The loss virtually eliminates 
the Lady Eagles from NCAA 
consideration. 
The Lady Eagles finished the 
year at 16-12. 
The loss marks the end of the 
careers of Tara Anderson, An- 
drea Autrey, Janice Johnson, 
Denise Primeaux and Stacy 
Childers. 
These players have been here 
for both conference tournament 
championships and two con- 
secutive NCAA berths. 
The Lady Eagles' demise 
came at least partially from poor 
shooting. 
GSU shot 41 percent from 
the field. 
The Lady Paladins were led 
by Tonya Bristow's 19 points. 
Cristy Creamer chipped in 18 
and Karen Stanley added 17. 
The Eagles were led by 
Autrey and Telly Hall with 13 
each. 
Anderson added 11 more for 
the Eagles.  
GSU pounds WCU 
The Lady Eagles post-sea- 
son express showed up in a big 
way Wednesday night as GSU 
thumped Western Carolina 95- 
55 in Hanner Fieldhouse. 
The Lady Eagles used a 
strangling defense to force 28 
Lady Catamount turnovers. The 
Lady Eagles forced a 30 percent 
shooting performance from 
WCU. 
GSU used the turnovers to 
run the floor to near-perfection 
in the second half. The Lady 
Eagles shot a sparkling 71-per- 
cent in the second half. 
Andrea Autrey was the lead- 
ing scorer for the Lady Eagles 
with 22 points in 18 minutes. 
Tara Anderson hit for 18 points. 
Tarsha Askew and Danelle 
Toole added 12 for GSU. 
Every GSU player scored, in- 
cluding Stacy Childers, who 
made her first appearance of 
the season and chipped in with 
three points from the foul line. 
WCU had no players reach 
double figures. The Lady Cata- 
mounts' leading scorer was Ali- 
cia Brittain, who had nine points 
and nine rebounds. 
The visitors were 2-17 from 
behind the three point arc, in- 
cluding 0-7 in the first half. 
In the first half WCU hit only 
one shot from inside the lane. 
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The Statesboro pyramid: 
GSU cheerleaders (left) try to 
raise the roof during a timeout 
in the University of Tennessee- 
Chattanooga game Jan. 21. 
(Photo by Michele Hess). 
The 1994-95 
basketball seasons 
are over. And even 
though there were 
times Hanner 
Fieldhouse 
seemed like the 
best-kept secret on 
campus, those who 
came usually 
enjoyed 
themselves. Winners: Members of the GSU women's swim team are recognized at halftime of the Lady Eagles' home playoff game against Western Carolina. The swimmers have won seven straight Southern States Championships. 
(Photo by Brandee Nickodem). 
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... from Hanner 
Turning heads: The crowd at a men's basketball game follows the action. (Photo 
by Michele Hess). 
Now Leasing 
For Fall '95 
• Lowest Rates on Campus 
• Flexible Leasing 
Fully Furnished Apartment; 
(912) 681-2437 
INSIGNIA 
MANAGEMENT GROUP <!^ 
Remember to sell your 
Winter Quarter Books 
Back-to 
MACARONI AU FRO MAGE 
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 5lg PER SERVING.) 
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun) 1 cup milk 
1 cup sharp cheddar (grated) 3 tbs flour 
1/2 stick butter 1 tsp pepper 
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like) 1 tsp salt 
Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 
15 minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate 
pot, melt butter and mix in flour over low heat. 
Then, stir in milk until smooth. Add cheese, salt, 
pepper and Worcestershire. Stir well. Smother 
macaroni. Serves 4. 
Note: For your nutritional convenience, 
Citibank Classic cards are accepted at 
over 12 million locations, including 
grocery stores. 
armwo 
WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU. 
To apply, call  I -800 CITIBANK. 
During Finals Week 
© 1995 Citibank (South Dakota). N.A. 
School Supplies • Book Bags • Scantrons 
Graduation Invitations • Class Rings • Trade Books 
20% off 
All GSU Adult & Children's Clothing 
HAVE A GREAT SPRING BREAK 
1598 Chandler Rd. • Next to Dingus Magee's • Pall 681-3207 
»*-r*:-*-r-••--^•••-•••••-C-i»i-i-i-i*r»*-r****»ri*-* *   «   •   •« 
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Center helps children gain confidence 
George-Anne 
By LaTrenelsia Thomas 
Staff Writer 
For the past few years, the 
Whitesville Community Center 
has been offering its youth cul- 
tural, social and educational pro- 
grams and services. 
Carrie Howard, director of 
Whitesville Community Center, 
said the center is a great experi- 
ence for the community's chil- 
dren. 
"If it were not for the center, a 
lot of the children here would not 
be able to experience what they 
do," she said. "Through our help, 
their minds are able to expand 
and learn." 
The center provides programs 
that educate the children about 
black history, counseling and in- 
formation concerning teenage 
pregnancy. 
It also take the children on 
trips to such places as farms and 
museums. But the center mainly 
stresses the importance of edu- 
cation through its after school 
tutorial program. 
"We try to work with the school 
and let the teachers give us what- 
ever lesson the students need 
help in so that we can help them 
improve," Howard said. 
She stresses the importance 
of GSU students and organiza- 
tions becoming involved in the 
center. 
"A lot of the children's parents 
have not finished high school and 
it is impossible for them to help 
them because of the advanced 
schoolwork," Howard said. "This 
is where Georgia Southern stu- 
dents can step in and help." 
"IF IT WERE NOT FOR 
THE CENTER, CHILDREN 
WOULD NOT BE ABLE 
TO EXPERIENCE WHAT 
THEY DO. THROUGH 
OUR HELP, THEIR 
MINDS ARE ABLE TO 
EXPAND AND LEARN." 
— CARRIE HOWARD 
DIRECTOR 
Stepping in and helping is 
definitely what the sorority 
Sigma Gamma Rho does. True 
to its motto, "Greater Service, 
Greater Progress," the sorority 
became involved after hearing 
about the program from GSU 
instructors. Howard said 
sorority's volunteering has made 
quite an impact on the children. 
"Sigma Gamma Rho's partici- 
pation gave the children a one on 
one relationship which made it 
better for the children," she said. 
'The children gained more confi- 
dence which made them unafraid 
of trying to do their best. At any 
time anyone wants to help im- 
prove the Whitesville commu- 
nity, he or she is gladly wel- 
comed to. When you have im- 
proved people and children, you 
have an improved community." 
Because of vandalism last 
year, the community center has 
not been able to begin its ser- 
vices this year. 
"Most of our supplies were 
destroyed to the fact that we had 
to throw them away," Howard 
said. "Right now we are operat- 
ing out of our pockets, which is 
expensive consideringwe are not 
receiving anv grants." 
She said   the center will be 
having a fundraiser soon to gen- 
erate enough money for supplies 
so that it may continue its ser- 
vices. 
For more information on how 
to become involved in the 
Whitesville Community Center, 
contact Howard at 764-5394 or 
the center at 489-3943. 
Group helps fight for human rights 
By Maggee S. Bedient 
Staff Writer 
Imagine for a moment you are 
in a place where you are not 
allowed to speak your mind. 
Envision your friends and fam- 
ily mysteriously disappearing or 
being murdered simply because 
they spoke out against an injus- 
tice being performed by their 
government. There is nobody 
willing to help you, and you can't 
to defend your loved ones. 
Perhaps you have trouble 
imagining this, but in countries 
around the world, these events 
go on everyday. 
'Archbishop Oscar Romero 
once asserted,We, who have a 
voice must speak for the voice- 
less. 
This is basically the motto for 
an international program known 
as Amnesty International. It 
seeks to raise awareness about 
violations upon human rights 
around the world, including the 
United States. This program 
aims to place international pres- 
sure on governments of coun- 
tries violating these human 
rights. 
Over 2,000 universities and 
high schools around the world 
participate in this club. The club, 
through these efforts, has been 
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. 
This nonpartisan group comes 
to the aid of people being tor- 
tured, falsely imprisoned, bru- 
tally raped, murdered and those 
who have been taken from their 
family and never returned. 
Methods that are frequently used 
by members of Amnesty Inter- 
national include such things as 
letters, phone and fax campaigns 
to leaders of various countries. 
Amnesty uses press releases to 
inform the world of the injus- 
tices being performed. 
The program also establishes 
organized conferences and work- 
shops dealing with human rights 
issues. 
An Amnesty International 
club is now forming at GSU. 
Members will be involved in rais- 
ing consciousness through letter 
writing and fundraising. Films 
will be shown, and this program 
offers some internships to stu- 
dents interested in human rights 
work. 
Amnesty International also 
offers field trips to conferences, 
demonstrations and lobby ef- 
forts. The club is open to stu- 
dents, faculty andstaff and wel- 
comes all political preferences. 
Bill Mclntosh, one faculty ad- 
visor, said he was questioned as 
to why he chose an international 
peace effort instead of something 
closer to home. He pointed out 
that Amnesty comes to the aid of 
individuals that have no support 
from their fellow countrymen or 
countries. They lack the funds 
and the voice to cry out against 
injustices. 
We, as able bodied, free think- 
ing Americans have an opportu- 
nity to speak for the oppressed. 
Amnesty International is a pro- 
gram that provides the tools for 
ensuring everybody receives ba- 
sic human rights.We as students 
can provide the effort that puts 
these tools to work for the world. 
If you are interested in the 
club,contact Debra Sabia at 681- 
5725 or Mclntosh at 681-0748. 
FOR RENT 
1) 34 N. Easy St.- 2 Bd, 1 B House 
...$400/m. 
2) Langston Chapel Rd.-3 Bd, 2 B 
Mobile Home...$450/m 
3) 214 E. Grady St.-l Bd, 1 B Apt. 
...$260/m 
4) DUPLEX- Burkhalter Rd. (Off 
Hwy. 80, behind new convenience 
store) 
Front part has 3 Bd, 2 B... $650/m 
Back part has 2 Bd, 1 1/2 B...400/m 
5) Small office space 
*1 Year lease, No Pets* 
Call 764-6213/842-2298 
Club journeys to see the manatees 
By Stacy demons 
Staff Writer 
Spring is the time to be out- 
doors and that is just what the 
Scuba Diving club does. 
From Feb. 17-19, the club vis- 
ited one of the East Coast's most 
famous diving spots, Crystal 
River. 
"Crystal River is located on 
the west coast of Florida, ap- 
proximately one hour north of 
Tampa," Club President Marc 
Solomon said. 
Solomon, who is an experi- 
enced diver, thought the six- hour 
drive from Statesboro to Crystal 
River was worth it. 
"The purpose of this trip was 
for the divers and myself to get 
an opportunity to see Crystal 
River's manatees," he said. 
" IT GETS A LOT OF 
BUSINESS FROM 
TOURISTS COMING TO 
SEE THE MANATEES." 
— MARC SOLOMON 
PRESIDENT 
The Crystal River community 
is known throughout the South- 
east as the home of the mana- 
tees. 
"This is a relatively small 
town," Solomon said, "but it gets 
a lot of business every year from 
tourists coming to see the mana- 
tees. 
"The club coincidentally 
scheduled the trip during what 
is known to the Crystal River 
community as Manatee Festival 
Week," he said. "There were arts 
& crafts, a 5K run, food booths, 
etc. Everyone seemed to have 
enjoyed it." 
The Scuba Diving Club is still 
looking for new members to join 
the club. Anyone interested can 
call Solomon at 764-3424. 
Want to be part of 
The Reflector? 
Staff Meeting for ALL interested writers 
6:00 pm Thursday March 9 
Room 215 Williams Center 
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Have a special occasion or just 
want the ride of your life... 
...the final touch for your formal! 
Gall Douglas Limousine 
489 - 5925 
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PR1NCIPL KS-of SOUND   RETIREMENT   INVESTING \ 
vm kCtS 
For fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we 
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax- 
deferred annuities designed to help build additional 
assets — money that can help make the difference 
between living and living well after your working years 
are over. 
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted Irom 
your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your 
current taxable income, so you start saving on taxes 
right away. What's more, any earnings on your SRAs 
are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income. 
That can make a big difference in how painful your tax 
bill is every year. 
As the nation's largest retirement system, we offer 
a wide range of allocation choices — from TIAA's 
traditional annuity, with its guarantees of principal 
and interest, to the seven diversified investment 
accounts of CREF's variable annuity. What's more, 
our expenses are very low,° which means more of 
your money goes toward improving your future 
financial health. 
To find out more, call our planning specialists at 
1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA 
information kit, plus a free slide-calculator that shows 
you how much SRAs can lower your taxes. 
Call today —it couldn't hurt. 
m Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it.s 
^Standard o' Poor's Insurance Rating Analyjht,.1994; Upper Analytical Services, Inc., Lipper-Dircclnr.t' Analytical Dala, 1994 (Quarterly). CREF 
certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. For more complete information, including charges and 
expenses, call 1 800-842-2733, ext. 5509 for a CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carelully before you invest or send money A 
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Visiting troupe performs dances from around the world 
* 
i 
* 
< 
4 
Special Photo 
Dance Through Time performs tonight in the Union Ballroom. 
By Derek Lewis 
Senior Staff Writer 
Five Hundred years of West- 
ern Social Dance will be pre- 
sented tonight at 8 p.m. in the 
Union Ballroom. 
Campus Life Enrichment 
Committee will be bringing the 
troupe Dance Through Time back 
for a second year. Their presen- 
tation, "Dance Time" will focus 
on the evolution of dance from 
the 15th century to present day. 
The dances, ranging from 
polka and the Charleston to the 
Moonwalk and break-dancing, 
will be presented by the cast. 
The presentation will explore the 
connections between social rela- 
tionships and popular dance. 
"In the 1900 s, people were 
dancing arm in arm. By the '60s, 
with the twist, they were bopping 
against each other. The dances 
were much more self - centered, 
self- involved, self-gratifying. The 
changes reflect broader changes 
The Associated Press 
TEMECULA, Calif.—Maybe 
Jeff Gillooly just got tired of all 
those David Letterman jokes. 
Tonya Harding's imprisoned 
ex-husband is asking a court to 
let him to change his last name 
to Stone. 
A hearing on the request is 
scheduled for March 7 in an Or- 
egon court. Oregon residents can 
change their names by paying 
$25 and having a court officer 
post the new name outside the 
courthouse. 
One person who objects to the 
change is ... Jeff Stone. 
"Here's a guy who's a known 
felon and he shouldn't be able to 
hide from the public," said Stone, 
the mayor of Temecula, a com- 
munity of 36,000 people about 
80 miles southeast of Los Ange- 
les. "I have a name that I want to 
protect." 
Gillooly, 26, was sentenced to 
two years in prison for conspir- 
ing in the attack on figure skater 
Nancy Kerrigan. He's due for 
release March 13. 
part of something that's always 
been a part of me." 
ATLANTA —Ted Turner has 
signed a classic movie actress to 
promote his classic movie chan- 
nel: Jane Powell. 
Ms. Powell was the girl-next- 
door star of such movies as "Seven 
Brides for Seven Brothers" in 
the 1940s and '50s. She appeared 
in more than 20 films, mostly 
musicals. 
She signed a deal Thurs. to do 
on-air promotions and appear at 
trade shows in support of Turner 
Classic Movies, a 24-hour cable 
network that shows strictly old 
flicks. 
"Good or bad, classic movies 
are always in style," said Ms. 
Powell. "It's a pleasure to be a 
Sonic 
FIFTIES 
Celebration! 
March Combo Values 
That Can't Be Beat! 
1.99: 
Union Productions & Quest for Excellence presents: 
in the male-female relation- other as quickly as they used to, 
ships," said Carol Teten,director. all that romantic foreplay is back 
She also said dance has helped in fashion," Teten said. "Part of 
to bring the romantic aspects of that can be seen in the increas- 
peoples' lives back out into the ing popularity of ballroom danc- 
"IN THE 1900S, PEOPLE WERE DANCING ARM IN 
ARM. BY THE '60S, WITH THE TWIST, THEY WERE 
BOPPING AGAINST EACH OTHER. THE DANCES WERE 
MUCH MORE SELF-CENTERED, SELF-INVOLVED, SELF- 
GRATIFYING. THE CHANGES REFLECT BROADER 
CHANGES IN THE MALE-FEMALE RELATIONSHIPS." 
— CAROL TETEN 
DIRECTOR 
open. ing." of dance recital and fashion 
"Because ofthe fact that people One section of the show will 
don't jump into bed with each    present a movie musical number 
which is a tribute to the glamor- 
ized Hollywood duos ofthe early 
days of film. Included in this set 
will be a Fred Astaire- Ginger 
Rogers routine as well as many 
others. 
The cast will also perform clas- 
sic dances such as a disco section 
which has been considered a 
Travolta-homage, the twist, the 
swing, the jitterbug and the 
tango. 
The musical accompaniment 
comes from Strauss and 
Offenbach. 
The troupe carried their per- 
formance to other schools Mon- 
day and today. Tickets are avail- 
able at the front desk at the 
Union. They are free to all stu- 
dents, faculty and staff with a 
valid i.d. 
I 
Gillooly changes name, actress promotes channel      i 
? 
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"To all Campus 
Organizations : 
Do You Need 
Money?" 
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X For more information contact   i 
the 
SGA can provide 
x organizations with up to $500 
i for special events for students, 
| travel expenses, lodging and 
registration costs. 
Forms available at SGA 
office 
Room 207 Union 
SGA office 681-0655 \ x 
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Volunteers needed 
for Olympic project 
By Kim Wagner 
Senior Staff Writer 
GRASSROOTS, a project to 
prepare Georgia for the Olym- 
pics, will be held at George L. 
Smith State Park in Twin City 
on Saturday. 
'This whole idea of the project 
is to spruce up Georgia for the 
Olympics," said Victoria Futch, 
coordinator of special programs 
at GSU. 
"We really want to clean up 
Georgia's parks for visitors," ex- 
plained Paige Lewis, assistant 
student coordinator for 
GRASSROOTS. 'We're hoping 
that when the Olympics are here 
the visitors will travel around 
Georgia and stop at the state 
parks." 
Volunteers are needed to 
clean up nature trails, clear a 
storm pit, put up 200 yards of 
trail fence and get in small boats 
to clean the banks of the mill 
pond. 
"We're hoping that we'll have 
several different work crews," 
Futch said. "Students can do 
their day of service and then 
camp out very inexpensively at 
the park." 
Later in the day, Steve Hein, 
director of the GSU Eagle Sanc- 
tuary, will present a program 
entitled "Birds of Prey" and will 
have demonstrations with other 
animals from the Eagle Raptor 
center. 
Volunteers are welcome to 
bring a sack lunch or purchase a 
lunch at the park for $3. 
All equipment necessary for 
the clean up will be provided. 
Interested volunteers should 
contact Futch at 681-0010. 
Anyone who is interested in 
camping should call to make 
arrangements. 
Miller wants block grants 
By Joan Kirchner 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA — State leaders 
are cautiously supporting a pro- 
posal to replace the school lunch 
program with block grants, but 
advocates for children say it could 
endanger the health of poor 
youngsters. 
Gov. Zell Miller welcomes the 
chance to show that he could 
serve the same number of people 
— or even more — if he is given 
the freedom to run the programs, 
according to spokesman Rick 
Dent. 
"Give us the money. We can 
use it more effectively and effi- 
ciently than any federal bureau- 
crat," Dent said. 
House Speaker Tom Murphy 
agreed the state can run the pro- 
grams better, but he is skeptical 
of the rules Congress may im- 
pose on the states. 
"It depends on how much the 
block grants are and how much 
strings they put on it," Murphy 
said. 
"Of course, they call them 
block grants, but they put little 
dangling strings (on them) that 
they pull." 
The GOP proposal pending in 
Congress would: 
— Disband childhood nutri- 
tion and day-care programs and 
give the money to the states in 
three block grants. 
— Eliminate the guarantee of 
a free or reduced-price school 
lunch or breakfast, and give 
states control over WIC, the 
supplemental feeding program 
for pregnant and breast-feeding 
women, and infants and children. 
—Toss out national nutrition 
standards for both programs. 
"I think this would have dev- 
astating effect," said Claire 
McLeveighn, policy director of 
Georgians for Children, a pri- 
vate advocacy-research organi- 
zation. 
DAYTON A  BEACH 
SPRING BREAK 95 HEADQUARTERS 
00  PER NIGHT 
$FROM 
1 
3
 W W    UP TO 5 STUDENTS 
DELUXE    OCEANFRONT 
Spend your Spring Break where the action is. 
FREE concerts on pool deck • Contests daily 
• Parties • Olympic size pool 
• Sunning on a 700 ft. deck • Restaurant • Lounge 
Health Club • Free Admission To "Club Mirage" 
DESERT INN RESORT MOTEL 
1-800-826-1711 
iCits 
Co" 
Cold Care Kits 
available at the Health Center 
through our 
Cold Care     _^ 
=3EL^o^x^»%Xjax\e, 
• No long waits to see a physician 
• Express Lane moves at high speeds 
• No worries 
Kits are now reduced from the normal $6.00 to 
only $3.00 while supplies last. 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 
HEALTH SERVICES 
681-5641 
r       T 
Domestic violence isn't always visible 
By Kim Wagner 
Senior Staff Writer 
Most commonly committed by 
boyfriends, girlfriends, room- 
mates or neighbors either physi- 
cally or verbally, domestic vio- 
lence is a problem among college 
students. 
On GSU's campus, there are 
about two or three calls weekly 
involving an incident which could 
be considered domestic violence, 
said Capt.Buddy Peaster of the 
University Police Department. 
Since July, 17 cases of domes- 
tic violence have been reported. 
"Domestic violence could be 
anything from harassing phone 
calls, a fight or a bad argument 
that neighbors overhear," 
Peaster said. "It could even be a 
girlfriend pushing an ex-boy- 
friend out the door or vice versa." 
In a few instances, some fe- 
males who were constantly won- 
dering if their boyfriend was go- 
ing to harass them or hurt them 
that day, but they're so emotion- 
ally connected to that person 
they simply can't leave, Peaster 
said. 
"There are two things that 
tend to cause a person to end a 
relationship involving this type 
of situation. One is continued 
counseling. Over time if a person 
isn't exposed to that other per- 
son, they begin to see they don't 
need to be with that person," 
Peaster said. 
"Sometimes it goes so far that 
However, Georgia Legislature 
passed the Family Violence Act 
that allows an officer to arrest a 
person without an arrest war- 
rant if there is reason to believe 
a person has caused damages to 
another. 
"Many times a person who is a 
victim of violence is a little in- 
timidated to sign a warrant to 
"I THINK THAT PEOPLE NEED TO THINK AND MAKE 
DECISIONS WITH THEIR HEAD INSTEAD OF JUST THEIR 
HEART. 
— CAPT. BUDDY PEASTER 
UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
the police get involved and actu- 
ally charge someone or take them 
into custody," he said. "Usually 
taking someone to jail is the first 
real crack in the ice when a vic- 
tim feels like they're free enough 
to break off the relationship." 
A victim has the opportunity 
to sign an arrest warrant if he or 
she is intentionally struck by 
someone else or if there is an 
intentional contact to harass or 
provoke. 
take someone to jail," Peaster 
said. "Once that person gets 
bonded out of jail he or she is 
likely to come back and make it 
even worse. This act, so to speak, 
takes the monkey off the victim's 
back. 
"I think that people need to 
think and make decisions with 
their head instead of just their 
heart," Peaster said. "It's diffi- 
cult when persons are in a situ- 
ation where they're so emotion- 
ally tied to someone that it's hard 
to make the right decision about 
limits on their relationship, or 
even ending the relationship." 
Most of the cases involving 
domestic violence don't involve a 
confrontation over a situation. 
They usually involve a perpe- 
trator choosing to use something 
as a reason to take out aggres- 
sion on someone. 
Or it could deal with a situa- 
tion or issue that wasn't con- 
fronted early on, but instead built 
up into a larger situation. 
To lessen the chances of be- 
coming a victim of domestic vio- 
lence, Peaster suggests being 
objective about new people. 
"Also listen to your friends 
and your mom and dad about 
people," he said. "If you really 
have a good friend they can give 
you an honest opinion." 
Victims of domestic violence 
should immediately report to the 
police. 
They should also talk about 
the situation with someone they 
feel comfortable with and docu- 
ment when the incident occurs. 
FOOD 
Continued from page 1 
At the Student Government 
Association forum Tuesday, stu- 
dents expressed concerns to Palfy 
about the rising costs of on-cam- 
pus food. 
"I told the students that the 
Georgia Legislature is probably 
going to hand down a 5 percent 
salary increase and we need to 
try and cover those increases," 
Palfy said. "We made that deci- 
sion prior to knowing about what 
President Clinton was trying to 
do [by raising] the minimum 
wage. We probably won't be able 
to cover the costs of that if it goes 
through." 
Agreements put on hold 
Students at the forum also 
wanted to know if more food 
chains would be brought on-cam- 
pus. The process, referred to as 
brandingconcepts, is where GSU 
signs an agreement with a food 
chain that allows GSU to sell 
their food; the food chain makes 
no profit from the deal. Two 
Freshens Yogurt outlets are on- 
campus already, one at the 
Russell union and the other at 
Lakeside Cafe'. Palfy said this 
was a first "stepping stone" for 
GSU Food Services. 
"Obviously, we can't bring 
them all on at one time," Palfy 
said. "We can't handle it. I have 
been inundated with material 
from Subway, Taco Bell and 
Pizza Hut. All of them have been 
contacting us about coming on 
campus. Chick-Fil-A wants on 
this campus real bad. Dan Cathy, 
Chick-Fil-A vice president and 
GSU graduate,  has visited 
Whoever Said 
the best things in life are free 
probably had a trust fund. 
VISA 
5bie % 
OJ31GSKR I  Q.Q.Q 
UPWS 
It's everyvAiere 
you "waJnt to be. 
© Visa U.S.A. Inc. 199S 
* w 
I 
Lakeside Cafe' and wants a 
Chick-Fil-A outlet there." 
Cathy, upon visiting GSU Nov. 
3, said it would be nice for the 
students to help make a choice of     * 
what new restaurant would be 
most accepted. 
However, Palfy said, GSU     * 
President Nicholas Henry has 
asked Food Services to put all      * 
plans with brand-name restau-      , 
rants on hold until the message 
board case is settled. A decision      , 
has yet to be made in the board 
debate that began in early fall. 
> 
* 
» 
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01'Announcements 
ATTENTION: The George-Anne screens 
all classified ads prior to publication. The 
newspaper strives to accept ads for 
legitimate products & services only. 
Students are urged to exercise caution 
when replying to ads, particularly those 
which ask for money or a credit card 
number in advance of delivery of products 
or services. Students are also urged to 
report to the newspaper (at 681-5418) any 
suspicious offers they might see in the 
classifieds. Remember, if an offer seems 
too good to be true, it probably is. 
Ex-baseball players and very good Softball 
players are needed to form a team to 
§     compete in A-league. Tryouts will be held, 
call 852-9055 if interested. Leave message. 
* Female Softball players WANTED. Need 
to be Catholic or belong to St. Matthews. 
m    Call 681-8804. Please leave message I will 
call you back. 
P   Interested in being a part of THE 
REFLECTOR? Staff meeting for all 
writers interested in a position. Thursday, 
*     March 9, 6:00pm in the Williams Center 
rm. 215. 
*   
Yoga Club meets Wednesdays, 5-6pm in 
Russell Union. Check at info desk. Wear 
loose, comfortable clothes. Beginners 
welcome. Relax your body and your mind 
-- release stress and reduce tension. Have 
a mystical experience. 
03'Autos for Sale 
'83 Toyota Corolla, stickshift, 2 dr, Air, 
Radio, in good shape. $1,200. 
871-7597(day) 681-0693. 
1986 Jeep Comanchee new clutch, new 
transmission, 4 cyl., 5 speed, AC, power 
steering, $3,500 OBO. 681-4470, Gary. 
1987 Acura Integra RS., excellent 
condition. 88K miles. New tires. $3,850. 
Moving. 681-8948. 
FOR SALE: 1980 custom Pinto station 
wagon. $1200. Too many extras to list. 
Call for info. On this one of a kind 
automobile (912) 587-2994. 
For sale: 1981 Mazda 626. Full power. 
Cruise control, good condition. $900. Call 
681-8848. 
White 1984 Toyota SE-5(wagon) needs 
new home! Standard shift, 4-WD, new 
tires. $750 OBO. 839-3878 LV MSG. 
08'Freebies 
a     For free: Black and white stripped 
Siemese mix cat. Interested? Call Nicole or 
Stacey-871-3933. 
09'Furniture & Appliances 
For sale: Blue camel back couch that is in 
great condition. If interested please call 
871-6945 or 871-4043. 
FOR SALE: Refrigerator $185., exc. Cond.; 
Ladies 10 sp. Bike $65. Call JJ at 
764-9310. Leave message if no answer. 
For sale: Twin bed; mattress, box spring, 
and frame. Price neg. Two and half years 
old. Call Lisa at 764-8604. 
Furniture 6 drawer dresser, good 
condition. $50 OBO. Call Angie 681-8415. 
Livin room chair-$20. Call Cindy at 
871-5298. « 
Single size mattress and box springs less 
than a year old $100. OBO . Call 681-7880 
ask for Russ. 
CAMP COUNSELOR for Southern 
Summer Action Day Camp sponsored by 
Campus Recreation Intramural 
Departments and the Southern Center for 
Continuing Education. Dates: June 
14-August 15, Monday through Friday, 
some evening hours. Salary: $1750. Apply 
by March 15. Send a letter of application, 
resume, and list of 3 references to Deborah 
Champion, LB 8124, Statesboro, GA 
30460-8124. Requirements: 2 years 
experience in related field, CPR and 
Standard First Aid certification, ability to 
successfully work with children aged 8-13, 
ability to plan and carry out appropriate 
activities for the campers, ability to work 
outdoors, and depedability. 
Homeworkers needed! Excellent 
money-making opportunities based on the 
comfort of your own home. For information 
send a self-addressed stamped envelope to 
: KMEOS LB 10601 GSU. 
LIFEGUARDS, POOL MANAGERS, 
SWIM COACHES, SWIM 
INSTRUCTORS, SUMMER POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE IN NORTH METRO 
SUBURBAN ATLANTA AREA. 
CERTIFICATIONS CLASSES 
AVAILABLE. CALL SWIMATLANTA 
POOL MANAGEMENT, 992-7665. 
Lifeguards: Trinity Pools is now hiring 
lifeguards, managers, swim coaches, swim 
instructors, communication directors, and 
service technicians for the Metro Atlanta, 
Nashville, and Birmingham areas. Full 
and part time summer positions are 
available. For info call (404) 242-3800. 
MODELS needed for drawing class 1pm to 
5pm. Tues. And Thurs. 4/11 thru 6/1. 
Contact Pat Walker 681-5918 or Cindy 
Brogdon 681-5358 to leave message. 
RESIDENTIAL CAMP STAFF. Camp 
Jened serves adults who have a wide 
range of disabilities. Join our summer 
staff and have an incredible experience 
working in the Catskill Mountains in New 
York. Jobs available for counselors, 
program staff, cooks and nurses. Season 
runs from June 1 through August 17. Good 
salary, room and board, and partial travel 
expense. Call 914-434-2220, or write 
Camp Jened P.O. Box 483, Rock Hill, New 
SUMMER JOBS IN YELLOWSTONE! 
Now hiring approxiamately 3,000 seasonal 
employees to work in hotels, restaurants, 
and other guest services. Please write or 
call for applications. TW Recreational 
Services Inc., P.O. Box 165, Yellowstone 
National Park, WY 82190. (307) 344-5324. 
AA/EOE/M/F/D/V. Please contact me as 
soon as possible with rate and billing 
information. Thanks for your help! 
Summer Positions-Girl Scout Camp: 
general counselors, assistant cook, 
lifeguard, horseback riding instructors. 
Min. Age 18. GSWWC, Attn: CN, 3535 
Prkmr Vill, Colo. Springs, CO 80917. 
(719)597-8603. 
Smith Corona PWP 3800 Personal Word 
Processor. Used very little. Comes with 
book and box of disks. Small enough for 
dorm room. New was $300., sell for $150. 
Call 839-3711 and leave message. Will 
deliver on campus. 
15'Musical 
Guitar amp: Peavey "classic" head, all 
tube, 50W, $350. 4x12 twee cab. $150. 
1x15 tweed cab. $125 or everything for 
$600. Call Jeremy 748-6220. 
16'Personal 
Amanda, you're the best little sister. Good 
luck on finals. I can't wait to see the Brady 
Bunch. Luv you Big Bro. 
Andrea, to the greatest big sis. Good luck 
on finals. Remember to drink water the 
next time you consume spirits. Luv your 
older little bro. 
Congratulations TA #32 on a record 
setting season. You're definitely the 3 
point queen. Love ya, Cinbad. 
DEB: Accept, Adapt, and Overcome. 
Hindsight is 20/20 and all you can change 
is the future. It's all good! Bill. 
Grampa, I'm so very proud of you, and I'll 
be here when you realize that it matters. I 
do love thinking about you. N 
J-You've chosen to leave us and we're sad. 
We will miss you as much as Kim [MP] 
misses her hair. Love, all of us. 
Jamie, I have had fun sending personals. I 
hope you had fun too. One more question; 
will you go out with me? Luv Robby 
Jeff-I'm so glad that you're min and I'm 
yours. I don't ever want to be without you. 
Love ya, Patricia. P.S. Happy Birthday 
To GSU Eagle Baseball - We wish you the 
best of luck this season. College World 
Series here we come! We love you, 1995. 
Diamond Girls 
17«Pets& Supplies 
12«Lost& Found 
11-Help Wanted 
500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITIES 
IN NY, PA, NEW ENGLAND. Choose 
from over 30 camps. Instructors needed: 
Tennis, Baseball, Hockey, Rollerblading, 
Soccer, LaCrosse, Softball, Volleyball, 
Basketball, PE Majors, Gymnastics, 
Riding, Lifeguard, WSI, Water-skiing, 
Sailing, Windsurfing, Fitness, Archery, 
Mountain Biking, Pioneering, 
Rockclimbing, Ropes, Dance, Piarie-* 
Accompiast, Dramatics, Ceramics, Stained 
Glass, Jewelry, Wood-working, 
Photography, Radio, Nature, RN's, Chefs, 
Food Service. Call Arlene: 
1-800-443-6428; 518-433-8033. 
FOUND: Eye glasses by Winburn Hall. 
Tortoise shell by Pearle Vision with gray 
case. Call 681-2948. 
Gold and Silver watch found in women's 
locker room in Hanner. Call 871-7278 to 
identify. 
13'Miscellaneous for Sale 
Bridgestone Mountain Bike Dark 
Green-almost brand new. Excellent 
condition. $200. Call Russell 681-2543. 
Comic books for sale: X-man, Punisher, 
Batman, Groo, and many more. Call Jeff 
or Scott anytime at 764-8120. Peace! 
If you would like to Purchase Dudley's Q+ 
hair products, contact Natalie at 681-1277 
for more infomation and to place an order! 
Mountain bike for sale. $50 good 
condition. Call 681-8848. 
Quilted, black, leather jacket. Like new, 
asking $35. Call Melissa at 489-4010. 
Sears STAMINA GYM 5000X; 
MULTI-USE MACHINE and STEPPER 
with ELECTRONIC READOUTS. ALL 
ATTACHMENTS AND WEIGHT BANDS. 
IN VERY GOOD SHAPE. ALREADY 
ASSEMBLED. WELL DELIVER 
LOCALLY. New was $300, sell for $150. 
Call 839-3711 AND LEAVE MESSAGE. 
2 Tegus; 1 small 1 large. Unbelievable 
eaters. Complete w/new 55 gal. Aquarium, 
heat rock, lights. Brian 489-3839. 
For sale: Small green IGUANA and all 
accessories. Must sell $25. Please call 
681-3875. 
For Sale: White baby dwarf rabbit $50. 
Includes new cage and additional supplies. 
Must sell, please call 681-8775. Leave 
message. 
19«Rentals& Real Estate 
2 Bd/2 ba Resort Condo for rent with full 
kitchen and 5 miles of private beach. Palm 
Coast, Fl. 20 miles from Daytona Beach. 
March 18-25th. Call for details 
912-889-9452. 
Available now off campus. 1 BR apt-2BR, 
1 bath apt- office and trailer space. 
764-5003. 
Female subleaser needed ASAP in Player's 
Club. Rent negotiable. Spring/summer qtr. 
Own room, telephone line, cable, W/D. 
Please call Hannah at 871-7278. Leave a 
message. 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom, 2 1/1 bath, 
fireplace, pool, private patio, new 
dishwasher, stove, refrig. Available on or 
before April 6 $575/mon. Call 681-1166. 
For rent: Fall Sussex $200. Furnished. 
Sagebrush $190. Furnished. Redecorating 
both. Need one male roommate 
immediately 764-5982. Local 739-1132. 
7674668(W) 
FREE RENT FOR MARCH, 1995. 
MOVE IN NOW!!!! 
NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED 
ROOM WITH PRIVATE BATH 
PARK PLACE VILLAS 
(ASSUME LEASE THRU AUGUST, 1995) 
CALL: 404-938-0536 
HOUSES & APTS AVAILABLE 
SEPT. 1, NO PETS 
ALL UTILITIES FURNISHED 
AT 602 S. COLLEGE APTS. 
NEED RELATED STUDENTS 
FOR 4 BR HOUSES. JAMES M. HOOD, 
764-6076. 
If you want to move into Sussex spring qtr 
contact Taffi or Tonia at 871-2792. 
$200/mon. 
^^^»^^y^^^^ 
Tuesday 
March 14th 
9:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
in the Carroll Building 
Approximately 70 school systems will be interviewing 
prospective teachers for the 1995-96 school year. 
• All Education Majors at the sophomore, junior, senior 
and graduate levels are encouraged to attend. 
For More Information 
Contact the Career Services Office 
• 158 Williams Center 
681-5197 
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Looking for your own apt.? Perfect place 
next to Stadium. IBr, IBa. Call anytime, 
leave message. 681-9517 Jason or 
871-7201 Alison. 
Mobile home space for rent. City water 
and cable $65/mon. In Brooklet. Call after 
5pm. 842-9052. 
Need to sub-lease immediately!!! Park 
Place apt. Spring/summer qtr. 
$475/month. Deposit negotiable, very 
clean and well-kept. 871-3452. Leave a 
Room for rent, private entrance, share 
bath and kitchen, W/D, heat/air. Walk to 
GSU. $200/mon or $550 term. 764-3215 or 
404-872-5671. 
STOP LOOK: one or two people needed 
ASAP to sublease apartment 
spring/summer. Davis apartments, fully 
furnished for two. Rent $300/mon. Call 
765-2160. 
Sub-leasers needed for summer qtr. 2BR, 
2BA, ground floor at Player's Club 
Apartments. Please call Jennifer at 
681-8734. 
SWF looking for others to share house 
95-96 year. Non-smolkers preferred. Call 
Jennifer 681-8425. 
SWF needed to sublease 3Bdr townhouse 
spring and summer qtr. In Player's Club. 
Call Marcy at 871-4836. 
Take over lease spring and summer 
qtrs-One large bedroom. Fully furnished 
for one or two people. $300/mon or $150pp 
Davis Apts #6, across from Stratford Hall. 
Call Monica Watkins at 871-3571 
20'Roommates 
1 or 2 female roommates needed for 
summer. Furnished apt. Low rent. Call 
489-6834. 
1 roommate needed for spring and 
summer qtrs. For a 2BR, 2BA, ground 
floor. Player's Club Apartment. 681-2056. 
2 WF needed to share 4 bedroom Bermuda 
Run apartment for 95-96 year. Furnished 
except bedrooms. $225/ mon + 1/4 utilities. 
Call 871-7127. Kristie 
Female needed to sublease for spring and 
summer qtr. Rent very negotiable + 1/3 
utilities. Park Place, own bdrm w/cable. 
Clean apartment, great location and 
wonderful roommates! 871-7411. 
Female needed to sublease in Bermuda 
Run for summer qtr. Private bedroom, 
bath, and own phone line. Bedroom 
unfurnished. Rent $200. Call Amy 
871-7866. 
Female needed to sublease in Player's 
Club Summer qtr. Private bdr. And bath. 
June rent paid. Completely furnished. Call 
871-3668 for Julie. Leave message if no 
answer. 
Female rommate needed for Player's Club 
sublease for spring and or summer qtrs. 
$140/mon +1/4 utilities. Call 871-4499. 
Female roommate needed for now til end 
of summer. $116/mon + 1/3 utilities, plus 
your own room and bath. Call 
842-9740-anytime! 
Female roommate needed spring-summer 
qtr. Great location, furnished, own room 
and bathroom. Call 681-8576. 
Female roommate needed spring/summer 
qtr. Duplex, private room, bath $225/mon 
+ 1/2 utilities. Sagebrush Apts. Call Angie 
681-8415. 
GRADUATING!-roommate needed to take 
over lease at clean, roach free, and quiet 
Colony CT #15 Apt. $200/mon. 871-3526. 
Leave message. 
Male roommate needed to sublease best 
apartment in Player's Club. Oberlooks 
pool, lake, etc. Move in after Spring Break. 
$225.50/mon. Call Mark 871-6310. 
Male roommate needed. $165/mon + 1/2 
utilities. Not far from school. Call Charlie 
489-6948. 
ckM^Mw 
Needed female roommate to sublease 
spring and summer qtr. At Campus 
Courtyard. Private bedroom, fully 
furnished, $225/mon + utilities. Call 
871-3881. Ask for Amy. 
Roommate needed for '95-'96 school year 
to share 4Br, 4Ba townhouse in Campus 
Courtyard with 3 females. MUST have 
neat living habits. Non-smoker. Call 
Laura 871-2803 or Amy 681-8229. 
Roommate needed for '95-'96 school year 
to share a 4br, 3ba townhouse in 
Hawthorne with 3 females. No drug users 
or smokers. Neat living habits is a must. 
Call Julie at 871-3668. Leave message if 
no answer. 
Roommate needed immediately! New 
trailor, 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, partially 
furnished, W/D, free cable and wate inc. 
1/2 utilities, 5 miles from campus. Please 
call Tammi at 488-2491. 
Roommate needed share 2bdr townhouse 
apartment in College Vue Apartments. 
Includes 1 1/2 bath microwave, utility 
room, refrigerator, dishwasher. For more 
info., call Gary at 681-8486. 
SWF nonsmoker needed spring qtr. To 
share large 2 BD/2 BA mobile home with 
SWF. $185/MON + 1/2 utilities. 852-5851. 
Leave message if no answer. 
SWF roommate needed for 2br furnished 
apt. $150 + utilities. Call 489-4516, Shea. 
TAKE OVER REMAINDER OF LEASE 
$426 FOR THE QUARTER 
MICROWAVE, WASHER/DRYER, 
OWN BEDROOM SHARED BATH 
ACROSS THE ST. FROM CAMPUS 
CALL HUGHIE 681-2417 
OR CAROLYN 404/463-3729 LEAVE 
NAME/NUMBER 
Tired of roommates? Stadium Place is the 
place for you!!! I need someone to take 
over my lease for Spring and Summer qtr. 
If interested, call 871-3217. 
21'Services 
If you would like to have Braids, call 
Chastidy at 681-9264. Two years 
experience and affordable prices! Call for 
an appointment today! 
Wanted: Live concert recordings. Have 
some Allman brothers. Will trade for 
Allman Brothers, Stevie Ray Vaughan, 
Blues Traveler and others. Call Brian 
Hamilton at 681-3003. 
28'Weekends & Travel 
ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS! New 
up-to-date listings, complete with address 
and phone# for Panama City Beaches or 
Biloxi/Gulfport Casinos. Send SASE or 
check or mo for $5.95 to JT 
ENTERPRISES, 653 W 23rd St, #130, 
Panama City, FL 32405-3922. Info mailed 
out within 24 hours. 
The George-Anne. 
It's not just for 
breakfast any more. 
QUALIFIED 
TO RIDE. 
MOTORCYCLE OPERATOR LICENSE 
Howard G. Nichols 
8381 Center Ave. 
Hometown      27670 
ANY STATE, USA 
Unlicensed riders account for 
80% of the fatalities in some states. 
So get your motorcycle operator 
license today. And prove \ Q  / 
that you can ride safely. \Tr/ 
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATIONIV. 
LIMOUSINE FOR RENT: 
489-5925. 
PLEASE CALL 
Mary Kay consultant is here! Contact 
Leslye at 681-9745 with all your inquiries. 
Free facials. We also carry products for 
MEN! Don't be shy. 
TYPING-Overnight guaranteed. Lesson 
plans, resumes, term papers, etc. Call 
Brenda, 764-1486. 
23'Stereo & Sound 
For sale: New never used RockFond 
Fosgate 10" woofers for 175 and Rockford 
Tweeters for 85 call 871-5033. 
Ludwig Snare Drum-w/hardshell case, 
stand, practice pad, drumsticks, 
instruction books. $75. OBO 681-4470 
Gary. 
Tweed 4-10's 200w. Classic Amp and new 
sunburst strat. For sale. Call 681-6658. 
27'Wanted 
Looking to buy something in the order of 
"Hooked on Phonics". Please call 
Seeking someone who knows sign 
lanaguage. Please contact Mike at 
681-8149 or LB 11527 
Wanted, to buy a TI-85 calculator used in 
Trigonmetry. I need it for spring qtr. Pleae 
conact Nacole at 681-8608. Please leave a 
message! 
Wanted-Dorm size refrigerator. In good 
shape. Call 839-3711 and leave message. 
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That's Right! 
You can find that 
roommate by placing 
an ad in the 
George Anne's 
Classified Ads section 
Come by room 223 
of the Williams Center. 
As an added plus if 
you're a student it's 
free! 
submissions   for 
any95 
georgia  southern's  magazine  of  the  arts 
categories: 
short  stories 
foreign  language 
theater 
poetry 
visual  art. 
submit works  to williams  rm.209  or  l.b.8001 
submissions 
due 
mar.10. 
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PUT THE RIGHT WORDS IN CALVERT'S MOUTH 
AND1-800-COLLECT WILL SEND 
YOU TO THE BILLBOARD MUSIC AWARDS. 
I USE 1-800-COLLECT BECAUSE... 
Jk. 
Calvert doesn't hold back 
when it comes to express- 
ing the benefits of using ,   . 
1-800-COLLECT.                       iu** *'" !n 
Now it*s your turn.   ^              the bubble 
above with 
the most 
important 
reason to 
always dial 
1-800-COLLECT 
when calling collect. 
If your quote is chosen, 
you'll be the lucky Grand 
prize winner of a 3-day, 2-night 
trip for two to attend the Billboard 
Music Awards (broadcast by 
FOX). Twenty first-place winners 
will receive a 1-800-COLLECT 
"Cool Collection" of prizes that 
includes a 1-800-COLLECT watch, 
boxer shorts and much more! 
« 
» 
1-800-COLLECT 
Save The People You Call Up To 44%. 
To enter, complete the bubble above and the informa- 
tion beiow. Mail the entire page, to be received by 
5/1/95, to: "1-800-COLLECT" 
P.O. Box 4838 
Blair, Nebraska 68009 
(Please print) 
Name. 
Address 
City  State. Zip. 
Phone #(        ) 
Open to U.S. residents 18 or older. Void where prohibited. Entries must be received by 5/1/95. Limit one 
entry per envelope. Grand Prize of trip for 2 includes airfare, hotel and night on the town, with dinner 
and nightspot entertainment. For contest rules, by which entrants are bound, send a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope to: 1-800-COLLECT, P.O. Box 4880, Blair, NE, 68009. WA residents need not affix 
postage to return envelope. 
1995 BILLBOARD MUSIC AWARDS ON FOX 
For long-distance calls. Savings based on a 3-minute AT&T operator-dialed interstate call. 
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V E R S I T Y    STORE 
"UNDER THE GREEN ROOF" 
PHONE: 912-681-5181 
To: Georgia &Mffljktf Students:        11 
Below is a listtf |:|'|fextbooks that were us*,ed Winter Quarter and will be bought at BUYBACK (March 6 through March 18). This listing i 
intended to give, } «i, the student, an idea cj what you can expect at BUYBACK. Please note the following conditions: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Categorief are subject to change wit$«ifc notice 
 ,fe. ~*~ ^ •'-   TJT 
Prvf<~s paid are sufcjec.t. k> quantities*** 
Boa » in ooor eonaii&| ft/; ay be iwxlfd 
>ded. 
ae m ) c naiMs»- s ^ip at our discretion. 
Boo^ that have Till-V^jj^tear-ofcil -^es generally will not be bought. 
Some books thpt a^^Tdd as Wlv|ie«ale will be switched to Half price as they are adopted by the faculty. The information on this list 
is limited to m'tiipf&iion we have received from the faculty at press time. 
Pricing explanation: 
HALF — this means the book will be bought at one half (1/2, 50%) of the new retail price (see condition 2 above). This generally means that 
the book is being used next quarter, 
W        — this means the book will be bought by a wholesaler. The prices will vary from 0% to 33% (25% average) of the new retail price. This 
generally indicates that the book is NOT being used next quarter. 
* __ this: means the book has fill-in or tear-out pages and may be bought by a wholesaler. These books usually have very little to no value. 
** this means the book is an old edition. These books usually have no value. 
Conditions may change, so please check with us before discarding any of your books. 
NOTE: WE ARE UNABLE TO GTVE PRICES OVER THE PHONE. 
Buyback Course Author .Title . Publisher ISBN 
ACC251  :.;.:■.'..... HOLT   
HALF     ACC251   HORIIGREN 
* ACC 251 .1  H0RM3REN 
HALF     ACC 251/252   HORNGflEN 
HALF-    ACC 252  HORNtiREN 
« 
 CASE MUSIC STORE  IVY PUB  
 STUDYGUIDET/AACCOUNTINGCH. 1-12  PH  
 WORKING PAPERS CH. 1=12 PH  
i.. .... ACCOUNTING  PRENTICE HALL  
 ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES STUGY GUIDE CH. 12-28  .... PH  
ACC 252  HORNGREN  >V. WORKING PAPERS CH. 12-28 PH  
ACC260  MARSHALL SURVEY OF ACCOUNTING   IRWIN  
ACC 260  MARSHALL SURVEY OF ACCOUNTING STUDY GUIDE IRWIN  
ACC353  CHASTEEN ....'.../ INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING MCGRAW-HILL   
ACC353  MANSEUTTI     THUNDERM0UNTAIN...C0MR SIMUL WOTSK IRWIN  
ACC 354  GLEIM-* FINANCIALACCOUNTING OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS GLEIM PUB  
ACC354  SMITH   .    INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING SOUTH-WESTERN 
ACC354  SMITH  STUDY GUIDE T/A INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING  SW  
ACC355  GLEIM MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING GLEIM  
ACC355  H0RN3REN     COST ACCOUNTING PRENTICE HALL  
ACC355  H0RN3REN  STUDY GUIDES T/A COST ACCOUNTING  PH  
ACC360  MADE) SOMMERFELD'S CONCEPTS OF TAXATION DRYDEN  
ACC451  HARIED ADVANCED ACCOUNTING WILEY  
ACC453  HAYEH   COMPREHENSIVE LOTUS 1-2-3 REL4F/WINDOWS  COURSETECH  
ACC453 WILKINSON ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS WILEY  
ACC 455  ARENS: : INTEGRATED AUDIT PRACTICE CASE ARMOND DALTON PUB 
ACC455  BARR '. SHORT AUDIT CASE IRWIN  
ACC455  GLEIM' CPA REVIEW AUDITING GLEIM :... 
ACC455  RITTENBERG  AUDITING HARCOURT BRACE ... 
ACC457  HAY  J ESStoJTIALS OF ACC. F/GOVT & NON-PROFIT ORG  IRWIN  
ACC 552  CCH ,! .- INTEF.K AL REVENUE CODE CCH  
ACC552  HOFFMN INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAXES   WEST  
ACC555  CAMPFIELD CASES & MATERIALS TAXATION OF ESTATE/GIFTS  .... CCH  
ACC 555  CCH FEDf ML ESTATE & GIFT TAXES-CODE & REGULATION   . COMMERCE CLEARING 
ACC 586 .;„. TOPICS IN MANAG&JFf ;T ACCOUNTING  PRIMIS MCGRAW HILL . 
ACC586 WEIL .. ,• , ACCOUNTING: THEUN^MCKQE BUSINESS  THOMAS HORTON 
AD 168   READERSDIGEST READER'S DIGEST tOHf ffJiE TO SEWING RANDOMH  
AD 350 ABLING  FASHION SKETCHB&K   *.*?. FAIRCHILD  
AD350  ABLING  FASHION SKETCHBOOK  f. FAIRCHILD  
AD460  HOLLEN PATTERN MAKING BY THE FLAT METHOD  MACM  
AED 751  ...-.  HUDSON ADULT YEARS  JOSSEY  
AED752  NCEA REFORMING PUBLIC SCHOOLS  "'....K/H  
ANT 150  CHAGNON YANOMAMO /..."... HBJ  
ANT 150  EMBER ANTHROPOLOGY PRENTICE-HALL  
ANT 150  EMBER..- STUDY GUIDE ANTHROPOLOGY  PH  
ANT 150  GROSS  DISCOVERING ANTHROPOLOGY , MAYFIELD  
ANT 150  HAVILAND ANTHROPOLOGY ill HARCOURT BRACE ... 
ANT150  HAVILAND STUDY GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY ANTHROPOLO/1 HARCOURT BRACE ... 
ANT 150  OMOHUNDRO MYSTERY FOSSIL! /. 1 MAYFIELD  
ANT 150  PODOLEFSKY APPLYING ANTHROPOLOGY    ,, M  MAYFIELD  
ANT 150 PRICE  ADVENTURES IN FL%WILAND .'■ MAYFIELD  
ANT 150 S&SCUSTOMPUB INTRODUCTION TO ANTHROPOLOGY ..K.*\m S4S  
ANT 150 WBNER  TROBRIANDERS OF PAPAU NEW GUINEA   ../.... HBJ  
ANT 352  JURMAIN INTRO. TO PHYSICALANTHROPOLOGY WEST  
ANT352  UBELAKER  RSJES: A FORENSIC DETECTIVES CASEBOOK HARPER  
ANT352 WOLFE Jfr£XT FOR PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  CONTEMPPUB  
ANT399  DAVIS ARCHAEOLOGY OF ANIMALS ..- YALEUNVPRESS  
ANT 399  GILBERT MAMMALIAN OSTEOLOGY MOARCHSOC  
ANT 399  OLSEN FISH.AMPHIBIAN & REPTILE REMAINS F/ARCHAEOLOG   . PEABODY MUSEUM ... 
ANT 853  HAVILAND CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY  HBC  
ANT853  HAVILAND CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY STUDY GUIDE  HBC  
ANT/SOC 457/657 .... BEAVER RURAL COMMUNITY IN THE APPALACHIAN SOUTH   WAVELAND PRESS 
ANT/SOC 457/657 .... DAVIDSON BROKEN HEARTLAND  ANCHOR   
ANT/SOC 457/657 .... ESMAN HENDERSON.LOUISIANA HOLT.RINEHART  
ANT/SOC 457/657 .... OWSLEY PLAIN FOLK OF THE OLD SOUTH ,' LSUPRESS  
ARA151   BADAWI AL-KATAB AL-ASASI-PARTI  INTERNATIONAL BOOK 
ART 160  GILEERT LIVING WITH ART  MCGRAW HILL   
ART160  LEWIS  POWEROFART HBC  
ART 160  SAYRE WORLD OF ART PRENTICE-HALL  
ART 160  WILKINS     ART PAST ART PRESENT PH  
ART258/356  LONDON PHOTOGRAPHY  HARPERCOLLINS  .... 
ART 354/495  LYONS ARTISTS BOOKS  VISUAL STUDIES WS .. 
ART 354/495  SAFF  PRINTMAKING HBC  
ART 355  BIRKS COMPLETE POTTERS COMPANION VOL I BULLFINCH  
ART 355  PETERSON CRAFT ART OF CLAY PH  
ART355  SPEIGHT I... HANDS IN CLAY MAYFIELD ...:  
ART 370  HERBERHOLZ ARTWORKS FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS BROWN & BENCHMARK 
ART 480  SMAGULA CURRENTS PRENTICE HALL  
ART 484  LEWIS  AFRICAN AMERICAN ART AND ARTISTS  UNVCAUFORNIA  
ART 493  MCCREIGHT COMPLETE METALSMITH  DAVIS  
.ART 493 WILLIAMS LITTLE MAC BOOK PEACHPIT PRESS  .... 
ART595/795  ROSENBERG  DUTCH ART & ARCHITECTURE 1600-1800 YALEUNVPRESS  .... 
ART877  WORLDATLAS NYSTROM  
BA351    BEAUCHAMP   ETHICAL THEORY & BUSINESS   PRENTICEHALL  
BA450   JENSEN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT LABORATORY 3.5 VERSION   .. IRWIN  
BA450   KEYS   MULTINATIONAL MANAGEMENT GAME MICROBUS.PUB  
BA450  THOMPSON   STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT IRWIN  
BA 450  THOMPSON   STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT IRWIN  
BA 740   INGRAM FINANCIALACCOUNTING: INFORMATION F/DECISIONS .. SOUTHWESTERN  
BA740   PASEWARK        UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE ANNUAL REPORTS  IRWIN  
BA741    PETERSON FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS MCGH  
BA743   BOYES  ECONOMICS  HOUGHTON-MIFFLIN .. 
BA743   BOYES S/G ECONOMICS HOUGHTON MIFFLIN .. 
BA746   KOTLER PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING  PRENTICE-HALL  
BA840   SHAW  STRUCTURE OF THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT PWS-KENT  
BA896   MARTIN MANAGING INFORMATIONTHECHNOLOGY MAC  
BA940   HANKE  UNDERSTANDING BUSINESS STATISTICS  IRWIN  
BA940 TURBAN   FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCE IRWIN  
BA941    BURCH... COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING STUDY GUIDE .... WEST -. 
BA941    BURCH.. C0ST&MGTACC0UNTING:MODERNAPPROACH   WEST  
BA942   KEATING MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS -HBC  
BA942  RUBIN   MANAGING BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS SS  
BA943  DAY  MARKET DRIVEN STRATEGY  FREEPRESS       
BA943   JAIN  MARKETING PLANNING & STRATEGY SOUTHWESTERN  
BA943  WEITZ  ... READINGS IN STRATEGIC MARKETING DRYDEN  
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BA944   BRIGHAM   FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND POLICY  
BA945  KREITNER ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR  
BA946  CHASE PRODUCTIONS & OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT  
BA948   CZINKOTA GLOBAL BUSINESS  
BA949  THOMPSON   STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT  
BCC230  SPIEGEL APPLIED STATICS AND STRENGTHS OF MATERIALS   .... 
PCC252 WEIDHAAS ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING AND DESIGN  
3CC332 WODEHOUSE ..' HISTORY OF WESTERN ARCHITECTURE   
BCC 343  WHITNEY RESIDENTIAL & COMMERICAL ELECTRICAL WIRING .... 
BCC 351  ACCA DUCT DESIGN... MANUAL D  
BCC351 ACCA FORM D-1 WORKSHEETS FOR MANUAL D  
BCC351  ACCA FORM D-2TRUNK DUCT SIZING FOR MANUAL D  
BCC351  STEIN MECHANICALAND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT F/BUILD ... 
BCC420 OSHASAFETY & HEALTH STANDARDS F/CONSTRUCTION 
BCC441  BURNS FUNDAMENTAL STRUCTURAL STEa DESIGN  
BCC441  RAPP CONST. OF STRUCTURAL STEEL BUILDING FRAMES .... 
BCC442 AMBROSE SIMPLIFIED DESIGN OF WOOD STRUCTURES  
BCC 442  OUN CONSTRUCTION: PRINCIPLES MAT. & METHODS   
BCC442  THALLON GRAPHIC GUIDE TO FRAME CONSTRUCTION  
BCC 443 MEANS BUILDING CONSTRUCTION COST DATA 1995 .... 
BE855  OLINZOCK OFFICE PROCEDURES LEARNING & INSTRUCTION   
BE 855 TOFFLER POWER SHIFT  
BI0151/152  KRISSINGER BIOLOGY LABORATORY EXPERIENCE   
BI0151/152  STARR BIOLOGYUNITY AND DIVERSITY OF LIFE  
BI0151/152  STARR SGTOBIOLOGY  
BI0161/162  CAMPBELL BIOLOGY   
BI0161/162  MORGAN INVESTIGATING BIOLOGY  
BI0165  RAVEN ENVIRONMENT  
BIO 271/272  DONNELLY LAB MANUAL FOR ANATOMY & PHYS W/CAT DISSCETIO . 
BIO 271/272 TORTORA PRINCIPLES OF ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY  
BIO 271/272  TORTORA SG-PRINCIPLES OF ANATOMY 4 PHYSIOLOGY  
BI0281  HICKMAN  ANIMAL DIVERSITY  
BI0281  HICKMAN LAB STUDIES IN INTERGRATED PRIN. OF ZOOLOGY .... 
BI0281  RUST GUIDE TO BIOLOGY LAB  
BIO 281 WINGERD RAT DISSECTION MANUAL  
BIO 282  DEAN BIOLOGY OF PLANTS  
BIO 282  RAVEN BIOLOGY OF PLANTS  
BIO 284  SEELEY MICROBES IN ACTION   
BIO 284 TORTORA MICROBIOLOGY: AN INTRO  
BIO 370  BECKER  WORLD OF THE CELL  
BIO 399  BROCK MICROORGANISMS FROM SMALL POX TO LYME DISEASE 
BIO 399  SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN ... UFE.DEATH AND IMMUNE SYSTEM  
BI0431  MOORE SCIENCEASAWAYOF KNOWING  
BIO 457  BOGITSH HUMAN PARASITOLOGY  
BI0457  MEYER ESENTIALS OF PARASITOLOGY  
BIO460/660  STREET PHYSIOLOGY OF FLOWERING PLANTS  
BIO 472/672  RUSSELL FUNDAMENTALS OF GENETICS  
BIO 473  BREWER SCIENCE OF ECOLOGY  
BI0481/681  WITHERS COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY  
BIO 553/753  KUBY IMMUNOLOGY  
BIO 599/799  AIELLO HUMAN EVOLUTIONARY ANATOMY  
BIO 599/799 ALCOCK  ANIMAL BEHAVIOR  
BI0599/799  FLEAGLE PRIMATE ADAPTATION EVOLUTION  
BIO 599/799  GROVES THEORY OF HUMAN & PRIMATE EVOLUTION  
BI0599/799  MARTIN MEASURING BEHAVIOR  
BI0599/799  SHERMAN EXPLORING ANIMAL BEHAVIOR  
BIO 599/799  SZALAY EVOLUTIONARY HISTORY OF PRIMATES  
BIO850  DAY HOWTOWRITEiPUBLISHASCIENTIFICPAPER  
BIO880  LEWIN GENESV   
CA250  HIEBERT MASS MEDIA VI  
CA250  WHETMORE MEDIAMERICAMEDIAWORLD  
CA252  GAMBLE  COMMUNICATION WORKS  
CA254  VANRIPER INTRO.TOGENERALAMERICAN PHONETICS  
CA440   DEFLEUR   THEORIES OF MASS COMMUNICATION    
CA441    CREEDON WOMEN IN MASS COMMUNICATION   
CA441    PRIBRAM FEMALE SPECTATORS  
CAB422  MILLERSON   UGHTING FOR VIDEO   
CAB444  ZETTL  TELEVISION PRODUCTION HANDBOOK  
CAB444  ZETTL  TELEVISION PRODUCTION WORKBOOK  
CAB445 ADAMS SINGLE CAMERA VIDEO: CREATIVE CHALLENGE  
CAB/CAJ345  HOLSINGER  MEDIALAW   
CAB/CAJ446  BIAGI INTERVIEWS THAT WORK: PRACTICAL GUIDE JOURN.   .. 
CAB/CAJ446  SHOOK  BROADCAST NEWS PROCESS  
CAB/PSC369  MAZZOCCO NETWORKS OF POWER  
CAB/PSC369  NIMMO MEDIATED POLITICAL REALITIES  
CAB/PSC 369  POSTMAN AMUSING OURSELVES TO DEATH:PUBUC DISCOURSE .. 
CAF352  aLIS HISTORYOFFILM  
CAJ252  ASS. PRESS APSTYLEBOOKAND LIBELMANUAL  
CAJ252   NEWSOM MEDIA WRITING   
CAJ252   RIVERS WRITING FOR THE MEDIA  
CAJ252/399  GOLDSTEIN   AP STYLEBOOK & LIBEL MANUAL   
CAJ343   MISSOURI GROUP NEWS REPORTING & WRITING  
CAJ343   MISSOURI GROUP WORKBOOK FOR NEWS REPORTING & WRITING  
CAJ399   GRAHAM MAGAZINE ARTICLE WRITING  
CAJ443   RYSTROM WHY.WHO AND HOW OF EDITORIAL PAGE  
CAP 340  BOURLAND MASTERING PUBLIC RELATIONS  
CAP340 WILCOX PUBLIC RELATIONS:STRATEGIES AND TACTICS  
CAP342  PESMAN  WRITING FOR THE MEDIA  
CAP342 WILCOX PUBLIC RELATIONS  
CAP440  CENTER  PUBLIC RELATION PRACTICES  
CAP440  MCELREATH MANAGING SYSTEMATIC & ETHICAL PUBLIC REL   
CAP 445  CULBERTSON SOCIAL PLITICAL.ECONOMIC CONTEXTS PUBLIC REL ... 
CAP445  STACKS ESSENTIALS OF COMMUNICATION RESEARCH  
CAS 251   GEYERMAN COMMUNICATING IN PUBLIC  
CAS 251   GRONBECK PRINCIPLES OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION  
CAS251   OSBORN PUBLIC SPEAKING  
CAS346  STEWART BRIDGES NOT WALLS   
CAS 346 TRENHOLM INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION  
CAS348  FOSS RHETORICAL CRITICISM  
CAS 441   HOOKER INTERPERSONAL CONFLICT  
CAS443  HURFORD SEMANTICS:ACOURSEBOOK  
CAS443  LAKOFF METAPHORS WE LIVE BY   
DRYDEN PRESS 0-03-0980668 
IRWIN 0-256-14056-1 
IRWIN 0-256-10039-X 
DRYDEN 0-03894881-9 
IRWIN 0-256-140558 
MACM 0-024149628 
PH 0-205-11859-3 
MAYFIELD 0-87484-784-2 
WILEY 0471-09319-X 
ACCA  
ACCA  
ACCA  
WILEY 0471-52502-2 
CCH 
DELMAR ............. 0-8273-5705-2 
KRIEGER 089464-241-3 
WILEY 0471-303668 
ITP  044280605-5 
TAUNTON PRESS  0-94239186-7 
RS MEANS 0-87629-3534 
SOUTH WESTERN PUB   0-538-24140-3 
BANTAM BOOKS 0-553-29215-3 
BURGESS  0-8087-7991-5 
WADS 0-534-16591-5 
ITP/WAD 0-534-16569-9 
AW 0-8053-1880-1 
AW  08053-1830-5 
SAUNDERS 083810588-9 
HC 086-500903-7 
IDC 086846702-9 
HARPER COLLINS  .... 0-06846702-9 
WC BROWN  0-697-24228-5 
MOSBY 0-697-23522-X 
SW 0-93702981-7 
JOHNS HOPKINS PRES   0-8018-3690-5 
BROWN  0-69780644-1 
WORTH   0-87901-532-2 
FREEMAN  0-7167-2100-7 
AW  0-805384968 
AW 0-80538870-9 
FREEMAN 0-7167-2084-1 
FREEMAN 0-7167-2547-9 
HARVARD  0874-794818 
HBJ 0838462037 
BROWN  0897-123103 
ARNOLD/HODDER .... 0-52142786-X 
HC 086-500640-2 
HBC  0838965758 
SAUNDERS 0-03812847-1 
FREEMAN 0-7167-24008 
ACADEMIC PRESS .... 0-12845591-9 
SINAUER 0-87893817-5 
HBC  0-12-2603408 
OXFORD UNV PRESS . 0-19857758-3 
CAMBRIDGE UNV PRES 0-52144614-7 
SINAVER ASS 0-87893-762-5 
ACADEMIC 0-12880151-7 
ORYX 0-897748654 
OXFORD   0-19854287-9 
AW  0-80138453-9 
WADSWORTH  0-534-17934-7 
MCGRAW-HILL  0878227934 
WAVELAND PRESS .... 0-881338718 
LONGMAN 0-582-998708 
SAGE '., 0-8039-5387-9 
RCH  0-86091-9228 
FOCAL PRESS   0-240-51303-7 
WADWORTH 0-534-14826-3 
WADSWORTH 0-534-14827-1 
BROWN 0-69789760-9 
MCGRAW-HILL  087829673-1 
WADSWORTH 0-534-159664 
MORTON  0-89582-2358 
SOUTH END   0-896084728 
LONGMAN 0-80138220-X 
PENGUIN 0-14809438-5 
PH 0-13-389180-1 
A-W 0-20182704-3 
WADS 0-534887124 
MAYFiaD 0-874848298 
ADDISON-WESLEY .... 0-20182704-3 
ST. MARTINS PRESS .. 0-31284768-1 
ST MARTINS PRESS ..0-312860618 
HOLTRINEHART.WINS . 083875009-1 
RANDOM HOUSE  0-963448-91-9 
K/H 0-840389228 
HC 0-06-500100-1 
NTC  0-8442-30768 
HC 086-501106-6 
PH  0-13-738477-7 
WCBROWN  0897-10534-2 
LAWRENCE 0-8058-1288-1 
H C 0-068464248 
KENDALUHUNT   084038172-7 
HC 0-67346508-X 
HOUGHTON-MIFFUN .. 0-39587578-2 
MCGRAW-HILL  0-078615378 
WADSWORTH 0-534-16524-9 
WAVELAND PRESS .... 0-88133-389-1 
BROWN  0897-20148-1 
CAMBRIDGE UNV 0-521-28949-1 
UNV OF CHICAGO  .... 0-22646801-1 
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. CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES ON RHETORIC  .... 
. BUILDING COMMUNICATION THEORY  
. MASTERPIECES OF THE DRAMA  
. ESSENTIAL THEATRE  
.THEATRE  
. TWELVE PLAYS FOR THEATRE  
. SCRIPT ANALYSIS FOR ACTORS.DIRECTORS, & DESIG 
. DUO! THE BEST SCENES OF THEM'S   
. MONOLOGUE WORKSHOP  
. DANCING AT LUGHNASA  
HALF 
HALF 
CAS 444  FOSS  
CAS 444  INFANTE  
CAT257  ALLISON   
CAT257   BROCKETT  
CAT257   COHEN  
CAT257 ..'  COHEN    
CAT341   THOMAS  
CAT347   HORVATH    
CAT347   POGGI  
CAT399  FRIEL  
CAT399  HARRINGTON MODERN IRISH DRAMA  
CED591 ...:  BLIMING   RESIDENT ASSISTANT  
CED 591  HUGHES LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT F/STUDENT ORG. OFFICER 
CED 791  WADE HUMAN SEXUALITY   
CED851  MYRICK DEVELOPMENTAL GUIDANCE AND COUNSEUNG  
CED 852 COREY THEORY & PROCESS: COUNSELING & PSYCHOTHERAPY 
CED 857 COREY GROUPS PROCESS & PRACTICE  
CED863  CARKHUFF  ART OF HELPING VII  
CED863  EGAN EXERCISES IN HaPINGSKILLS  
CED863  EGAN SKILLED HELPER   
CED 867  CRAIG HUMAN DEVELOPMENT  
CED 868  COREY ISSUES AND ETHICS IN TEH HELPING PROFESSIONS ... 
CED 868  HERLIHY ETHICAL STANDARDS CASEBOOK  
CED894  FAIVER COUNSELOR INTERN'S HANDBOOK  
CED894 MYRICK DEVELOPMENTAL GUIDANCE AND COUNSEUNG  
CED/EDP/HED 895  ... PYRCZAK  WRITING EMPIRICAL RESEARCH REPORTS  
CET 343 ATKINS HIGHWAY MATERIALS.SOILS & CONCRETE  
CET351   MOFFITT SURVEYING  
CET 353  MEYER ROUTE SURVEYING & DESIGN  
CET365  MCCORMAC DESIGN OF REINFORCED CONCRETE W/DISK  
CET 456  DAVIS INTRO. TO ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING  
CHE 171  GSU CHEMISTRY DEPT ... CHE 171 LAB MANUAL  
CHE 171 SEAGER  INTRO.CHEMISTRYFORTODAY   
CHE 171/172   SEAGER  STUDY GUIDE & SOLUTIONS MANUAL FOR CHEMISTRY . 
CHE 172 GSU CHEMISTRY DEPT ... CHE 172 LAB MANUAL  
CHE 172 SEAGER  ORGANIC AND BIOCHEMISTRY FORTODAY  
CHE 181  EBBING STUDENT SOLUTIONS MANUAL GEN.CHEMISTRY  
CHE 181  GSU CHEMISTRY DEPT ... CHE 181 LAB MANUAL  
CHE 181,182,183  EBBING GENERAL CHEMISTRY  
CHE 181,182,183  EBBING STUDY GUIDE FOR GENERAL CHEMISTRY   
CHE 182  GSU CHEMISTRY DEPT. 
CHE 183  GSUCHEMISTRYDEPT . 
CHE362  SKOOG   
CHE372 WADE  
CHE372 WADE >, 
CHE372 ZUBRICK  
CHE 377/378    UNSTROMBERG 
. CHE 182 LAB MANUAL  
. CHE 183 LAB MANUAL  
. PRINCIPLES OF INSTRUMENTALANALYSIS  
. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY  
. SOLUTIONS MANUAL FOR ORGANIC CHEMISTRY  
. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB SURVIVAL MANUAL  
. ORGANIC EXPERIMENTS  
CHE 377/378    SOLOMON STUDY GUIDE & SOLUTIONS MANUAL ORGANIC CHM .. 
CHE 377/378    SOLOMONS   FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY  
CHE 582/782   MORTIMER PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY   
CHE 582/782   SIME PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY: METHODS-TECHNIQUES-EXP.   . 
CHE 587/787   MORAN BIOCHEMISTRY & PROBLEMS & SOLUTIONS GUIDE   ... 
CHE 587/787   ROBYT BIXHEMICAL TECHNIQUES  
CINARTS WILLIAMS  STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE  
CINEMAARTS  OCONNOR   THREE BY FLANNERY O'CONNOR  
CIS 251  PARKER UNDERSTANDING COMPUTERS & INFORMATION PRO .. 
CIS251  SMITH  FIRSTLOOKATLOTUS1-2-3FORWINDOWS  
CIS251  SMITH  MICRO COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN LOTUS SMART ST 
CIS381  PICKETT PASCAL PROGRAMMING FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
STRUCTURED COBOL PROGRAMMING  
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS & DESIGN  
APPLIED DATA COMMUNICATIONS   
INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT IN PRACTICE 
ORACLE?  
DATABASE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT AND DESIGN 
GANG BANGS  
CIS382 STERN  
CIS384  KENDALL  
CIS484  GOLDMAN  
CIS486  SPRAGUE  
CIS488  KOCH  
CIS488  PRATT  
CJ354 SANDERS  
CORIN    CARIN  TEACHING SCIENCE THROUGH DISCOVERY 
CSC230 SCHNEIDER Q BASIC WITH INTRO. TO VISUAL BASIC  ... 
CSC232  NYHOFF   FORTRAN 77 FOR ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS 
CSC287 WANG  INTROTOANSI CON UNIX   
CSC351 SUDCAMP LANGUAGES*MACHINES    
CSC 364  KRUSE DATA STRUCTURES & PROGRAM DESIGN .. 
CSC453/653   LOUDEN   PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES  
CSC483/683   MANO COMPUTER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
CSC486/686   PRITSKER  
CSC890  KUMAR   
CSC890  LEWIS   
CSC890  STEVENS    
CUR851  MCNEIL  
CUR851  ORNSTEIN  
CUR851 SEARS  
CUR851 WILES   
EC437 SEBRANEK  
. INTRO. TO SIMULATION AND SLAM 
. INTRO TO PARALLEL COMPUTING  
. FOUNDATIONS OF PARALLEL PROGRAMMING -  
. UNIX NETWORK PROGRAMMING  
.CURRICULM  
. CURRICULUM   
. TEACHING & THINKING ABOUT CURRICULUM  
. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT   
. WRITE SOURCE 2000  
EC453  NCSS EXPECTATIONS OF EXCELLENCE  
EC 453 TURNER  ESSENTIALS OF CLASSROOM TEACHING-SOCIALSTUDI 
EC 454 NONGRADED PRIMARYMAKING SCHOOLS FIT CHILDREN 
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EC454  ELIASON .. 
EC454  LOWRY  ... 
EC455   LOWRY  ... 
EC455 TOMPKINS . 
EC457   KENNEDY  . 
EC460  KOSTELNIK 
EC461    ORLICH ... 
EC462 ANTES .... 
EC462  CUMMINGS 
EC462  CURWIN ... 
EC462 GRADY.... 
EC462  MONKS  ... 
EC462 SPARZO ... 
EC463  GEGA  
. PRACTICAL GUIDE TO EARLY CHILDHOOD CURRICULUM 
. GIVER  
. GIVER  
. LANGUAGEARTS   
. GUIDING CHILDREN'S LEARNING OF MATH  
. DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE PROGRAMS IN EC .. 
. TEACHING STRATEGIES  
. PREPARING STUDENTS FOR TAKING TESTS  
. MANAGING TO TEACH  
. DISCIPLINE WITH DIGNITY   
. PORTFOLIO APPROACH TO ASSESSMENT  
. LEGAL BASICS FOR TEACHERS  
. PREPARING BETTER TEACHER MADE TESTS  
. SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION    
EC763 AAAS BENCHMARKS FOR SCIENCE LITERACY 
CONCEPTS & EXPERIENCES IN ELEM.SCHOOL SCIENCE 
EDTALK-WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT SCIENCE  
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION   
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS -.  
ECONOMIC WAY OF THINKING  
STUDY GUIDE T/A ECONOMIC WAY OF THINKING  
CONTEMPORARY ECONOMICS   
STUDY GUIDE T/A CONTEMPORARY ECONOMICS  
MICROECONOMICS  
FARM MANAGEMENT  
WHAT IS ECONOMICS   
ECO760  HEILBRONER MAKING OF ECONOMIC SOCIETY   
EDB351   DUNCAN COLLEGEKEYBOARDING-COMPLETECOURSE  
EDB351   MCLEAN   TEACHINGKEYBOARDING/TYPEWRITING  
EDB 451   FULTON OFFICE PROCEDURES & TECHNOLOGY FOR COLLEGES 
EC 763  GEGA  
EC763  KOBER  
EC 855  DUSHKIN (PACIOREK) 
ECO 250/251    CASE  
ECO 260  HEYNE  
ECO 260  HEYNE  
ECO 260  SPENCER  
ECO 260  SPENCER  
EC0352  PINDYCK  
EC0355  KAY   
ECO 760  EGGERT  
EDB451   SABIN  
EDC360  ERMANN .... 
EDL761    BERK  
EDL763SA  LUNENBURG . 
EDL774  OLIVA  
EDL789 THOMPSON   . 
EDL853  JUSTIZ  
EDL853   MILLER   
EDL854  BOLMAN  .... 
EDLS56  GLATTHORN . 
EDL862  CASTALLO ... 
EDL863  OWENS   
EDL865  KIMBROUGH . 
EDL865  MCCALL  
EDL869  LOBER  
EDL888   OREILLY  .... 
EDL971   SCHMUCK ... 
EDL971    STRIKE   
GREGG REFERENCE MANUAL  
CORPORATE & GOVERNMENTAL DEVIANCEPROBLEMS 
DATA ANALYSIS WITH STUDENT SYSTAT  
EDUCATIONALADMINISTRATION:CONCEPTS & PRACT. .. 
SUPERVISION FOR TODAY'S SCHOOLS   
FISCAL LEADERSHIP FOR SCHOOLS:CONCEPTS & PRAC 
MINORITIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION  
MAJOR AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION ISSUES    
REFRAMINGORGANIZATIONS:ARTISTRY,CHOICE,LEADE 
DEVELOPING A QUALITY CURRICULUM  
SCHOOL PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION   
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR IN EDUCATION    
PRINCIPALSHIP:CONCEPTS & PRACTICES  
PRINCIPAL'S EDGE  
PROMOTING YOUR SCHOOL   
SCHOOL LAW FOR THE 1990S  
HANDBOOK OF ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT    
ETHICS OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION  
BEYOND BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION  EDP854  KAPLAN  
EDP/CED862 ANASTASI PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING  
EDP/CED 895  CRESWELL RESEARCH DESIGN  
EDR751  GAY EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH COMPETENCIES  
EDR 761  SYSTAT MANUAL  
EDR761 SPRINTHALL BASIC STATISTICAL ANALYSIS  
EDR852 APA   AMERICAN PSY.ASSC. PUBLICATION MANUAL .... 
EDR 852  CAMPBELL EXPERIMENTAL & QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS 
EDR852  HENERSON '... HOW TO MEASURE ATTITUDES   
EDR 852  KERLINGER   FOUNDATIONS OF BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH  
EDR852  LIGHT BY DESIGN  
EDT 430/450 TEAGUE   TECH. & MEDIAINSTRUCTIONAL APPLICATION .... 
EDT759 TURNER  HELPING TEACHERS TEACH  
EDT761  TOOTHAKER INTRO.STATISTICSOFRTHEBEHAVlORALSIENCES 
EET210 JONES ELECTRONICINST.&MEAS  
EET350/353  NILSSON ELECTRIC CIRCUITS    
EET351    BOYLESTAD  ELECTRONIC DEVICES & CIRCUITTHEORY ...".... 
EET452  EARLEY NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE HANDBOOK   
EET 457 YOUNG  ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES  .... 
EET465  MIMS  FORREST MIMS ENGINEER'S NOTEBOOK  
EET 465 ' SYLVANIA ELEC.COMP. 
EGR130 WRIGHT  
EGR131  GIESECKE  
EGR 142  FOX  
EGR 142 OLEARY  
EGR230  BEER  
EGR331 SU    
EGR340  BLACK  
EMS392  BROWN  
EMS392 COOPER  
. ECG SEMICONDUCTOR MASTER REPLACEMENT GUIDE 
. INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING   
. PRINCIPLES OF TECHNICAL DRAWING  
. MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS PACKAGE  
. COMPUTER ESSENTIALS    
. VECTOR MECHANICS FOR ENGINEERS  
. FUNDAMENTALS OF CIRCUIT ANALYSIS  
. THERMODYNAMICS  
. TEACHING BY PRINCIPLES  
. CLASSROOM TEACHING SKILLS   
EMS 393  RINK TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR LEARNING . 
EMS394  MADSEN  
EMS394  SCHMID  
ENG0099B  DIEHL  
ENG090  KIRKLAND  
ENG090  PAYNE  
ENG099  ELLSWORTH  
ENG099  HEWETT   
ENG099  NORDQUITS  
ENG099  VALERI-GOLD  
ENG099A  KROITOR  
ENG099A OPPOSING VIEW PTS 
ENG099B  DIEHL  
ENG099B  GRISHAM    
ENG099B..... GRISHAM    
ENG 099B  LANGAN   COLLEGE WRITING SKILLS WITH READINGS 
ENG099B TROYKA  HANDBOOK FOR WRITERS  
ENG 120  HARRIS REFERENCE GUIDETO GRAMMAR & USAGE 
TEACHING DISCIPLINE  
SOMETHING NEW TO SING ABOUT (STUDENT TEXT) 
PRIMALFEAR  
CONCISE ENGLISH HANDBOOK  
UVELYART OF WRITING  
ENGLISH SIMPLIFIED  
COMING OF AGE  
PASSAGES: A BEGINNING WRITER'S GUIDE    
MAKING CONNECTIONS THROUGH READING & WRITING 
500WORDTHEME   
IS SEX ERODING MORAL VAULES  
SHARKY'S MACHINE  
CLIENT  
PELICAN BRIEF  
WAVELAND  
WAVELAND  
MACMILLAN  
HBJ  
MAYFIELD  
MAYFIELD  
BUTTRWRTH-HEINEMAN 
APPLAUSE BOOKS .... 
APPLAUSE BOOKS.... 
SERV/FABER  
NORTON   
KENDALL/HUNT   
IRWIN  
HBJ 
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA . 
BROOKS/COLE  
BROOKS/COLE  
HRDP  
WADS  
WADS  
PRENTICE HALL  
WADS  
AACD  
BROOKS/COLE  
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA . 
PYRCZAKPUB ■  
PH .<  
HARPERCOLLINS  .... 
HC  
HC  
MCGRAW-HALL  
EAGLE PRINT SI ;OH   ... 
WEST  
WEST  
EAGLE PRINr SHOP.... 
WEST  
HM   
EAGLE PRINT SHOP.... 
HOUGHTON-MIFFUN .. 
HOUGHTON-MIFFUN .. 
EAGLE PRINT SHOP.... 
EAGLE PRINT SHOP.... 
SAUNDERS  
PRENTICE-HALL ...... 
PRENTICE-HALL  
WILEY  
HEATH  
WILEY  
WILEY  
AW  
SAUNDERS  
PRENTICE-HALL   
WAVELAND  
SIGNET   
SIGNET   
DRYDEN  
MITCHELLL-MCGRAW 
BOYD & FRAZER  
BOYD&FRASER  .... 
WILEY  
PRENTICE HALL  
WIELY  
PH  
MCGH  
BOYD AND FRASER .. 
DEGRUYTER  
MACM  
DELLEN/MACMILLAN . 
MACMILLAN  
WADS  
AW  
PH  
ITP  
PH ■  
HALSTED  
B/C  
IEEE COMPUTER SOC 
PRENTIQE-HALL  
SFL  
PH  
TCP  
MERRILL  
WRITE SOURCE ED. .. 
WHITEHURST  
ALLYN& BACON   
AASA 
MACMILLAN '.'.'.'. 
BAKER&taytor   
BDD  
PRENTICE-HALL  
WADS  
MACM  
DCHEATH  
PHI DELTA KAPPA.... 
TEACHERJNC  
ASCD  
PHI DELTA KAPPA.... 
PHI DELTA KAPPA.... 
PHI DELTA KAPPA.... 
MACM  
AAAS   
MACM  
CEDR  
DUSHKIN  
PRENTICE HALL  
PH  
PH  
WORTH    
WORTH    
PH  
MCGRAWHILL   
BRISTLECONE   
PH  
SOUTH-WESTERN PUB 
DELTA PI EPSILON ... 
SOUTH-WESTERN PUB 
MACMILLAN/MCGRAW 
OXFORD UNV PRESS 
COURSE TECH. INC.  . 
WADSWORTH  
LONGMAN  
LONGMAN  
ORYXPRESS   
JESSICA KINGLY PUB 
JOSSEY/BASS  
ASCD  
ALLYN& BACON  
PRENTICE-HALL  
PH  
EYE ON ED  
TECHNOMIC  
GREENWOOD PRESS 
WAVELAND  
TEACHERS COLLEGE 
PRO-ED  
MACMILLAN  
SAGEPUB  
MACMILLAN  
COURSE TECHNOLOGY 
ALLYN/BACON  
APA 
RANDMCNALLY ..... 
SAGE  
HBC   
HUP  
KENDALL/HUNT   
LIBRARIES UNLTD .. 
MCGRAW-HILL .... 
PRENTICE-HALL .... 
ADDISON-WESLEY ... 
PRENTICE HALL  
NFPA   
MERRILL PUB  
HIGHTEXT  
PHILIPS  
WILEY  
MACM  
BENJAMIN/CUMMINGS 
MITCHELL PUB  
MCGRAW-HILL   
WAVELAND  
HC 
PRENTICE HALL'.'.'.'.'. 
D.C. HEATH  
MOSBY  
CONTEMPORARY .... 
GLENCO  
BALLANTINE  
DCHEATH  
MENTOR  
HC 
HOLLOWAY ".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 
ST MARTINS PRESS .. 
WADSWORTH  
PH  
GREENHAVEN PRESS 
DELL  
DELL  
0-88133-542-8 
0-88133-709-9 
0-02-301975-1 
0-03455353-9 
1-559-341424 
1-559-34144-0 
0-240-80129-6 
1-557-83030-4 
1-557-83031-2 
0-571-14479-9 
0-393-96063-3 
04403-8828-4 
O-256-10278-3 
O15-54043O-X 
0-932796-53-2 
0-534-13314-2 
0-534-16122-7 
0-87425-231-8 
0-534-212954 
0-534-21294-8 
0-134371044 
0-534-18762-5 
1-556-20069-2 
0-534-24870-5 
0-932736-53 2 
6-9623744-3-1 
0-8359-2829-2 
0-06-5000C9-5 
0-7002-2524-2 
0-06-50C4914 
0-07-015911-4 
0-314-02522 7 
0-314-04274-1 
0-314428544 
0-3954370'-5 
0-?*543597-3 
043423343-7 
0-13442588-7 
0-134433624 
0-471-575044 
0669-126624 
0-471-59546-2 
047158987-X 
0-805345604 
0-03403499-2 
0-13323908-X 
0-88133-5564 
0451-175164 
0451-525144 
0-034379064 
0-07459213-5 
0-78954359-X 
0-87835-5034 
0471-597474 
0-13455317-1 
0-471-59217-X 
0-134654774 
0-07481919-9 
0-87709-115-3 
0-202-305374 
042-319385-9 
0-024077344 
0-02-388655-2 
0-534-14232-X 
0-201-15768-3 
0-13-208182-2 
0-534-932774 
0-13-175563-3 
0470-23457-1 
0-8053-31704 
04186-5692-1 
0-13-949876-1 
0-673-520214 
0-205-14145-5 
0-8077-2968-X 
0-024276314 
0-333045-794 
0-205-141904 
0-87652-184-7 
0-02-332223-3 
0-440-219074 
0-440-219074 
0-02420852-3 
0-534-214094 
0-675-213274 
0-66944960-7 
047367-291-7 
0-961457444 
0-87120-1542 
0-87367-341-7 
0-87367-2354 
0-87367-311-5 
0-024413024 
0-19-508986-3 
0-02-341331-X 
1-56134-270-X 
0-13495886-7 
0-02-354401-5 
042-354404-X 
0-879014144 
0-87901436-1 
0-02-395900-2 
0-07433868-X 
1-559-34212-9 
0-13-546060-3 
0-538-70883-2 
0-9603064-5-5 
0-538414184 
0-02419922-7 
0-19-506957-9 
1-56527439-4 
0-534-148504 
040134778-3 
0-80134809-7 
0497744174 
1-85302-51/14 
1-555-42323-X 
0-87120-2344 
0-205-13135-2 
0-205154164 
1-137009f' X 
1-883001484 
0-87/62487-1 
0-313-27817-2 
0-5° '33-7384 
0-8077-2887-X 
0-089073-2240 
042-303020-8 
04039-5255-4 
042-3408004 
1-585-2/C8S-4 
0-205-1'5428-X 
1-557-982414 
0-335-30787-2 
0 '^.0<M7:v-9 
0474489314 
0-6«0J44384 
I-5'\J08-"'J-3 
0-13-248463-2 
0-201-54&8/-O 
0-13-250994-6 
0-87765^4 4 
0424312014 
1,878703 -J-; 
ENG 151 ACHEBE    
ENG 151 ACKERMAN .... 
ENG 151 AGEE  
ENG 151 ANGELOU   
ENG 151 ATWOOD  
ENG 151 AUSTEN  
ENG 151 AXELROD   
ENG 151  BAKER  
ENG 151  BARTHOLOMAE 
ENG 151  BERENDT   
ENG 151  BRADBURY .... 
ENG 151  BRADBURY .... 
. THINGS FALLAPART  
. NATURAL HISTORY OF THE SENSES  
.DEATH IN THE FAMILY  
. I KNOWWHYTHE CAGED BIRD SINGS  
.HANDMAID'STALE   
.SENSE AND SENSIBILITY  
. ST. MARTIN'S GUIDE TO WRITING  
.PRACTICALSTYLIST    
. READING THE LIVES OF OTHERS   
. MIDNIGHT IN THE GARDEN OF GOOD AND EVIL 
.FAHRENHEIT 451    
. SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES  
MCGRAW-HILL  .. 
.PH  
PRENTICE HALL . 
. RANDOM  
.VINTAGE  
. BANT   
. BANT   
. FAW  
. PENGUIN  
. SMP  
. HARPER & ROW . 
.SMP  
RANDOM HOUSE 
.BALL  
. BANTAM '.. 
0-471-579304 
0-02-343735-9 
0-6053-29' 4-5 
0-07448384-X 
0-07479923-7 
u-bd13j-7014 
0-0E 0407344 
0-13428220-1 
0469-34963-1 
0-30164744-5 
0-83832453-1 
042442100-3 
0-34548877-1 
0469-29703-S 
0-45142712-1 
0-06-501404-9 
0-87067-364-5 
0-31243215-3 
0-534-21498-3 
0-13-321357-9 
  269-X 
0-440-18292-1 
0-440-21352-5 
0-440-21404-1 
0-074363844 
0-134137674 
0-13-225624-X 
0-449-20810-9 
0473-735654 
0-553-27011-7 
0-553-273374 
0-449-21260-2 
0-144430474 
0-31247541-3 
0-06440437-X 
0-312-11511-3 
0479423224 
0-345-342364 
0-553-28032-5 
HALF 
W 
W 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
W 
HALF 
W 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
W 
W 
W 
HALF. 
W 
HALF 
W 
HALF 
W 
W 
W 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
w 
w 
w 
,HALF 
HA1F 
HALF 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
W 
HALF 
W 
,W 
w 
HALF 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
HALF 
W 
HALF 
W 
HALF 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
* 
W 
HALF' 
HALF 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
W 
W 
HALF 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
W 
W 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W. 
W 
w 
w 
HALF 
HALF 
HALF 
W 
W, 
w 
W 
w 
W 
'V 
w 
w 
w 
W" 
HALF 
W 
W 
•/' 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
HALF 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
HALF 
,'F). 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG151 ... 
ENG151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
E^G 15' 
ENG151 ... 
ENG151 ... 
ENGI51 ... 
ENG 151 •... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG-151 ... 
e:;e-r* ... 
FN3-151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 161 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
5:3 '51 .. 
ENG 151 ..". 
cNGI51 ... 
;ING;71 ... 
FNG15' 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 „. 
ENG'51 ... 
ENG 151'.. 
ENG 151 .:. 
ENG 151 ... 
ZNG'51 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
t'NG",5i ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG1S1 .. 
ENG 151 '. 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 . . 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151 ... 
ENG 151/152 
ENG 151/152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 
ENG 152 ,'1 
ENG 152 ... 
ENG 152 ... 
ENG152 ... 
ENG 152 . 
ENG 152 . 
ENGI52 ... 
ENG',S<: . 
ENG 152 . 
ENG15? .. 
ENG 152 ... 
ENG 152 ... 
ENG 152 ... 
ENG 152 ... 
ENG 152-... 
ENG 152 ... 
ENG'52 ... 
ENG 152 ... 
ENG 15. ... 
ENG 152 . . 
ENG 15? ... 
ENG152 ... 
ENG 152 ... 
ENG152 .. 
ENG 152 .. 
ENG 152 ... 
ENG 152 ... 
ENG 152 ... 
ENG 152 .. 
ENG 152 ... 
ENG 152 ..' 
ENG 251 ... 
ENG 251... 
ENG 251 ... 
ENG 2c' .. 
ENG 251 . 
ENG 251/252 
EHG251C: 
FMG252 . 
ENG252 .;. 
ENG25o ... 
Lr,i32jC ... 
F^G 253 .. 
ENG 271 ... 
cNG 2< i ... 
ENCk. ■ .. 
ENG 290 . 
ENG 290 ... 
ENG 230"... 
ENG290 
FNG2T0 
ENG 290 
ENG Z3v. .... 
ENG290 ... 
-ENG290  
ENG3451 .... 
ENG "4^ . . 
ENG 3461 .: 
ENG3462 .... 
ENG4-»X .... 
TNG ■•'400 - 
ENG4400 ... 
ENG4400 .... 
ENG 4*00 ... 
FNP4421/64n 
ENG 4421/6421 
LN(i',4L1 .... 
ENG.4431 . . 
ENG4431 ... 
ENG 4431 .... 
ENlivtbl .... 
ENG 4431 .... 
ENG 4480/6480 
ENG 4480/6480 
ENG44oU/S480 
ENG4'i80/We0 
ENG 4480/6480 
ENG 4480/6480 
ENG 4'40/64B0 
ENG 4480/6480 
ENG 4480/6480 
ENG 4480/6480 
ENG 5402/7402 
ENG 5402/7402 
ENG 5402/7402 
ENG 5402/7402 
ENG 5410/7410 
ENG 5410/7410 
ENG 5410/7410 
ENG 5410/7410 
ENG 5471/7471 
ENG 5471/7471 
ENG 5480,7480 
ENG 5480,7430 
ENG 54807480 
ENG 54807480 
ENG 5480/7480 
ENG 54807480 
ENG 54807480 
ENG 54807480 
ENG 54807480 
ENG 54807480 
ENG 54807480 
ENG 54807480 
ENG6452 .... 
ENG6452 .... 
ENG 7475 
ENG 7475 
ENG 7475 
ENG 7475 
ENG7475 .... 
ENG7475 .... 
ENG770  
.SlGlwO'Blif-; 
i-lAF.S-1. .CyCO 
CA^OY '*»'■ 
. BLUEST&JZ-....J  
.suif \i  
.W.afcANREJJfel   .... 
. WOViN OF BREWSTER PLACE 
.1384  -  
. OFir' The BELGVEO C3UNTR.' 
CHOSEN ". . 
. FIEMENTSOFARGUMEN!\; 
CLARK WRITING ABOUT DIVERSITY  
CONLEY  FIELDS OF WRITING  
CONROY WATER IS WDE'  
COOPER SOME SOULTO KEEP   
DIEHL 27    
DORNAN LONGWOODREADER    
EMECHETA JOYS OF MOTHERHOOD  
EMERY : ENGLISH FUNDAMENTALS, FORMA   
ESCHHOLZ ..-. SUBJECT & STRATEGY   
ESCHHOLZ THEMES FOF WRITERS  
FIACHMANM    .  . .  PROSE READER  
FLAGG Y. FRIED GHEEd TOMATO  
FOftoiEH  ROOMWI HAVIEW ..:  
GIE-M3I MIA HANDBOOK ,  
GOIDING . : .:     .. LORD OF THE FLIES ,  
GORDON .: WORKBOOK FOR WRITERS   
GOSHGAKI/-.W EXPLORING JtNGUAGE  
HACKER   "XKPTSTYtF. MANUAL      
HACKER  WRITER'S REKRENCE :  
hACKER  WRITING Wn HA VOICE ..,...-  
HARDY  CARROMJHIMADOINGCROWD  
HARNACK WRITING RESEARCH PAPERS        
HARTLEY GO-ot:WEEN >  
HEDGES WHAT L EnT " ;3 GILBERT 3RAPE  '  
HEMiNGY;AY...V. OLDMAN&THBteA  
HUXLEY BRAVENEWWORLD  
IRVING LEGEND OF SLEEP< HOLLOW  
JACOBUS, WORLDOFIDEA^        
KENNEDY     BEDFORD GUIDE FOR COLLEGE WRITERS W/HANDBOOK 
KENNEDY BEDFORD REAOEH : k .'  
KENNEDY BF.IS- BEDFORD ,-, ADER  
KESEY ?Nr FLEW r7~P fKf C f3 "i^'STfeT 
KIRSZNER .: BLAIR RENDER 
KIRSZNER PATTcRNS HCri 
LAGEhKVlST .eARABEAS .... 
LEGUIN ■. DISPOSSESSED 
LUNSFORD PREL iNCEOK 
MAASIK   
MAPP  
MSRIWETHER 
MORRISON .. 
MORRISON .: 
!iACE:.L  
NAYLO^ .... 
ORWELL .: . 
PATON  
POTGK  
ROTTENBERG 
RUGQIERO WHiiiNG 
SALINGER., CATCHER IN ■mEfiYE ,. 
SAMS ?  W'-r^ROFTfCRIVFR . 
SELZEjR   CONVEBrATIONS   
SHELLE/, FfiANKEKSTM  
oTLuixEF, ....'. GR3T/V.!: SlWJ 'HOT, ' 
SH'.'MK F'FMBTS OF • vi F*V  M 
SUMMERFIELD NEGOTIATIONo^EAOER FOWVfcl i U\i 
TWAIlf AOVElVi USES OF HuCKUl4AW"'*f|f 
TY1* "rC!QE'.TAL ""■' TC3T'.;(     ..! \. ■ JF 
VFiff  WRITING READING ' RESEARCH ,.  ... 
WHiJEHEAD   CULTUREWAftS  
.Ltii ..'.: ", OMhE/CX ,/Ri  ': 
.'R'C'' ^i PTD'*5TC'''\ICIITING '/EU 
" >.m.MB$  ... 
AT- 
a 
ANNAS      I   .1 
BALDWIN 1 '.'..If 6E/E 
HG&E   f 
CARTER^ EDUCA 
CHOPIN AtoKEi 
CHOPIN   ..: '.WAKENING  
CTNROY ./..'     IORDS OF DISCIPLINE       
DEFOE MULL FLANUERS   
DEMOTT INCLOSE IMAGINING  
DIYANNI     . 'JTFRAT-UrF. ...  '  
DUBE :  STRUCTURE 4 MEANING  
MULKNER  ASILrtYOrif.3  
,--,i. tg TiT -a :^ -,-FT:." (?"'■! 
0(3*1.01   ':'.   "."....'. ,<itLAHANDBOOK   '...'., /,'.'.''?.  
GRIFFITH ..-. WRIT ING ESSAYS ABOUT LI'I ERATUfC  
HARTLEY .',. GOiBETYKta , I 
.'v'Nn"00YTr.IJTr:RA'".!P':     .-'..:. 
'. RIVERSIDE ANTHOLOG'/VuTtRATUPv*......... 
hURT : UTEhATbric  
IBSEN COL: : HOUSES OTHEN FtASY  
KTNNFDY           ... UTERATJRF  
MARTZ .-. IFI HAD MY LIFE 10 LIVE OVER IWOU.DKCK  
MCGOWAN UTEHATUflE  
MCKEhGUE      STEP SYSTEPiWRITt^ >EC'.TLITERATURE ..,.,. 
WCMAHAN     'IBCNTS OF WRITING ABOUT LIT AND FILM  
MCMAHAN:.... UTERATUREANDTHEWRITINGPROCESS   
MEYER BELrOr.j INTRODUCTION TC!:. TA'TUR1;  
MlShW SO!M>OFWMJ9     
MORRISON.       SONGOFSOLOMON     
NAYLOR .'; MAMA DM ty, 
NAYLOfi: WOMEN £f fifiaVSTERPLt'^  :    f 
PAYNE '.'.  .'  UV^YARTOFWRITW?     
PERKINS CONTEMPORAR" AMERICAN LITERATURE   
PERRINE .: Ul EriATURE * ,.  
PIRSIGV !-..ZB.,AND'rHEA'TrC!rVCTCRC,CEMAINTEN '■,:: 
RO?cRTS    INTRO. TO READING WWRUW"?      
ROBERTS  WRITING THEMES ABOUi LITERATURE 
STEINBECK OF MICt AN: W: 
STflAUB  ' SHAOOWLAND 
.TAN - IOYLUCKCLUP 
TAN '. ..KITChEN GOD'S WIFE  
VES.'uUiAN ,...:..ui;:r-l'\7UftE:/,i,:NT;C. 'OT.irCALI-.L'rNG 
WAKATSUKI     "nFWv'.TOMANZANNAR  
WARREN I ALL THE KING'S MEN  
WILLIAMS ST HEEICAH NAMED DESlHti  
HBC  
ST MARTINS PRESS. 
BANTAM  
SMP  
BALL  
AB  
HEINEMANN   
MACMILLAN  
ST. MARTIN'S  
ST. MARTINS  
PRENTICE HALL ... 
MCGH  
BANT   
MLA   
PUT  
PRENTICE HALL ... 
HARPER  
ST MARTINS   
ST MARTIN PRESS . 
3F  
NORTON    
GREENHAVEN  
PENG  
=OS0DON  
s&s 
HARPER & HOW .'.'.' 
TROLLASSOC  
ST.MARTA'N'S  .... 
SMP  
SI-MARTIN'S  
ST MARTIN'S  
SIGNET  .-. 
PRENriCtHALL.... 
ST. MARTIN'S  
RH  
AVON ...:  
ST.MARTAIN'S  ..... 
EEDFORD  
HBC/HARCOURT .... 
FEMINIST PRESS ... 
POCKET BOOKS .... 
NAL  
MACM  
NAL  
SIGNET  
M&CM ::.. 
FAWCETTCREST ... 
ST. MARTINS PHESS 
HBC  
WARN .. .".  
PENG  
MACM  
NAL  
DELL  
MACMILLAN  
MCGRAWHILL   
BANTAM  
BFRI" EY  
PRENTICE HALL .... 
GREENHAVEN  
HARCC .RT.BRACE  . 
HBJ . . :  
SIGNLl"  
SIMOJJ a SCHUSTER 
3T MARTAINS  
PENG  
FH  
MCGRAW  
BANT   
UNW NEW MEXICO PR 
-AVON  
. BANTAM  
. BANTAM  
'SMP 
.MCGRAW ..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 
. HO JGHTON MIFFLIN 
HOLMAN 
HUNT ... 
VINT  
.MLA   
. HARCOURTBRACE .. 
. FW?  
MAC  
. HM   
MACM  
PENGUIM  
. HC  
PAFKS-MACHE PRESS 
0-15-5009434 
0-31248660-1 
0-553-26893-7 
0-31242285-9 
O-345-37073-2 
0-205-14750-X 
0435-90972-X 
042432901-7 
0-312465414 
0-312492044 
0-13-735879-2 
0474212574 
0-553-21323-7 
047352-379-2 
O-399-50148-7 
0-13414179-7 
0473-521474 
0-312-11494-X 
0-31245254-5 
0473-39670-3 
0-393-954084 
1-56510499-9 
0-144183074 
047147080-7 
042451910-9 
0-06480983-3 
049375-3454- 
0-312485354 
0-31246549-3 
,0-31248637-7 
0-31248636-9 
0451-163964 
0-13485325-9 
0-31244834-3 
0473-72544-X 
0-38040382-1 
0-31245677-X 
0-31249020-X 
0-15-5318814 
0-935312-57-9 
0471-74292-2 
0-452-26343-2 
042-3858824 
0-45142202-1 
0451-524334 
C-0245;210-5 
0-443-21344-7 
0-31248640-7 
0-034230894 
0-316-76943-7 
0-14408387-1 
042408961-3 
0-451-52336-9 
044043066-2 
042413200-1 
C-074625744 
0-553-210794 
0-425-114234 
0424229214 
1-56510-1004 
0-15-500146-3 
043476634-X 
0-451-525434 
0-134137674 
0-312484084 
0-144390594 
0-13-532904-3 
0-440440604 
047-5535384 
0-553-21258-3 
0-82634879-1 
0-553-21330-X 
0-380402454 
0-553-27136-9 
0-553-213284 
0-312403364 
0474169434 
0-395-325704 
0-394-747454 
0-394-72591-3 
KIH  
MACM  
MACM  
PcD'ORD     
BERKLEY ........ 
NAL  
„;.VJE ....... 
K\l  
WNTOR   
I-ANDOM HOUSE 
HBJ  
EMIT 
;-BRACE 
WILUAMb 
WC'Ji'F 
HAMILTON 
HOwATiu 
SIRE 
OV'C      .. 
ZIMMERMAN 
LIACK  
*V:LK:E .... 
BUSH 
SHAKESPEARE  TbMPt-bT 
KUNUtfJA 
iMLKIE 
EPUSAW  * .»-- 'it 
!T 1EETOAR NAh2D DE 
r1CKiNTHFWORir    
.MYTHOLOGY  
. OXFORti COMPANlOn i CLASSI0,ILL:T. .... 
XFbftDrJcilPANIONTOTHEBIBti  
MFTAMOFPHASES -j. 
. DICTIONARY OF CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY ... 
. NOrTTG'fi AN1 HOLOGY O:-" WORLD MAt /ilRPIE 
. i..Tr:;'''" v:■£ or TH" WESTERN WORLD VOL. ] 
■FORT' 81E MILTON •  
BH'J   T  A
t 
NORTlJ »':TH OFWORIilMA^ERPIECES VOLII 
' 'TF^A! iflE OF THE WESTERN WORLD VOL il ... 
HANDBOOK OF TE-GhfJICAL ivfiij .\JG  
EFFECTIVEfECHNiCAL CnwAiCATION    
TFCH"iOALWr,TING .....-.•  
BRfDLFY    MIST!; OF AVALON    
OrtHvEh  WHEHEIM ^ALLlNG Fr;>C,i(  
NB.v ;crr,,n|- orPOPs 
FIVNN     *..' AGE-OF RwjON    .   .,.:...-  
GARDNER GRENDFL .....    .' -.,  
HEMiNva'wnY MEN'i   .HCJTVi   flEN"   
KSMINGWAY ■'. .   S"0' ;.Oc "'MM,' 'ARC AND OTHER STORIES. 
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W ENG770  DESAI aEAR LIGHT OF DAY  PENGUIN .... 0-14410859-9 
W ENG770  EMECHETA JOYS OF MOTHERHOOD HEINEMANN          0-435-09972-4 
W ENG770  KUNOERA BOOK OF LAUGHTER* FORGETTING HARPPUB      046499701-X 
W ENG770  MARQUEZ ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE HARPPUB     0-06491965-5 
HALF     ENG770  RUBENSTEIN  WORLDS OF FICTION MACMILLAN        0-02-4041854 
HALF     ENG770  WINTERSON ORANGES ARE NOT THE ONLY FRUIT ATLANTIC MONTHLY      0-87113-163-3 
W ENG844.....  DICESARE GEORGE HERBERT AND 17TH CENT REL POETS NORTON   0-393-09254-2 
W ENG844  DONNE  COMPLETEENGUSHPOEMS PENG     0-14-042209-9 
W ENG844  MACHEON BEN JOHNSON AND THE CAVALIER POETS NOROTN  0-39*09308-5 
W ENG844  SIDNEY OLDARCADIA OXFORD    0-19-281690-X 
W ENG844  SPENSER FAERIE QUEEN PENG 0-14-042207-2 
W ENG941  PERKINS AMERICAN TRADITION IN LITERATURE VOL I MCGH 0-07-049366-9 
W ENG 99 OPPOSING VIEW POINTS  GREENHAVEN PRESS  
HALF     ENG99  ATWAN AMERICANOW ST MARTIN'S PRESS .. 0-312-10285-2 
HALF     ENG99  FAWCETT EVERGREEN WITH READINGS HM  0-395-59183-X 
W ENG99  GLAZIER LEAST YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT ENGLISH-FORM B .. HOLT.RINEHART 0-03-079097-2 
ENG99  GLAZIER THE LEAST YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT ENG FORM A  .. HARCOURT BRACE .... 0-0345547-7 
W ENG99  GRISHAM   TIMETOKILL BOD      0-440-21172-7 
HALF     ENG99  ROSE UVESONTHEBOUNDARY PENGUIN 0-14-012403-9 
ENG99 TROYKA   WORKBOOK FOR WRITERS   PH 0-13414179-7 
W ENG99B  ESQUIVEL UKE WATER FOR CHOCOLATE ANCHOR  :... . 0-385-47401-6 
W ENG99B  HACKER   POCKET STYLE MANUAL ST MARTINS 0-312-11494-X 
W ENG99B  MALAMUD NATURAL AVON 0-380-50609-2 
W ENG99B  TUMAN CROSSFIRE  PH/ALLYN & BACON ... 0-205-14903-0 
W ENG99B  WALKER  IN SEARCH OF OUR MOTHER'S GARDENS HBJ 0-15-644544-1 
W ENG/CLT485  BULGAKOV HEARTOFADOG GROVE-ATLANTIC  .... 04021-50594 
W ENG/CLT485  KAFKA METAMORPHOSIS, PENAL COLONY, & OTHER STORIES .RANDOM 0-805248494 
HALF     ENG/CLT485  WILKIE UTERATURE OF WESTERN WORLD VOL. 2 MACM 0-02-4278274 
W ENG/CLT485 WOOLF  MRS.DALLOWAY HARBRACE-HARVEST . 0-154628704 
W EP121    NELSON   INTERPRETATION OFWAKINGLIFE UNV.ARKANSAS 1-55728-198-X 
W ES121    POND INTRO TO ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY PH 0424960314 
HALF     ES231    PERRY Q BASIC BY EXAMPLE QUECORP.  1-565294544 
W ES251    BEER MECHANICS FOR ENGINEERS - STATICS MCGRAW-HILL  047404580-1 
HALF     ES253  BEER MECHANICEOF MATERIALS MCGRAW-HILL  047404340-X 
W ES354  MOTT APPLIED FLUID MECHANICS MERRILL 0424842314 
HALF     ESL093.095 AZAR CHARTBOOK: REFERENCE GRAMMAR PRENTICE-HALL 0-13-948233-4 
HALF     ESL093.095  BATES TRANSITIONS  ST. MARTIN'S      0-31244115-2 
W ESL151    CARINO RESEARCHED PAPER SIMPLIFIED HARPERCOLLINS  .... 046-501152-X 
W ESL151    SMALLEY REFINING COMPOSITION SKILLS ITP/WAD/MAC 04384-3385-5 
HALF     ESL151    SPACK INTERNATIONAL STORY  ST.MARTIN'S 0-312490084 
HALF     ESL151   WILLIAMS  STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE PENG    0-451-167784 
HALF     EXC450/650    KIRK EDUCATING EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN HOUGHTON MIFFLIN ..0-39541599-2 
HALF     EXC450/650    KIRK EDUCATING EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN STUDY GUIDE ... HM  0-39543711-2 
W EXC452  POLLOWAY STRATIGES FOR TEACHING LEARNER WITH SN MACMILLAN 0-024960214 
W EXC456/656    CIPANI CURR. & INST. APPROACH FOR SEVERALDIS ALLYN & BACON PH ... 0-205-14090-4 
HALF     EXC457/657    OVERTON ASSESSMENT IN SPECIAL EDUCATION MERRILL 0475-21156-5 
W EXC468/668   WALKER  BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT MACMILLAN 0424238714 
HALF     EXC470  MAGER  PREPARING INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES CHESNUT   1-561433414 
HALF     EXC 478  GARGIULO  WORKING W/PARENTS OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN   ... HOUGHTON/MIFFLIN .. 0-395-35767-5 
HALF     EXC478  SHEA PARENTS & TEACHERS OF CHILDREN W/EXCEPTIONAU   ALLYN/BACON 0-205-127894 
HALF     EXC479  MAGER  PREPARING INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES LAKE PUBLISHING .... 1-56103-341-3 
W EXC 479  STRICKLAND   DEVELOPING & IMPLEMENTING INDIVIDUALIZED ED .... PRENTICE HALL  0-675-21142-5 
W EXC662  LERNER LEARNING DISABILITIES HOUGHTON MIFFLIN .. 0-39542225-5 
W EXC662  MERCER TEACHING STUDENTS WITH LEARNING PROBLEMS  .... PRENTICE HALL 042-380561-7 
W EXC 676  GALLAGHER TEACHING STUDENTS WITH BEHAVIOR DISORDERS .... LOVE PUB 049108-200-X 
W EXC780    CLARK GROWING UP GIFTED MACMILUAN 0-675-20832-7 
W EXC854  CRESWELL RESEARCH DESIGN:QUALITATIVE & QUANTITATIVE AP ..SAGE 0-8039-52544 
W EXC854  HUCK READING STATISTICS & RESERCH HARPER&ROW 0-06442976-3 
W EXC 861   STEWART COUNSELING PARENTS OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDERN ... MERRILL' 0-675-20510-7 
W FCS271   DUSHKIN (POCS) MARRIAGE & FAMILY94/95 DUSHKIN     1-56134-283-1 
HALF     FCS271   KNOX CHOICES IN RELATIONSHIPS WEST  0-31442605-3 
HALF     FCS371   PAPALIA HUMAN DEVELOPMENT MCGRAW-HILL  0-07448760-X 
HALF     FCS 433  HILDEBRAND INTRO. TO EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION MACMILLAN 0-024545354 
HALF     FCS433  LASKY ARTBASIC FOR YOUNG CHILDREN NAEYC 0-912674-734 
HALF     FCS433  STONE GUIDE TO DISCIPLINE NAEYC 0-912674424 
HALF     FCS 433,472,572   BREDEKAMP DEVEL APR PRACTICE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD NAEYC 0-935989-11-0 
HALF     FCS471   KRANTZ CHILD DEVELOPMENT WADS.  . . 0-534-131704 
HALF     FCS 472/672  LASKY ART, BASIC FOR YOUNG CHILDREN   NAEYC 0-912674-734 
HALF     FCS 472/672  MAYESKY  CREATIVE ACTIVITIES FOR YOUNG CHILDREN DELMAR 0-8273-3958-5 
HALF     FCS472/672  STONE ...GUIDE TO DISCIPLINE NAEYC ... 0-912674424 
W FCS475  MEISELS DEVELOPMENTAL SCREENING IN EARLY CHILD ED NAEYC 0-935989-27-7 
W FCS475  ROSSETTI INFANT-TODDLER ASSESSMENT PRO-ED  0-89079-312-3 
W FCS475  WORTHAM TESTS AND MEASUREMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD ED .. MERRILL 0424300334 
W FCS479/679  BENSON  YOUR MAXIMUM MIND   AVON 0-380-706644 
W FCS479/679  BORYSENKO   MINDING TWEBODY.MENDING THE MIND BANTAM    0-553-34556-7 
W FCS479/679 ;... JAMPOLSKY .'. LOVE IS LETTING GO OF FEAR TEN SPEED PR ....      0-89087-246-5 
W FCS479/679 VENINGA GIFT OF HOPE BALLANTINE    0-345-33760-3 
W FCS479/679 VIORST NECESSARY LOSSES FAWCETT   .. . 0-449-132064 
HALF fCS572  BEATY OBSERVINGDEVELOPMENTOFTHEYOUNGCHILD  .... MACM  042407741-7 
HALF     FCS572  TAYLOR CHILD GOES FORTH: CURRICULUM GUIDE MACMILLAN 042419282-1 
W FCS575  PIPHER REVIVING OPHELIA: SAVING THE SELVES OF PUTNAM 0-399-13944-3 
HALF     FCS575/775  FORSYTH  STUDY. GUIDE T/A UNDERSTANDING CHILDREN MAYFIELD 1-559-34178-5 
HALF     FCS575/775  SCHICKEDANZ UNDERSTANDING CHILDREN MAYFIELD 1-559-341714 
HALF     FED251   HESSONG INTRO. TO THE FOUNDATION OF EDUCATION MCMILLAN .0-02-354395-7 
HALF     FED251   MENGERT INSTITUTION OF EDUCATION PH       0-536-586264 
FED 251   REED INTRO TO EDUCATION W/OBSER. GUIDE DUSHKIN 047967-931-X 
W FED 251  TOZER   EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE ON SOCIAL EXPRESSION  .... MCGRAW HILL  0-07-557043-2 
FED260  BEE DEVELOPING CHILD HC 046440628-3 
FED 260  BEE  STUDY GUIDE T/A DEVELOPING CHILD HC 0-06-500516-3 
HALF     FED260  BERK CHILD DEVaOPMENT A&B    .. 0-205-150274 
W FED260  GAUVAIN READINGSONTHEDEVELOPMENTOFCHILDREN FREEMAN     0-7167-24924 
HALF     FED 361   MCCOWN  EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY & CLASSROOM PRACTICE  ALLYN, BACON 0-205-13144-1 
HALF     FED 361   WOOLFOLK EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY MB .... 0-205-15542-1 
HALF     FED361  WOOLFOLK STUDY GUIDE T/A EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY  A&B 0-205-16210-X 
HALF     FED851   DRISCOL PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING FOR INSTRUCTION A&B 0-205-139284 
W FED851   GOOD  r. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY LONGMAN 0-801343514 
HALF     FED851   ORMROD HUMAN LEARNING ...v PH 0-02-389482-2 
HALF     FIN351  PETERSON FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT & ANALYSIS MCGRAW-HILL  0-074496674 
HALF     FIN352  KOHN FINANCIAL INSTITUTES & MARKETS MCGRAW        0-074359044 
W FIN 352  KOHN MONEY, BANKING AND FINANCIALMARKETS   DRYDEN 0-034965004 
HALF     FIN355  AMLING "... INVESTMENT FUNDAMENTALS  HBC         043447092-7 
W FIN359  WILLIAMS RISK MANAGEMENT & INSURANCE .' MCGRAW-HILL 0-074705674 
HALF     RN457  BRIGHAM   INTERMEDIATE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT HBC      0-134754824 
W FIN458  PARKER STANFORD BANK GAME SCIENTIFIC PRESS  ... 0-89426-1294 
W FIN459  JAFFE  FUNDAMENTALS OF REAL ESTATE INVESTMNET PH 0-13-288358-9 
W FIN462  APPRAISAL INSTITUTE ... APPRAISAL OF REAL ESTATE   APPRAISAL INST 6-92215444-X 
W FIN553  EITEMAN ,.. .MULTINATIONAL BUSINESS FINANCE AW  0-201-59557-5 
W FIN 554  GITMAN :.... PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING  DRYDEN   043475481-X 
W FIN554  LEIMBERG TOOLS&TECHNIQUESOFESTATEPLANNING" NATLUNDERWRITERS 
W FL/ANT350    FROMKIN INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE .:  .HBC  0434549834 
W FM360  JARNOW INSIDE THE FASHION BUSINESS MACMILLAN    042-3600024 
HALF     FM 361  TATE INSIDE-FASHION DESIGN HARPER & ROW 0-06446678-2 
HALF     FM 364  KADOLPH  TEXTILES :. MACMILLAN 0-02-3616014 
FRE 151,152,153   CAPELLE ESPACES HACHETTE  2010153200 
FRE 151,152,153   CAPELLE ESPACES CAHIER D'EXERCICES -....HACHETTE  241415321-9 
FRE252  COURTILLON  ARCHIPEL LIVRE 2 - UNITES 8 A12 -. /.. DIDIER 
W - FRE353  RAVISE  TABLEAUX CULTURELS DE LAFRANCE NATIONAL TEXTBOOK    04442-12734 
W FRE 456/656  CORNEILLE ILLUSION COMIQUE LAROUSSE 
W FRE 456/656  CORNEILLE ... LECID , 0-882954264 
W FRE 456/656  MOUERE LE BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME NATHAN 
W FRE 456/656  MOUERE TARTUFFE  NATHAN    0-15488180-2 
W FRE 456/656  RACINE  PHEDRE .'       LAROUSSE 
HALF GER151/152/153 TERRELL KONTAKTE ...MCGRAW .. 0474637874 
GER151/152/153 TERRELL KONTAKTE WORKBOOK   MCGH       047463790-3 
w
 GER153  SEVIN WIEGEHT'S?  HOLT.RINEHART 04344943-1 
W GER153  SEVIN WIEGEHT'S-WORKBOOK    .'HOLT.RINEHART 043449503-2 
W GER252  MOELLER CONCISE GERMAN REVIEW GRAMMAR HOUGHTON-MIFFUN ..0-39554486-9 
W GER350  WALBRUCK CONVERSATION WORKBOOK-ICH BIN BERLINER NTC      2018-3 
W GER350  WALBRUCK CONVERSATIONWKBK-MUNCHEN-HEIMLICHEHAUPS .. NTC   22214 
HALF GGY 250 - DEBLIJ GEOGRAPHY WILEY 0471-58089-9 
HALF GGY250  FISHER  GEOGRAPHY & DEVELOPMENT PH  042-337941-3 
HALF GGY 250  KAPIT  GEOGRAPHY COLORING BOOK HC  0-06443482-1 
W GGY357 JORDAN   HUMANMOSAIC  HARPER-COLLINS .... 046-500731-X 
W GGY399  GROVE  CHANGING GEOGRAPHY OF AFRICA  OXFORD   0-19-913386-7 
HALF GLY151    PLUMMER PHYSICAL GEOLOGY WCB 0-397-138074 
GLY151    ZUMBERGE LAB MANUAL FOR PHYSICAL GEOLOGY BROWN 0-697-13829-1 
HALF GLY152  DOTT EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH  MCGRAWHILL  0474178034 
HALF GLY152  POORT HISTORICAL GEOLOGY-INTERPRETATIONS & APPL MACMILLAN 0-02-395995-9 
HALF GLY165  KELLER ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY  MACMILLAN 042-3632704 
W GLY399  FAURE PRINCIPLES & APPL OF INORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY   ..MACMILLAN 0-02-3364414 
W GLY459  BOGGS PRINCIPLES OF SEDIMENTOLOGY & STRATIGRAPHY ...PH 042-311792-3 
W GLY755  CONTE EARTH SCIENCE A HOLISTIC APPROACH BROWN 0497-13407-5 
W GSU120  GEYEFIMAN FRESHMAN SEMINAR ". K/H ...■  0-8403-98794 
W GSU220  LANGAN   ;.... READING & STUDY SKILLS : MCGRAW-HILL  047436413-3 
HALF GSU220  LONGMAN STUDYJ^ETHODS AND READING TECHNIQUES  WEST    0-314428044 
SSU220 .,.  PAUK ..;., HOW TO STUDY IN COLLEGE ...'. HOUGHTON-MIFFUN .. 0-395443264 
HALF GSU220  SHEPHERD COLLEGE STUDY SKILLS HOUGHTON MIFFLIN .. 0-39547561-2 
HALF GSU2X  GATES GUIDETO USE OF UBRARIES& INFO. SOURCES MCGRAWHILL  047423000-5 
HALF GT165 _:.. MARKERT CONTEMPORARY TECHNOLOGY GOODHEART-WILCOX . 047006-990-X 
HALF HEC 222  GELLES-COLE  ...., LATITIA BALDRIGES' COMPLETE GUIDE EXECUTIVE .... RAWSON 0-89256-2904 
HALF HEC222 .'.POST  EMILY POST'S ETIQUETTE   HARPERCOLLINS  .. .0-06-270047-2 
HALF HEC399  BENARDOT  SPORTS NUTRITION AMERDIETICASSOC .. 0-88091-106-9 
HALF HEC486  GARMAN PERSONALFINANCE HM   0-39546852-2 
W HEC490 ,ZlNN .DIVERSITYINFAMIUES HARPERCOLLINS  .... 046-500718-2 
HALF HEC580  ARREDONDO HOWTO PRESENT UKE A PRO "MCGRAWHIU      0-07402506-1 
W HED851  PASCARELLA HOW COLLEGE AFFECTS STUDENTS JOSSEY-BASS 1-555423384 
HALF HIS 152  EINHARD TWO LIVES OF CHARLEMAGNE PENGUIN 0-144442134 
W HIS 152  GIES UFE IN A MEDIEVAL CASTLE HARPER        046490674-X 
HALF HIS 152  GOD HOLY BIBLE-REVISED STANDARD VERSION   MERIDIAN      0-45240647-3 
HALF HIS 152  LERNER WESTERN CIVILIZATIONS VOL I W.W.NORTON    0-393-96207-5 
W HIS 152  PERRY SOURCES OF WESTERN TRADITION VOL 1 HM   0-39548973-2 
HALF HIS152  PERRY WESTERN CIVILIZATION, VOL. I  HM   0-395-59331-X 
HALF HIS152  PLATO TRIALAND DEATH OF SOCRATES  HACKETT... 0-915144-154 
HALF HIS 152  SOWARDS MAKERS OF THE WESTERN TRADITION, VOL I ST.MARTIN'S 0-31248434-X 
HALF HIS 152  SPIELVEGEL WESTERNCIVIUZATION, VOLI WEST .. 0-31442796-3 
HALF HIS 152 TACITUS  AGRICOLAANDTHE GERMANIA PENGUIN  0-14444241-3 
HALF HIS152 TIERNEY WESTERN SOCIETIES A DOCUMENTARY HIS. VOL I  KNOPF 047-554255-2 
W HIS153  3EATTY HERITAGE OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION VOL II PH    0-13-387010-3 
W HIS 153  KAGAN WESTERN HERITAGE VOL. 2 MACM 042-363276-3 
HALF HIS 153  MCKAY HISTORY OF WESTERN SOCIETY, VOLII HOUGHTON-MIFFUN .. 0-395-725074 
HALF HIS153  MCKAY : STUDY GUIDE T/A HIST OF WESTERN SOC VOL II HM  0-395-71897-X 
W HIS153  PERRY SOURCES OF THE WESTERN TRADITION VOL II HM        0-39547305-5 
HALF HIS 153  PERRY: WESTERN CIVIUZATION VOL II HM  0-395-593324 
HALF HIS 153  SPIELVOGEL WESTERN CIVIUZATION VOL II SINCE 1550 WEST         0-31442797-1 
HALF HIS 153  VOLTAIRE ..: CANDIDE  BANTAM         0-553-211664 
W HIS252  CORDS  MYTH AND THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE VOL. I HARPERCOLLINS  ....0-064413794 
HALF HIS 252  DAVIDSON NATION OF NATIONS, VOL. I  MCGRAW HILL 047415635-2 
HALF HIS252  DIVINE AMERICA PASTAND PRESENT VOL I r. HC    0473-991934 
HALF HIS252  DIVINE AMERICA PASTAND PRESENT, VOL I, T01877  COLLINS  047346759-7 
HALF HIS252  DOUGLASS NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS ... BEDFORD BOOKS   ....0-312475314 
HALF HIS252  GALLAGHER TWO WITNESSES AT GETTYSBURG  BRANDYWINE..    .      148108-923-1 
HALF HIS 252  OATES PORTRAIT OF AMERICA VOL 1 HM  0-395-70887-7 
HALF HIS252  TlNDALL   AMERICAANARRATIVEHISTORYVOLI NORTON   0-393-961494 
HALF HIS253  BRINKLEY ; UNFINISHED NATION VOL.2 MCGRAW 0-074078724 
HALF HIS253  BRINKLEY VOICES OF PROTEST VINTAGE 0-394-716284 
HALF HIS253  CORDS  MYTH AND THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE VOLII HARPERCOLLINS  .... 0464413804 
W HIS253  DIVINE AMERICA PAST & PRESENT  HARPERCOLUNS 0473-991944 
W HIS253  DIVINE AMERICA PAST AND PRESENT VOL II HARPERCOLUNS  .... 0473-38866-2 
HALF HIS253  DIVINE AMERICA PASTAND PRESENT-BRIEF VOL II   HC 0473467604 
W HIS253  GARRATY  ..'. AMERICAN NATION VOL 2 HC 
HALF HIS253  LEMANN   PROMISEDLAND     VINTAGE 
HALF HIS 253  NORTON PEOPLE AND A NATION VOL II HOUGHTON MFFLIN 
W HIS322  ARNSTEIN PAST SPEAKS VOL. 2  HEATH 
W HIS350  BARZUN   MODERN RESEARCHER  HARCOURT BRACE 
W HIS350  DAVIDSON AFTERTHEFACTVOL1  MCGRAW 
W HIS350  HOFFER 
. 0-673-99198-9 
0-679-73347-7 
0-395478194 
0-669-246024 
0-15-5625134 
. 047415610-7 
. READING & WRITING AMERICAN HISTORY VOL 1 HEATH 0-669-24902-5 
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HIS350  LADURIE MONTAILLOU:PROMISED LAND OF ERROR  VINTAGE  0-39472964-1 
HIS350  STRUNK   ELEMENTS OF STYLE  MACMILLAN 0-02418200-1 
HIS 350 TACITUS  AGCICOLA AND THE GERMANIA PENGUIN 0-144442414 
HIS352  COOPER FAMILY ANCHOR  0-385411724 
HIS352  FRANKUN FROM SLAVERY TO FREEDOM KNOPF 047421907-9 
HIS362 ARNSTEIN BRITAIN YESTERDAY & TODAY HEATH  0469-244604 
HIS362  WILLCOX AGEOFARISTXRACY HEATH  0469-24459-7 
HIS 370  MILLET FOR THE COMMON DEFENSE FREE PRESS 0-02-9215974 
HIS370  SEARS LANDSCAPE TURNED RED HM       0-395456684 
HIS 371  BURKHOLDER  COLONIAL LATIN AMERICA OXFORD   0-19-5080894 
HIS 450  COLEMAN HISTORY OF GEORGIA  U GA.PRESS 0-8203-1269-X 
HIS450  HENDERSON  GEORGIA GOVERNORS IN AN AGE OF CHANGE UNIV. OF GA PRESS ... 0-8203-10054 
HIS466  CURTIS  ANDREW JACKSON & SEARCH FOR VINDICATION  HARP  0-673493344 
HIS468  DANGERFIELD AWAKENING OF AMERICAN NATIONAUSM1815-1828 .... WAVELAND/HARPER .. 0481334234 
HIS 466  REMINI UFE OF ANDREW JACKSON PENG 0-144132674 
HIS466  VANDEUSEN JACKSONIANERA: 1828-1848 WAVELAND 048133476-9 
HIS466  WALTERS  AMERICAN REFORMERS, 181540 FS&G/HILL&WANG ..  . 0-809041304 
HIS481  BODENHEIMER  BILL OF RIGHTS IN MODERN AMERICA IND.UPRESS. 0-253-207674 
HIS 481  aY GUARDIAN OF EVERY OTHER RIGHT OXFORD   0-19-505565-9 
HIS481  LEWIS  GIDEON'S TRUMPET   RANDOM 0479-72312-9 
HIS 482/682  CONNELLY FRENCH REVOLUTION & NAPOLEONIC ERA HBC 0-03453329-5 
HIS 482/682  FURET INTERPRETING THE FRENCH REVOLUTION CAMBRIDGE 0-521-280494 
HIS 482/682   HUNT FAMILY ROMANCE OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION  UCALPRESS  0-52048270-2 
HIS 482/682  WALTER DIARY OF A NAPOLEONIC FOOT SOLDIER PENGUIN 0-14416559-2 
HIS 496/696  BLACKFORD RISE OF MODERN BUSINESS IN GRT. BRITAIN, US UNC.PRESS 0-807842024 
HIS496/696  HART RIVAL CAPITALISTS   CORNELLUNV ....      04014-99494 
HIS496/696  LANIER  RISING SUN ON MAIN STREETWORKING W/JAPENESE .. IRWIN 0-945510-11-X 
HIS496/696  THUROW HEADTOHEAD WARNERBOOKS  ...  . 0-44649497-1 
HIS858  MCLAURIN   CEUA.ASLAVE AVON     0-380-71935-5 
HIS884  IRIYE CHINAAND JAPAN IN THE GLOBAL SETTING HARVARD UNV PRESS    0-674-11839-1 
HON130  HARDY GREEKAND ROMAN WORLD  PAPER BOOK PRESS .. 1-87789140-2 
HON131  FAGAN WORLD PREHISTORY: BRIEF INTRODUCTION HARPER COLUNS  .... 0-673-522624 
HON131  JOHANSON ANCESTORS RANDOM HOUSE  0479420604 
HON 134  GASKELL MARYBARTON  PENGUIN BOOKS .     . 0-14443053-9 
HON 134  ORWaL  ROAD TO WIGON PIER HARCOURT BRACE ... 0-154767504 
HON 134  STRACHEY SIGMUND FREUD-CIVILIZATION & IT'S DISCONTENT  .... NORTON   0-393-301584 
HON 152  FORSTER  ROOM WITH AVIEW BANTAM . 0-553-21323-7 
HON 152  HESSE SIDDHARTHA BANTAM 0-553-20884-5 
HON 152  KUNDERA UNBEARABLE LIGHTNESS OF BEING  HARPER & ROW 0-06491465-3 
HON192  GOULD WONDERFUL LIFE   NORTON  0-393-30700-X 
HON 192  HUXLEY CRAYFISH   MITPRESS  0-262-58034-9 
HON312 RANAGAN TENANTSOFTIME WARNERBOOKS  0-446453424 
HON 312  FRia DANCING AT LUGHNASA FABER&FABER 0-571-14479-9 
HTH120  FRANCISCUS OPPORTUNITIES IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY CAREERS VGM CAREER HORIZON 0-844244074 
HTH120  KRUMHANSL OPPORTUNITIES IN PHYSICAL THERAPY CAREERS VGM CAREER HORIZON 044424053-2 
HTH131   PRUITT  HEALTH STYLES-DECISIONS FOR LIVING WELL SAUNDERS 0-03415503-7 
HTH230  BUTLER PRINCIPLES OF HEALTH EDUCATIONS PROMOTION .... MORTON 0-89582-2634 
HTH 230  USDEPTHEALTH HEALTHY PEOPLE 2000 DEPT HEALTH 
HTH 320/550    ARC COMMUNITY FIRST AID & SAFETY MOSBY         0-8016-70644 
HTH 321   SORMUNEN  TERMINOLOGY FOR ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS .. SW PUB 0-538-71151-5 
HTH350  HAMANN DISEASE: IDENTIFICATION.PREVENTION, & CONTROL   ..MOSBY       0-801643644 
HTH451   GREEN COMMUNITY HEALTH MOSBY 0-8016-78984 
HTH531   MILLER  HEALTH EDUCATION IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS BROWN   0-697-11157-1 
HTH 550  BEVER SAFETY-A PERSONAL FOCUS MOSBY 0-801643764 
HTH555  MAHONEY HEALTH EDUCATION TEACHER RESOURCE HANDBOOK . KRAUS 0-527-20811-6 
HTH 557  MCKENZIE PLANNINGJMPLEMENTING, & EVALUATING HEALTH   .... MACMILLAN 0-675-22162-5 
IDH281 ALLEN BEGINNINGS OF INTERIOR ENV. STUDENT PACKET MACM 042-301826-7 
IDH281 ALLEN BEGINNINGS OF INTERIOR ENVIRONMENT MACM    042-3018214 
IDH281  DECHIARA TIME SAVER STANDARDS FOR INTERIOR DESIGN MCGH 0-07416299-9 
IDH283  BALL WINDOW CHIC HEARST 0488-12585-9 
IDH 283  PAINE FABRIC MAGIC   PANTHEON     0-394-55713-1 
IDH 382 WHITON INTERIOR DESIGN  HARPER 0-397473024 
IDH 383  MADDEX MASTER BUILDERS  PRESERVATION PRESS   0-89133-111-5 
IDH383  STIMPSON   MODERN FURNITURE CLASSICS WATSON GUPTILL  .... 04230-7376-9 
IDH 385  PICKETT  HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT IN RESIDENTIAL DESIGN WAVELAND 0-88133-520-7 
IDH 482 IDEAS FOR GREAT WINDOWTREATMENTS SUNSET 0-37649036-7 
IDH482  HOGAN  DECORATlNGWITHPAINTANDWALLCOVERING   SUNSET 047641394-X 
IDH 482  RIGGS MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS OF INTERIOR DESIGN .. PH 0-13-571324-2 
IDH 482  SAMPSON ESTIMATING FOR INTERIOR DESIGNERS 0-8230-1600-5 
IDH 486  REZNIKOFF SPECIFICATIONS FOR COMMERCIAL INTERIORS WATSON-GUPTILL .... 042X48934 
IET 352 AFT PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT AND IMPROVEMENT ... PH 0-13-728759-3 
IET399  FULLER ROBOTICS MERRILL 0475-21078-X 
IET 451  MEYERS  PLANT LAYOUT & MATERIAL HANDLING PRENTICE-HALL 0-13413475-9 
IET 453  PRITSKER INTRO TO SIMULATION AND SUM II WIEY 0470-23457-1 
IET 481  NEWNAN ENGINEERING ECONOMIC ANALYSIS ENGINEERING PRESS . 0-910554434 
IET/IM454   MONTGOMERY INTRO TO STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL WILEY 0471-51988-X 
IM471  BITTEL WHAT EVERY SUPERVISOR SHOULD KNOW MCGH 0-074055894 
IM471  MEARS TEAM BUILDING  ST.LUCIE  1484015-154 
IM 550/750   KROEMER ERGONOMICS PH 0-13-278359-2 
INT. ENGLISH  AZAR UNDERSTANDING & USING ENGLISH GRAMMAR  PRENTICE HALL 0-13-9436144 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH  . ABRAHAM CONTACT USA READING & VOCABULARY TEXTBOOK  .. PRENTICE HALL 0-13-169616-5 
AZAR BASIC ENGLISH GRAMMAR PRENTICE HALL 0-134604344 
AZAR FUNDAMENTALS OF ENGUSH GRAMMAR  REGENTS PRENTICE .. 0-13-3382784 
BLANTON   COMPOSITION PRACTICE BOOM HEINLE& HEINLE 0-8384-40754 
INTENSIVE ENGUSH 
INTENSIVE ENGUSH 
INTENSIVE ENGLISH 
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BLANTON   ELEMENTARY COMPOSITION PRACTICE BOOK 2 NEWBURY HOUSE .... 0-8384-23424 
DUBIN  READING BY ALL MEANS ADDISON-WESLEY .... 0-201-50352-2 
DUNKEL ADVANCED LISTENING COMPREHENSION NEWBURY HOUSE .... 0-8384-2963-7 
DUNKEL INTERMEDIATE LISTENING COMPREHENSION  NEWBURY HOUSE .... 0-8364-2966-1 
DUNKEL START WITH LISTENING   NEWBURYHOUSE .... 04384-2820-7 
LONGMAN LONGMAN DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN ENGLISH  LONGMAN.INC  0-582-79797-7 
ORION PRONOUNCING AMERICAN ENGLISH  NEWBURY HOUSE .... 0-8384-2699-9 
OSHIMA INTRODUCTION TO ACADEMIC WRITING ADDISION-WESLEY  ... 0-201-14507-3 
PARNWELL NEW OXFORD PICTURE DICTIONARY OXFORD UNV PRESS   . 0-19434199-2 
RAY REAL THING WADS 0-02-398610-7 
ROBERTSHAW READING FIRST  HEINLE & HEINLE 0-8384-3384-7 
TOGILA  PICTURE IT   REGENTSPUBCO .... 0-134761494 
IS 350  BROWN VITAL SIGNS   NORTON   0-393-31182-1 
IS350  DUSHKIN (JACKSON) GLOBAL ISSUES94/95 DUSKIN  1-56134-276-9 
IS 350  GORE EARTH IN BALANCE PENG 0-215-269354 
IS450  HUGHES CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN WORLD POLITICS PH 0-13-227000-5 
IS.450  VIOTTI INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS THEORY  PH 0-02423021-9 
JPN 151    TOHSAKO WORK BOOK/LAB MANUAL MCGRAW-HILL  0-07472293-5 
JPN 151,152,153  TOHSAKO YOOKOSO, AN INVITATION TO CONTEMP. JAPANESE .... MCGRAW-HILL  0-07472291-9 
JPN 350   KATZENSTEIN FUNNY BUSINESS PH 0-13-3452324 
JS 251  SENNA INTRO TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE WEST  0-31441145-5 
JS251  SENNA STUDY GUIDE T/A INTRO TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE   WEST 0-31441633-3 
JS 253  BRASWELL JUSTICE, CRIME AND ETHICS ANDERSON 047084493-2 
JS253  POLLOCK  ETHICS IN CRIME AND JUSTICE : UP  0-534-214564 
JS354  GOODE DRUGS IN AMERICAN SOCIETY MCGH 0-07423923-1 
JS354  HAGEDORN   PEOPLE AND FOLKS LAKE VIEW  0-941702-21-9 
JS354  ROWE INTERNATIONAL DRUG TRAFFICKING OFFINT CRIM JUS .... 0-942511-154 
JS354 VIGIL BARRIO GANGS   UNIV TEXAS PRESS ... 0-292-71119-0 
JS361  KLEIN LAW OF EVIDENCE FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROFESS. .. WEST :... 0-31448125-7 
JS 362  SAMAHA CRIMINAL PROCEDURE WEST  0-31441101-3 
JS363  ROGERS JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AND JUVENILE JUSTICE WILEY 0-471419154 
JS 453  CULLEN REAFFIRMING REHABILITATION ANDERSON 047084-1754 
JS461  COHEN  CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CIVIL LIBERTY AND INDIV.  FOUNDATION   1-56662489-9 
JS461  RHINE CORRECTIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE HALL  0-8304-12484 
JS461  STERBA JUSTICEALTERNATIVEPOUTICALPERSPECTIVES  WADS 0-534-16164-2 
LAT 152,153  CHAMBERS LATIN ALIVE & WELL PC 0-962845044 
LST352    MEINERS LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS WEST 0-314426904 
LST352   MEINERS STUDY GUIDE T/A LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS . WEST 0-31443588-5 
LST353   MILLER  BUSINESS LAW TODAY-COMPREHENSIVE EDITION  WEST 0-31442851-X 
MAT 098/099/095  GUSTAFSON BEGINNING ALGEBRA  BROOKS/COLE 0-534-163924 
MAT 150  SCHAEFLE  EARTH ALGEBRA  HARPER COLLINS  .... 0-06-500886-3 
MAT 151  UAL COLLEGE ALGEBRA H C 047346648-5 
MAT 152  AUFMANN COLLEGE TRIGONOMETRY HOUGHTON 0-39543813-5 
MAT 155  HARSHBARGER MATHEMATICAL APPLICATIONS FOR MANAGEMNT   HEATH 0-669-27882-3 
MAT 165  SULLIVAN  PRECALCULUS MACMILLAN 0-02418421-7 
MAT 166/167  HOLDER  CALCULUS BROOKS/COLE 0-534-23304-X 
MAT 249  HILL ELEMENTARY LINEAR ALGEBRA W/APPUCATIONS HBC  0-15-5210924 
MAT251  GERSTING   MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURES FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE FREEMAN  0-716742594 
MAT 264/265  SWOKOWSKI   CALCULUS KENT 0-534-92492-1 
MAT 320  STONE NOTES FOR SET THEORY SOUTHERN UNV.   
MAT 332  FRALEIGH FIRST COURSE IN ABSTRACT ALGEBRA AW 0-201-53467-3 
MAT 334  HILL ELEMENTARY LINEAR ALGEBRA W/APPUCATION HBJ 0-15-5210924 
MAT 338  MARKLEY INTRODUCTION TO PROBABILITY GINN 0-53644960-2 
MAT 350  NAGLE FUNDAMENTALS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS  AW 0-8053-5056-X 
MAT 374  KAY  COLLEGE GEOMETRY HC 0-06-5000064 
MAT 454/654  GIORDANO FIRST COURSE IN MATHEMATICAL MODELING WADS 0-53443367-9 
MAT884  PATEL  NUMERICALANALYSIS HARCOURT BRACE ... 0434983304 
MAT/CSC480  MATHEWS NUMERICAL METHODS F/MATH,SCIENCE,ENG PH 0-134249904 
MAT166/167/264/265 .. SPARKS CALCULUS LABS USING MATHEMATICA H C 0-06-501196-1 
MAT530/531/73O/731 .. BILLSTEIN PROBLEM SOLVING APPROACH TO MATHEMATICS  ADDISON WESLEY .... 0-201 -525654 
MET350  MARTIN KINEMATICS & DYNAMICS OF MACHINES MCGRAWHILL  0-07440657-X 
MET 352 WARK THERMODYNAMICS MCGRAW-HILL  0474682864 
MET 435  SPOTTS DESIGN OF MACHINE ELEMENTS  PRENTICE HALL 0-13-200593-X 
MET 451 ASKELAND SCIENCEAND ENGINEERING OF MATERIALS  WADS 0-534-934234 
MET 452  MCQUISTON HEATING, VENTILATING AND AIR CONDITIONING WIELY 0471-581074 
MFG150  NELSON   MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE ADVANTAGE  
MFG 350  UNDBECK MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PH 0-13487315-7 
MFG352  REPP MACHINETOOLTECHNOLOGY GLENCOE  0-87345-163-5 
MFG450  OBERG  MACHINERY'S HANDBOOK INDUSTRIAL PRESS ... 0-8311-2492-X 
MFG450  OBERG  MACHINERYS HANDBOOK GUIDE INDUSTRIAL PRESS ... 0-8311-2499-7 
MG 450  TRUE CONFESSINS OF CHARLOTTE DOYLE AVON 0-380-71475-2 
MG 450  HOBBS BEARSTONE AVON 0-380-712494 
MG 450  LUKENS CRITICAL HANDBOOK OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE .... HARPER COLLINS  .... 0-67346937-9 
MG 450  PATERSON GREAT GILLY HOPKINS HARPER 0-064402014 
MG450 TAYLOR ROLLOFTHUNDER,HEARMYCRY BANTAMBOOKS 0-553-204444 
MG450 WHITE CHARLOTTE'S WEB HARPER&ROW 0-06440055-7 
MG452 GEORGE EXEMPLARY MIDDLE SCHOOL HBC  0434768444 
MG453  ALLEN MIDDLE GRADES SOCIAL STUDIES PH 0-205-153174 
MG455 ATWELL IN THE MIDDLE HEINEMANN  0-86709-1634 
MG 455 ATWELL SIDE BY SIDE , HEINEMANN  0-43548586-7 
MG 457  SOVCHIK TEACHING MATH TO CHILDREN HC 0-064463854 
MG 463  HASSARD MINDS ON SCIENCE HC 046-5000194 
MG492  STEVENSON TEACHING TEN TO FOURTEEN YEAR OLDS LONGMAN 0-80134363-X 
MG495  UCKONA EDUCATING FOR CHARACTER BANTAM 0-553-37052-9 
MG853 COLE NURTURING A TEACHER ADVISORY PROGRAM  NMSA  1-560904644 
MG853  COMPTON EXPLORATION NMSA 1-56090467-9 
MG855  BEANE MIDDLE SCHOOL CURRICULUM NMSA 1-56090473-3 
MG855  HUBBARD ART OF CLASSROOM INQUIRY HEINEMANN  0-43548762-2 
MG 855  TAKANISHI ADOLECENCE IN THE 1990S   TEACHERS COLL PR .. 0-8077-3330-X 
MG861  BARTCH UTERATURE ACTIVITIES ACROSS THE CURRICULUM ... CENTER APR RES.ED . 0-87628-554-2 
MG861 VANVUET APPROACHES TO LITERATURE THROUGH GENRE ORYXPRESS  0-89774-773-9 
MG/SED 450,861/890 .. ATWELL IN THE MIDDLE BOYNTON/HEINEMANN   0-86709-1634 
MG/SED450/861/890.. PAULSEN HATCHET  DELL 0-14432724-X 
MG/SED861/890   BROOKS  MOVES MAKE THE MAN HARPER 0-064470224 
MG/SED861/890   GREENE SUMMER OF MY GERMAN SOLDIER BDD/DELL        0-440-218924 
MG/SED861/890   OBRIEN ZFORZACHARIAH MACMILUAN 0-024446504 
MG/SED861/890   PATERSON  LYDDIE PUFFIN   .    . 0-14434981-2 
MGT 351  DAFT MANAGEMENT  DRYDEN 043497688-X 
MGT 354  BRIGHTMAN STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS PROaEM SOLVING   SOUTH-WESTERN .... 0-538431304 
MGT354  DANIEL  BUSINESS STATISTICS » HOUGHTON MIFFUN .. 0-395-71231-9 
MGT 355  MATHUR MANAGEMENT SCIENCE PRENTICE-HALL 0-134521434 
MGT355  TAYLOR INTRO TO MANAGEMENT SCIENCE PH 0-205-14231-1 
MGT 361  DILWORTH   OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT MCGRAW HILL 0-074169884 
MGT 365  HOLLEY LABOR RELATIONS PROCESS DRYDEN 043497576-X 
MGT 370  SCHERMERHORN  MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR   WILEY .  .  . 0471-57750-2 
MGT371  DECENZO HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT WILEY&SONS 0471-57687-5 
MGT376  DEYOUNG  CASES IN SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT  UPSTART    0-93689440-1 
MGT 461  CARUTH  STAFFING THE CONTEMPORARY ORGANIZATION  GREENWOOD 0-275-93804-2 
MGT 471  DRUCKER MANAGING THE NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION HARPERCOLLINS  .... 0-887X401-2 
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MGT475  PARKER MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS  MCGRAW-HILL  037348573-9 
MGT 477  EVANS MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF QUALITY WEST 0-314-00864-0 
MGT477  VAN MATRE FOUNDATION OF TQM: READINGS BOOK DRYDEN 0-03-O07-8660 
MGT 563 HAMMOND STUDENT ATLAS OF THE WORLD   HAMMOND 0-8437-7926-8 
MGT 563  DERESKY INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT HC 0-06-500151-6 
MKT255  HIMSTREET   BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS WADSWORTH 0-534-92897-8 
MKT350  PRIDE  MARKETING HOUGHTON-MIFFUN .. 039532965-9 
MKT351  KRUGMAN ADVERTISING  DRYDEN 0-03-076752-0 
MKT352  MACKAY  SWIM WITH THE SHARKS  WEY 0-8041-04263 
MKT352  SEITZ YOUR EXECUTIVE IMAGE ADAMS 1-55850-139-8 
MKT352  WEITZ SELLING IRWIN 0-256-10354-2 
MKT354  BOLEN CONTEMPORARY RETAILING PRENTICE-HALL 0-13-170309-9 
MKT357  WOOD CONTEMPORARY TRANSPORTATION MACMILLAN 0-02-429491-8 
MKT375 JOHNSON CONTEMPORARY LOGISTICS MACMILLAN 0-02-360851-X 
MKT450  MASON  MARKETING GAME!  IRWIN 0-256-17863-1 
MKT452  MALHOTRA MARKETING RESEARCH PRENTICE HALL 0-13-555350-4 
MKT455  KOTLER MARKETING MANAGEMENT PRENTICE HALL 0-13-722851-1 
MKT456  INGRAM SALES MANAGEMENT DRYDEN/HBJ 0-03-054168-9 
MKT456  MONCRIEF  SALES MANAGEMENT ROLE PLAYS   HARPERCOLLINS  .... 037346904-2 
MKT458  QUaCH  CASES IN ADVERTISING & PROMOTION MANAGEMENT  . IRWIN 0-256-12272-5 
MKT 462  KENDALL BUSINESS OF SHIPPING CORNELL MARITIME .. 0-87033454-9 
MKT 464 WELLS AIR TRANSPORTATION WADSWORTH 0-534-21504-1 
MUA116-836  COFFIN PHONETIC READINGS OF SONGS AND ARIAS SCARECROW PRESS .. 0-8108-1533-8 
MUA116-836  MARSHALL SINGERS MANUAL OF ENGLISH DICTION SCHIRMER   
MUA116-836  SCHMIDT BASICS OF SINGING SCHIRMER  0-02-872337-6 
MUA123  QRONE PORTRAITS IN RHYTHM BELWIN   
MUA123  GOLDENBERG MODERN SCHOOL: ZYLOPHONE,MIRAMBA,VIBRAPHONE HAL LEONARD   
MUA123  GOLDENBERG MODERN SCHOOL FOR SNARE DRUMS HALLEONARD   
MUA123  MOYER FOUR MALLET METHOD FOR MARIMBA ALFRED  
MUS116  3TECHER KEYBOARD STRATEGIES MASTER TEXT I   SCHIRMER  19097 
MUS120  NEWQUIST MUSIC & TECHNOLOGY BILLBOARD BOOKS ... 0-82X-75783 
MUS 127/227  NOVA PRACTICA MUSICA NOVA  
MUS152  KAMIEN MUSIC AN APPRECIATION (BRIEF) W/TAPES  MCGRAWKILL  0-07-911653-1 
MUS 152 WRIGHT USTENINGTOMUSIC(BOOKW/3TAPES) WEST 0-314-00779-2 
MUS216  STECHER  KEYBOARD STRATEGIES MASTER TEXT 2 SCHIRMER   19109 
MUS227  BENJAMIN MUSIC FOR SIGHT SINGING WADSWORTH PUB .... 0-534-20823-1 
MUS231  BENWARD MUSIC IN THEORY & PRACTICE VOL IIW/TAPE BROWN & BENCHMARK 0-697-12526-2 
MUS 340  GIBALDI MLA HANDBOOK MODERN LANGUAGE .. 037352-379-2 
MUS340  STOLBA CASSETTES T/A DEVELOPMENT OF MUSIC VOL 2 BROWN 0397-12552-1 
MUS340  STOLBA CD T/A DEVELOPMENT OF MUSIC VOL 2 BROWN 0397-125543 
MUS340  STOLBA DEVELOPMENT OF MUSIC ANTHOLOGY VOL. 2   BROWN 0-697-12550-5 
MUS340  STOLBA DEVELOPMENT OF WESTERN MUSIGHISTORY  BROWN 0397-12547-5 
MUS 356  KENNAN  COUNTERPOINT PH 0-13-1842353 
MUS357  KENNAN  ORCHESTRATION WORKBOOK III PH 0-13-900290-1 
MUS 357  KENNAN  TECHNIQUE OF ORCHESTRATION PH 0-13-900366-5 
MUS491  MENC GETTING STARTED WITH HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR MENC 1-56545346-9 
MUS 862  CHOKSY TEACHING MUSIC IN 20TH CENTURY PH 0-13392662-X 
NFS151   AHEA HANDBOOK OF FOOD PREPARATION KENDALUHUNT  034033670-2 
NFS151   BENNION INTRODUCTORY FOODS MACMILLAN 0-02-3081913 
NFS 251   BOYLE PERSONAL NUTRITION WEST 0-314-933333 
NFS 252  CATALDO NUTRITION AND DIET THERAPY WEST 0-314-93359-X 
NFS326  NATIONAL RESTAURANT  . APPLIED FOODSERVICE SANITATION (CERT. CSEBK)   ...NRA  
NFS453  MAHAN  KRAUSE'S FOOD, NUTRITION & DIET THERAPY   SAUNDERS 0-7216-55084 
NFS454  MCWILLIAMS   FOODS MACM 0-02-379811-4 
NFS 457  GISSLEN PROFESSIONAL COOKING  WILEY 047133848-9 
NUR858  DERSHEWITZ AMBULATORYPEDIATRICCARE UPPINCOTT  0-397-51196-5 
NUR251  CARNEVAU NURSING MANAGEMENT FOR THE ELDERLY UPPINCOTT  0-397-54898-2 
NUR251  KO'ZIER FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING AW 0305334904 
NUR251 TABER TABER'S CYCLOPEDIC MEDICAL DICTIONARY  DAVIS 0-80363312-X 
NUR252  KUHN PHARMACOTHERAPEUTICS DAVIS 03036-59323 
NUR252  RICHARDSON MATHEMATICS OF DRUGS & SOLUTIONS MOSBY 03016-7895-1 
NUR322 ADLER ACTIVITIES MANUAL T/A LOOKING OUT.LOOKING IN  .... HBC  033394055-9 
NUR322 ADLER LOOKING OUT/LOOKING IN HARCOURT 0-03376544-7 
NUR 353342   HORNE  FLUID, ELECTROLYTE AND ACID-BASE BALANCE MOSBY 0-8016-5479-3 
NUR 352/342  LONG MEIDCAL SURGICAL NURSING , MOSBY 0-801636724 
NUR353  STUART PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE OF PSYCHIATRIC NURSING ... MOSBY 03016-7878-1 
NUR448  WILSON INTRO.RESEARCH IN NURSING ' ADDISON-WESLEY .... 0-8053-9405-2 
NUR550  BATES GUIDE TO PHYSICAL EXAMINATION & HISTORYTAKIN ... UPPINCOTT  0-397-55053-7 
NUR 550  BOWERS CLINICAL MANUAL OF HEALTH ASSESSMENT MOSBY 0-801638263 
NUR556 JONAS INTRODUCTION TO THE US HEALTH CARE SYSTEM   .... SPRINGERPUB. 0-82613984-1 
NUR556  MASON POLICY & POUTICS FOR NURSES WBSAUNDERS 0-72164668-9 
NUR556  MILIO PROMOTING HEALTH THROUGH PUBLIC POLICY CPHA 0-919245-28-5 
NUR 556  US DEPT HEALTH/HUMAN   HEALTHY PEOPLE 2000:SUMMARY REPORT JONES & BARTLETT ... 036720-1803 
NUR752  MUNRO STATISTICAL METHODS FOR HEALTH CARE RESEARCH . UPFINCOTT  0-397-54982-2 
NUR752  POUT NURSING RESEARCH:PRINCIPLES & METHODS UPPINCOTT  0-397-55138-X 
NUR 753  DIGNON PROGRAM PUNNING FOR HEALTH  W&W 0-8121-15543 
NUR 753  SPRADLEY READING'S IN COMMUNITY HEALTH UPP. 0-397-54856-7 
NUR 753  STANHOPE COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING MOSBY 0-801647743 
NUR753  USDEPTH&HSERV  HEALTHY PEOPLE 2000 JONES & BARTLETT ... 0-86720-1803 
NUR 850  APA  DSMIV APA 0-89042362-9 
NUR850  DEGLIN DAVIS'S DRUG GUIDE FOR NURSES DAVIS 03036-2458-1 
NUR 850  JOHNSON CHILD, ADOLESCENT & FAMILY PSYCHIATRIC NURSIN  .. UPPINCOTT  0-397-54832-X 
NUR 850  MIRANDA MENTAL DISORDERS & PRIMARY CARE  JOSSEY-BASS  1-555423603 
NUR850  UPHOLD  CUNICALGUIDEUNES IN FAMILY PRACTICE BARMARRAE BOOKS  
NUR856  SULUVAN  EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT IN NURSING ADDISON-WESLEY .... 0-8053-78623 
NUR 858  FITZPATRICK COLOR ATLAS & SYNOPSIS OF CLINICAL DERMATOLOG . MCGRAW 0373212093 
NUR858  MCCANCE PATHOPHYSIOLOGY MOSBY 030163902-2 
NUR858  RAKEL CONN'S CURRENT THERAPY SAUNDERS 0-72163804-X 
NUR858  UPHOLD  CLINICAL GUIDELINES IN FAMILY PRACTICE BARMARRAE  
NUR 858  US PREVENTIVE SER GUIDE TO CLINICAL PREVENTIVE SERVICES   WILUAMS/WILKINS .... 0-68338507-7 
PA855   GORTNER ETHICS FOR PUBLIC MANAGERS PRAEGER 0-275-938473 
PA855   MOORE ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT PRENTICE-HALL 0-13-290222-2 
PA855   STEINBERG   .., GOVERNMENT.ETHICS, & MANAGERS PRAEGER 0-275-936373 
PA861    BANOVETZ MANAGEING SMALL CITIES AND COUNTIES ICMA 037326393-7 
PA861    BURNS FORMATION OF AMERICAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT OXFORD  0-19-5090934 
PA861   JUDD CITY POUTICS HC 037346962-X 
PA869    BERNARDIN  HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT MCGH 0-07304916-5 
PA869   SHAFRITZ PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT IN GOVERNMENT MARCELDEKKER 0-824735903 
PA870    BABBIE  PRACTICE OF SOCIAL RESEARCH WADSWORTH 0-534-18744-7 
PA870   WELCH   QUANTITATIVE METHODS FOR PUBLIC ADMINISTRATE . DORSEY 0-534-10888-1 
PA872    DENHARDT THEORIES OF PUBLIC ORGANIZATION WADSWORTH 0534200702 
PA872    WOOD BUREAUCRATIC DYNAMICS  WESTVIEW 0-8133-1847-5 
PE328   BOWERS SPORTS PHYSIOLOGY BROWN  0-697-130083 
PE336  STALUNGS TEACHINGBASEBALL-FUNDAMENTALSJECHNIQUES ... SOLTHERNUNV  
PE 337   NICHOLS MOVING .AND LEARNING MOSBY 0-8016-7770-X 
PE 338   HOLYOAK MEETING NEEDS & PLEASING KIDS:MIDDLE SCHOOLS .. KENDALL/HUNT  0-84033612-5 
PE 352  LUMPKIN PE AND SPORT MOSBY 0-8016-78223 
PE 354   HALL  BASIC BIOMECHANICS MOSBY 0-8016-2087-2 
PE 354   PAUL ANATOMY & APPLIED KENENOLOGY UNIVERSITY PRESS  
PE 536  JEWETT CURRICULUM PROCESS IN PHYS. ED BROWN & BENCHMARK 0-697-16825-5 
PE 551   AUXTER ADAPTED PE AND RECREATION MOSBY 0-801637493 
PE 554/754  HEYWARD ADVANCED FITNESS ASS. & EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION  . HUMAN KINETICS  037322-3144 
PE555   FISHER  EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY LAB MANUAL JONES & BARTLETT ... 0-867-20783-3 
PE555  FOX PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS F/P.E.& ATHLETICS WCBROWN ..." 0-697-12626-9 
PE558   RAILEY MANAGING PE, FITNESS & SPORTS PROGRAMS  MAYFIELD  1-559-341734 
PE561    BAUMGARTNER MEASUREMENT FOR EVALUATION IN PHYSICAL ED BROWN  0397-10067-7 
PE 855  ADAMS EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY LAB MANUAL WCBROWN 0-697-12596-3 
PEA ARC UFEGUARDING ARC  
PEA 102  HAMMOND  BALLET BASICS MAYFIELD 1-55934-134-3 
PEA104  PENROD DANCER PREPARES MAYFIELD 037484-924-1 
PEA 109  BOWER FOIL FENCING WCB 0397-126013 
PEA 1131    BRANNER SAFE EXERCISE HANDBOOK KENDALL/HUNT  0-84033841-1 
PEA 115   LUXBACHER SOCCER STEPS TO SUCCESS HUMAN KIN 0-88011-391-X 
PEA 118   ANSHEL AEROBICS FOR FITNESS BURGESS  0-808730443 
PEA200  BISHOP FITNESS THROUGH AEROBIC DANCE GORSUCH 0-89787319-9 
PEA202  MAGUSCHO SWIM FOR THE HEALTH OF IT  MAYFIELD 0-87484-588-2 
PEA204  BAECHLE  WEIGHT TRAINING: STEPS TO SUCCESS HUMANKIN  0-88011-451-7 
PEA206  COTTON  BADMINTON TOM PAUL  
PEA207  POOLE BADMINTIN WAVELAND 0381333443 
PEA208 WILKES BASKETBALL BROWN  0-697-12665-X 
PEA209 AMER. BOWLING CONG .. BOWLERS GUIDE AMER BOWLING CONG  
PEA209  STRICKLAND   BOWLING: STEPS TO SUCCESS HUMANKIN 038011-355-3 
PEA210  OWENS GOLF: STEPS TO SUCCESS  HUMAN KIN 0-88011-321-9 
PEA211/212  KITTLESON RACQUETBALL STEPS TO SUCCESS HUMANKIN 0-88011440-1 
PEA215/216  ARC SWIMMING & DIVING  MOSBY 0-80163506-X 
PEA217  BLANKEN8AKER  TENNIS FOR BEGINNING CLASSES VOG  
PEA219  COTTON VOLLEYBALL FOR BEGINNING CLASSES SOUTHERN UNIV PRES  
PH1150  BOWIE TWENTY QUESTION: INTRO. TO PHILOSOPHY   HARCOURT.BRACE, ... 0-15-592389-7 
PHI150  MELCHERT GREAT CONVERSATION   MAYFiaD 0-87484-952-7 
PH1150  PLATO LAST DAYS OF SOCRATES  PENGUIN 0-14344037-2 
PH1150  SOBER CORE QUESTIONS IN PHILOSOPHY  PH 032413161-X 
PHI 350  COPI INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC  MACM 032-3250413 
PHI380  KAUFMANN EXISTENTIALISM FROM DOSTOEVSKY TO SARTRE   NAL 0-452309303 
PHI399  DESJARDINS  ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS: AN INTRODUCTION WADSWORTH 0-534-20046-X 
PHI399  SHIVA STAYINGALIVE:WOMEN,ECOLOGYSURVIVALININDIA .. ZED 0-86232323-3 
PHI 399 ZIMMERMAN ENVIRONMENTAL PHILOSOPHY PRENTICE HALL 0-13366959-X 
PHI 478 AYERS PHILOSOPHY IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY VINTAGE  0-394-716553 
PHI478  KLEMKE CONTEMPORARY ANALYTICS LINGUISTIC PHIL PROMETHEUS  0-87975-197-5 
PHIL 150 WOODHOUSE PREFACETO PHILOSOPHY WADSWORTH 0-534-20556-9 
PHS151   HEWITT CONCEPTUAL PHYSICS HC 0373-521853 
PHS152 ARNY EXPLORATIONSAN INTRO TO ASTRONOMY MOSBY 03016-7423-9 
PHY251-253/26133 .. ROGERS MANUAL OF EXPERIMENTS IN COLLEGE PHYSICS SOUTHERN UNIV PR  
PHY 251/252/253  NOLAN FUNDAMENTALS OF COLLEGE PHYSICS  W.C. BROWN 0-697-12145-3 
PHY 261/262/263  SERWAY PHYSICS FOR SCIENTISTS & ENGINEERS W/MODERN  ..HBC 0-033960274 
PHY 452/652    SIMPSON INTRO. ELECTRONICS F/SCI AND ENGINEERS  PH 0-20538377-3 
PHY557/757    GOSWAMI QUANTUM MECHANICS WCBROWN   0397-118113 
PHY 562/762    WANGSNESS ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS WILEY 0-471311863 
PM250  LEM GRAPHICS MASTER 5  DEANLEMASSOC .... 0-91421839-3 
PM332  BUREAU  WHATTHE PRINTER SHOULD KNOW ABOUT PAPER  ....GATF  0-88362-119-3 
PM434  SOUTHWORTH QUAUTY& PRODUCTIVITY IN GRAPHIC ARTS GRAPHICARTS 0-933300054 
PM 453  BURGER COLOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS  COLOR RESOURCES .. 1-879847394 
PM453  MILES POCKET GUIDE TO COLOR REPRODUCTION GRAPHICARTS PUB  .. 0-93360039-7 
PM457  PFAFFENBERGER QUES COMPUTER USERS DICTIONARY QUE 1-565293813 
PSC250  BURNS GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE • BASIC PRENTICE-HALL 0-133012503 
PSC 250  BURNS GOVERNMENT BYTHE PEOPLE - NATIONAL PH 0-13364118-X 
PSC250  BURNS STUDY GUIDE T/A GOVT BY PEOPLE-NATIONAL  PH 0-133646394 
PSC250  CRAIG ABORTION &AMERICAN POUTICS CHATHAM  0-934540393 
PSC250  DUSHKIN(STINEBRICKNE . AMERICAN GOVERNMENT  DUSHKIN 1-56134-264-5 
PSC 250  DYE IRONY OF DEMOCRACY  WADS 0-534-19848-1 
P3C250  GREENBERG  STRUGGLE FOR DEMOCRACY HARPERCOLUNS  .... 0363424783 
PSC 250  HUDSON AMERICAN DEMOCRACY IN PERIL CHATHAM HOUSE  .... 1-56643309-7 
PSC250  JANDA CHALLENGE OF DEMOCRACY • BRIEF HM  0-395368794 
PSC 250  UNEBERRY GOVERNMENT IN AMERICA HARPER COLLINS  .... 0-06-500721-2 
PSC 250  LOWI   AMERICAN GOVERNMENT - BRIEF  NORTON  0-393-964733 
PSC250  LOWI  AMERICAN GOVERNMENTW/READER NORTON  0-393-96728-X 
PSC 250  SEROW AMERICAN POLITY READER NORTON  0-393-96305-5 
PSC250  SPENCE   FROM FREEDOM TO SLAVERY SMP 0-312-10988-1 
PSC 250 WOLL BEHIND THE SCENES IN AMERICAN GOVERNMENT HC .- 0373-52325-X 
PSC260  RANNEY  GOVERNING   PH 0-13-361049-7 
PSC350  DUSKIN-STINEBRICKNER . STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT DUSHKIN 1-56134-215-7 
PSC350  LWV GEORGIA GOVERNMENT ./ LEAGUEWOMEN VOTER  ... LATEST 
PSC350  STRAAYER STATE AND LOCAL POLITICS  / ST. MARTIN'S 0-312391044 
PSC350 WOODWORTH  CAMELOT: A ROLE PLAYING SIMULATION .../ WADSWORTH  0-534-23040-7 
PSC351   ERICKSON   AMERICAN PUBLIC OPINION   / MCMILLEN 032-3340423 
PSC351   MCCLOSKY AMERICAN ETHOS /. HARVARD  0-67432331-5 
PSC354  BAKER HOUSE AND SENATE J NORTON  0-393-957263 
PSC 354  RIPLEY CONGRESS NORTON  0-393-95617-2 
PSC354  ROBERTSON   DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN PUBLIC POLICY SF 0373-39881-1 
PSC 355  CARTER REASON IN LAW HC 0-673-52269-5 
PSC 355  DAVIS DECISIONS AND IMAGES PH 0-13334505-9 
PSC 355  SMITH  COURTS.POLITICS AND JUDICIAL PRXESS NELSON-HALL 0-8304-1293-X 
PSC 358  FISHER  CONSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURES MCGH 0373212223 
PSC378  DEALY LATIN AMERICANS  WESTVIEW PRESS .... 0-81333226-2 
PSC 378  RANDALL GATHERING RAGE MONTHLY REVIEW PR . 0-853453613 
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PSC 378 WYNIA POLITICS OF LATIN AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT  
PSC 382 AMERICAS WATCH FRONTIER JUSTICE: HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES ALONG .. 
PSC382 ASIAWATCH&PHYSICA .. RAPEINKASHIMIFtACRIMEOFWAR  
PSC382  DONNELLY INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS  
PSC382  HUMANA WORLD HUMAN RIGHTS GUIDE  
PSC382  PATTERSON FREEDOMVOLI   
PSC450 COVEY SEVEN HABITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PEOPLE  
PSC450/650    BELLAH , GOODSOCIETY    
PSC893 GILPIN POUTICAL ECONOMY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS . 
PSC893  KEOHANE AFTER HEGEMONY   
PSY150 PSYCHOLOGY ON A DISK VER. 4.0   
PSY150  DEWEY COURSEPACK   
PSY 150  LEFTON PSYCHOLOGY -.  
PSY 150  MORRIS PSYCHOLOGY  
PSY150  MYERS PSYCHOLOGY  
PSY150    PLOTNIK INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY   
PSY210 APA  CAREERS IN PSYCHOLOGY  
. MAJORS FINDER FOR SDS  
. BASIC STAT. F/BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES W/3.5" DISK ... 
. STUDY GUIDE FOR WEITEN & LLOYD'S PSYCH APPLIE 
. PSYCHOLOGY APPUED TO MODERN UFE  
. PSYCHOLOGY OF REUGION  
CHILD PSYCHOLOGY 
! PSYCHOLOGY OF WORK & HUMAN PERFORMANCE .. 
.ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY  
. PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS  
PSY 210  HOLLAND    
P3Y280  HEIMAN  
P3Y350 SOSULKI  
PSY350 WEITEN  
PSY357  MALONY  
P3Y365  HETHERINGTON  . 
PSY367 SMITHER  
PSY 371   HOLMES  
PSY372  GRANT  
PSY373  RAY  DRUGS.SOQETY, & HUMAN BEHAVIOR  
PSY374 ARONSON SOCIALANIMAL  
PSY 374  PINES EXPERIENCING SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGYREADING PROJ. 
PSY377  HYDE/VALOIS HUMANSEXUAUTYPACKAGE  
PSY382 '. MARTIN DOING PSYCHOLOGY EXPERIMENTS  
PSY 382  MCBURNEY RESEARCH METHODS  
PSY399 CARROLL  PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE  
PSY 452  MATUN   COGNITION   
PSY 453 FRANKEN  HUMAN MOTIVATION   
PSY 457/657  KALAT BIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY  
PSY 476/676  FADIMAN PERSONALITY & PERSONAL GROWTH  
PSY 553/753  ROITBLAT INTRO. TO COMPARATIVE COGNITION  
PSY 556 AGNEW SCIENCE GAME  
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